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Abstract

Complex networks, or simply networks, are robust structures for representing relationships
between entities (nodes) connected in nontrivial ways. These networks can be used to model
many types of relationships and processes in physical, biological, social, and information
systems. A valuable aspect of network analysis is the identification of strongly connected
groups, as this allows the creation of a large-scale map of a system. These groups are called
communities and often provide information about the function of the system represented
by the network.

The expansion of data popularized the field of network analysis and opened up the
possibility of closely observing the represented processes in a temporal manner. Temporal
analysis of communities is known as community evolution and aims to detect and explain
changes in the collective behaviour of groups. It can be a precious tool in answering
many phenomena, especially for social networks, such as economical or political shifts,
measuring the influence of topics in forming and dissolving communities, the evolution of
echo chambers, etc.

In this thesis, we present two contributions to the field of community detection and
evolution. The first is a community detection method named Ensemble Louvain, which
produces stable communities with high quality, suitable for evolution analysis. It uses
ensembles of a famous community detection algorithm, significantly outperforming it and
other ensemble methods that utilize it.

The second contribution is a novel strategy for using artificial networks for community
detection benchmarking. The Lancichinetti-Fortunato-Radicchi (LFR) benchmark is the
most widely accepted algorithm for generating artificial networks that resemble real-world
networks. In the commonly used setting, the diversity of LFR networks is limited. Because
the performance of community detection algorithms can vary depending on other network
properties, conclusions based on a single set of LFR parameter values can be misleading.
Therefore, we propose a comprehensive benchmarking of community detection algorithms
that avoids the shortcomings of the standard LFR benchmarking, called the Unconstrained
LFR benchmark.

Finally, we present three of our published works where we apply our Ensemble Louvain
on a real-world dynamic social network, gaining insight into the development of Twitter
communities. We observe the communities by analyzing the evolution of their influential
users, discussion topics, and hate speech use. With this, we show a clear example of how
community evolution can be used in applied quantitative research in the interdisciplinary
field of complex networks.
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Povzetek

Kompleksna omrežja, ali preprosto omrežja, so diskretne strukture za predstavitev odnosov
med netrivialno povezanimi entitetami (vozlišči). Kompleksna omrežja lahko uporabljamo
za modeliranje različnih odnosov in procesov v fizičnih, bioloških, družbenih in informacij-
skih sistemih. Osnovna metoda analize omrežij je identifikacija močno povezanih skupin,
saj to omogoča poenostavljen vpogled v strukturo obravnavanega sistema. Te skupine
močno povezanih vozlišč imenujemo skupnosti in pogosto razkrivajo informacije o delova-
nju sistema, ki ga predstavlja omrežje.

Dostop do velike količine podatkov odpira možnost analize opazovanih sistemov skozi
čas. Časovna analiza skupnosti, poimenovana tudi razvoj skupnosti, je namenjena odkriva-
nju in razlagi sprememb v kolektivnem vedenju skupin. To omogoča spremljanje in analizo
številnih pojavov zlasti na družbenih omrežjih, saj lahko zaznamo gospodarske in politične
premike, merimo vpliv tem pri oblikovanju in razpadu skupnosti, razvoj komor odmevov
(ang. echo chambers) in podobno.

V tem magistrskem delu predstavljamo dva prispevka na področju odkrivanja in razvoja
skupnosti v kompleksnih omrežjih. Prvi prispevek je nova metoda odkrivanja skupnosti po
imenu Ensemble Louvain, ki odkrije stabilne skupnosti visoke kakovosti. Ensemble Louvain
je metoda ansamblov, ki temelji na znanem algoritmu za zaznavanje skupnosti Louvain.
Ensemble Louvain znatno prekaša tako algoritem Louvain kot tudi druge sorodne metode
ansamblov za odkrivanje skupnosti. Predvsem daje stabilne rezultate, primerne za analizo
razvoja skupnosti.

Drugi prispevek tega magisterskega dela je nova metoda za evalvacijo algoritmov od-
krivanja skupnosti na sintetičnih omrežjih. Lancichinetti-Fortunato-Radicchi (LFR) je
splošno uveljavljen algoritem za generiranje umetnih omrežij z znanimi skupnostmi, ki
so podobna omrežjem resničnega sveta. V običajno uporabljenem scenariju je raznoli-
kost omrežij LFR omejena zaradi uporabe enega samega seta nastavitev parametrov. Ker
se lahko uspešnost algoritmov za odkrivanje skupnosti razlikuje glede na ostale lastnosti
omrežji, so lahko sklepi na podlagi enega samega niza vrednosti parametrov LFR zava-
jajoči. Zato predlagamo metodo za celovito primerjalno analizo algoritmov za odkrivanje
skupnosti, ki se izogne pomanjkljivostim standardne primerjalne analize LFR, imenovano
Unconstrained LFR.

Nazadnje predstavljamo tri svoja objavljena dela, v katerih uporabljamo naš Ensemble
Louvain algoritem na dinamičnem družbenem omrežju z resničnega sveta. Razvoj sku-
pnosti na slovenskem delu socialnega omrežja Twitter opazujemo v obdobju treh let preko
njihovih najbolj vplivnih uporabnikov, tem za razpravo in uporaba sovražnega govora. S
tem prikazujemo jasen primer, kako je mogoče razvoj skupnosti uporabiti v kvantitativnih
raziskavah na interdisciplinarnem področju kompleksnih omrežij.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Networks are one of the most used mathematical structures that present pairwise relations
(edges) between objects (nodes). These relations can be found in real systems, oftentimes
representing non-trivial topological features. Thus, the networks can be used to model
many types of relations and processes in physical, biological, social, and information sys-
tems. With the digital expansion of society, these systems offer increasingly more data
that can be used for network analysis with the purpose of extracting knowledge on how
objects (people, molecules, words, etc.) relate, communicate, and influence each other as
well as how they propagate information [1]–[3].

1.1 Motivation and Background

The expansion of data did not just popularize the field of network analysis. It also opened
up new possibilities on how we analyze networks, one of which is temporal analysis. The
idea of temporal analysis is tracking the changes in network properties, detecting trends,
and predicting the future development of topologies. The networks which contain temporal
information and allow temporal analysis are called dynamic networks [4]–[6].

Another valuable method of analyzing these real-world complex networks is discovering
groups of highly connected nodes. One can use these groups to identify and understand
collective attributes, behavior, influence, etc. These methods are usually known under the
name of community detection [7]–[9]. The groupings detected by the methods are called
partitions.

Community evolution is the intersection of temporal analysis and community detec-
tion [10], [11]. Here, one tries to detect changes in the collective behavior of groups. It
can be a precious tool in answering many diachronic phenomena, especially for social net-
works, such as economical or political shifts, measuring the influence of topics in forming
and dissolving communities, the evolution of echo chambers, and many others.

Community evolution has many challenges to overcome in order for it to be easily
applicable [10]. The main matter is that temporal analysis assumes the atomic granu-
larity of events in (dynamic) networks, while community detection requires aggregated
(static) networks. This fundamental difference opens up three major fronts of discussion
on tackling community evolution: (dynamic) network representation, temporal adaptation
of community detection methods, and correct evaluation of the results the first two steps
produce.

In this master thesis, we focus on tackling several technical aspects of community evo-
lution on real-world networks, each represented in the following introductory subsections.
We also present three of our published works that apply community evolution analysis in
discovering social phenomena.
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1.1.1 Dynamic networks representation

The way temporality is represented in networks has major implications on how community
detection is designed and applied for community evolution. The atomic events we want to
represent in the networks are: new nodes emerging in the network, old nodes disappearing
from the network, new edge connections between nodes, and edge connections fading away.
Generally, three dynamic network representations exist: static, snapshot, and temporal
networks [12].

The simplest representation of dynamic networks are static networks. The static net-
works are also called “frozen in time” networks since the temporal dimension is not really
explicitly represented. One operates with a single network that aggregates the whole period
of interest, thus freezing the time data into a single object. Several aggregation approaches
exist, depending if we are building unweighted or weighted networks, but we drop going
into details since these networks are standard complex networks. Yet, it is interesting
to follow the genesis of why these networks are the most common approach in dynamic
settings, even today. Historically, this absence of the time dimension has two reasons: the
graph theoretic origin of the field, and the scarcity of data at the time when the field of
complex networks emerged [13]. Graphs were always considered static objects and their
mathematical origin simply excluded changing data. The second reason gives the answer
to why dynamic networks were not a working subject at the time: there was simply not
enough data available (hourly, daily, weekly, monthly, etc.), and splitting the data into
more chunks instead of aggregation usually led to networks losing their capacity to even
capture basic structures, making aggregation always the go-to option. Now, with modern
data expansion and high daily volumes, aggregation strategies are not preferred since they
cannot capture dynamics. These aggregations produce massive static networks, making
them impractical for computation tasks (too large for computer memory and too complex
for CPUs to apply methods such as community detection in a reasonable time).

The second dynamic network representation is the snapshot: a temporally ordered
series of network snapshots. Here, we place a fixed time window (temporal granularity)
and then produce networks for the time windows. It can be applied with overlapping or
non-overlapping windows. The approach allows for efficient tracking of changes in the
network structure and increases the expressiveness of the models but at a cost of higher
analytical complexity [12]. Yet, it opens up two exclusive issues which have to be addressed:
first, how to keep track of the multiple stages of a network or community’s life; second, how
to harmonize the analytical results obtained in a snapshot with the outcome of subsequent
ones.

The third dynamic network representation is temporal networks, that model dynamic
phenomena without any aggregation, keeping all temporal details. The main limitation
of snapshots and aggregations is that temporal granularity needs to be fixed. The iden-
tification of the granularity is not trivial and is mostly context-dependent, yet it often
profoundly impacts analytical results. By avoiding aggregation, temporal networks [14]
utilize a complete and fine-grained description of network dynamics. However, this solu-
tion immensely increases the complexity of the network model and requires the definition
of new analytical methodologies.

Different problems and data impose different modeling choices. Static networks are
mostly used to identify stable patterns and to describe the general status of a network.
Snapshots are proxies that are being used when there are more volatile interactions and
there is a need for studying an increasingly dynamic scenario. And, temporal networks are
the most detailed, where starting from fine-grained temporal data/networks, it is possible
to generate all the other models by subsequent aggregations. Since we are interested in
community detection approaches that deal with temporally annotated graphs, we proceed
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in more detail with the major strengths and weaknesses of the most used models in this
context: Network Snapshots and Temporal Networks.

1.1.1.1 Network snapshots

Network snapshots are partitioning the network history into a series of time-windowed net-
works, each one of them constructed as an aggregation of the observed interaction during
the time window period. A snapshot graph Gt is defined by an ordered set < G1, G2...Gt >
where each snapshot Gi = (Vi, Ei) is created by the time windowed corresponding sets of
nodes Vi and edges Ei. The network snapshots can be effectively used, for instance, to
model a phenomenon that generates network changes (almost) at regular intervals, ap-
plying time-bound observations describing a precise, static discretization of the network
life. The snapshot-based analysis is frequently adopted for networks that have a natural
regular pattern since they can provide a balance between model complexity and expressiv-
ity. Moreover, this analysis allows one to apply static network tools, such as community
detection, to evolving networks.

The snapshot approach crucially depends on the representation of time in the network
relations. Two main scenarios were considered so far: perfect memory networks (also known
as accumulative growth scenario), and limited memory networks [12]. Perfect memory
permits only aggregation of nodes and edges, where the old nodes/edges cannot disappear.
The limited memory scenario allows for nodes/edges to disappear over time. This is suitable
in social network analysis, where the edge disappearance could indicate the decay of social
ties. The limited memory networks are implemented with various methods, including
static, sliding, or dynamic-sized time windows, each method with its own strengths and
weaknesses.

1.1.1.2 Temporal networks

A temporal network is a dynamic object in which both nodes and edges may appear and
disappear as time goes by. More formally, A it is a graph G = (V,E, T ) where V is a
set of triplets of the form (v, ts, te) with v as a node and the birth and death timestamps
of the corresponding node as ts and te (ts <= te); E is a set of quadruplets (u, v, ts, te)
where u and v are nodes of the graph, while ts and te represent the birth and death of
their interaction with an edge. These quadruplets can be undirected or directed.

A distinction between two types of temporal networks exists: interaction networks
and relation networks. The former defines interactions with duration (phone calls, face-
to-face communication, etc.) or without (emails, short messages, etc.) that can repeat
as time goes by. These networks have a very low density of edges and usually describe
relatively short events. On the other hand, relation networks model more stable relations
(friendships, co-worker networks, etc.) which usually last longer than connections in the
interaction networks, making them denser and more stable at any given point. In relation
to networks, the state of the graph is well-defined at any given time and can be studied
through classical static analysis tools. On the other hand, for the interaction networks,
one first needs to retrieve a stable dynamic graph by aggregating small time frames. This
distinction is important because many methods, in particular the ones applying analysis
on edge streams, update the state of communities after each atomic network change. Most
methods discussed in this work consider the relation networks approach, as interaction
networks lack literature for community detection.
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1.1.1.3 Temporal vs. Snapshot networks

The decision of whether one uses snapshots or temporal networks for community evolution
depends on the type of data and network complexity produced by the selected represen-
tation. If the data describes the punctual states of the network evolution (daily, weekly,
monthly, etc.), the snapshot representation is the preferred method to use. If, on the other
hand, more precise information is available (e.g. exact timestamps of e-mails), both solu-
tions can be considered. Then, complexity comes to play. Snapshot complexity depends
mostly on the number of snapshot networks since if there are N aggregated snapshots, it
means that we need to apply analysis to all N networks.

In the thesis, we discuss methods and applications of community evolution using snap-
shot networks, as they are very suitable for social networks and enable the usage of classical
community detection algorithms, which we heavily utilize in our research. In one of our
recent works, presented in Chapter 3, we developed a combined method that circumvents
some of the drawbacks of the existing snapshot strategies by building a weight-decaying
sliding time window network. We then applied a snapshot selection method where fixed
static time windows that contain the most information about the dynamics of the commu-
nities is selected.

1.1.2 Community detection

Classically defined, a community is a group of nodes that is more densely connected in-
side compared to nodes not in the group [13]. In a dynamic network scenario, a dy-
namic community C can be defined as a set of distinct (node vi, period Pj) pairs: C =
(v1, P1), (v2, P2)...(vn, Pn) where Pn = ((ts0 , te0), (ts0 , te0)...(tsN , teN )). Basically, for each
node vi in a specific C, we have the periods Pj in which the node belongs in a particu-
lar community j for the exact intervals defined in Pj . Dynamic community detection (or
community evolution) aims to identify the set of all dynamic communities in a dynamic
network. These communities can be both overlapping and non-overlapping. In this subsec-
tion, we introduce community detection on static networks, a technique that can be also
utilized for community evolution.

The idea of community detection methods is to decompose the networks into meaning-
ful substructures, which could later give us more information about a particular network.
This generally accepted definition, although intuitive, does not specify what meaningful
substructures actually are. A meaningful substructure for one does not mean that it is
meaningful for others. For example, some want to find friend substructures in social net-
works, others are interested in topic-specific substructures (politics, philosophical views,
music, product preferences, etc.). Networks often contain multiple meaningful substruc-
tures of different granularity. Even if we go into a more technical view of what a subgroup
is (density, modularity, etc.), we see that there are many metrics that concentrate on dif-
ferent “meaningfulness”. With that, there is no single solution to this problem, and we say
that community detection is an ill-posed problem [8].

Since there is no universally accepted definition of communities, there is no universal
metric of the goodness of communities. This resulted in a plethora of community detec-
tion algorithms [15]–[19], with a wide variety of methods to detect the communities. A
2022 study classifies the community detection algorithms in two categories: descriptive
and inferential [20]. A descriptive algorithm attempts to find communities according to
some context-dependent notion of a good division of the network into groups. It typically
implements a greedy search to optimize a pre-specified metric of goodness. An inferential
algorithm, on the other hand, applies a generative model of the network to determine which
node partitions are more likely responsible for the observed network. Although the latter
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are considered state-of-the-art in the network science community, the descriptive commu-
nity detection methods are still more popular because of their practicality, accessibility,
and most importantly, scalability to large real-world networks.

For community evolution, one major challenge is that most of the community detection
algorithms suffer from a common issue—the instability of results (partitions) [21]. With
the algorithms producing unstable communities, one cannot be sure if a change really
happened in the communities, or if it is just a random false event caused simply by the
instability of the method. This instability is due to the fact that most community detection
algorithms are based on a greedy optimization of partitions on some metric, making them
prone to produce different results each run, as they get stuck in local maxima through the
optimization process. This issue becomes even bigger when we use the time-dependent
approach to detecting communities as a “bad” run of the community detection algorithm
influences the results of detection at the subsequent snapshots.

In application-oriented papers, where Louvain is applied, but community detection is
not the core focus, the authors typically either use results of a single run of Louvain [22]–
[24] or apply ad-hoc stabilization solutions. One example citation from [25]: “Due to the
stochasticity of the clustering algorithm (Louvain), we ran 50 trials with different random
initialization and assigned each node to the community it was most frequently associated
with.” Another example from [26]: “In order to prevent the modularity function from
being stuck in a local maximum, the Louvain algorithm is repeated 1.000 times which is
a number of runs ensuring the algorithm stability. In order to better explore the solution
space of the modularity function Q, a node-reshuffling procedure has been performed: . . . ”.

To address this issue, in this thesis, we present a method that we call Ensemble Lou-
vain: a wrapper algorithm of the Louvain, which performs hundreds of Louvain runs with
different seeds and then aggregates results to get significantly more stable results with
higher community quality.

1.1.3 Community evaluation

Finding a reliable way to evaluate communities is a significant issue to address while
approaching community detection. As previously discussed, one of the main issues of com-
munity detection lies in the absence of a unique definition of a community. Thus, many
different strategies exist for comparing results obtained by different community detection
methods, each one focusing on one specific characteristic that a proper network parti-
tion should express. Since we identified stability as a challenge in community evolution,
one needs to also find a way to robustly evaluate community stability, an aspect that is
consistently overshadowed by community quality in the research community.

We can evaluate using synthetic data or real-world data. For synthetic data, several
network models were introduced during the 20th century: random graphs [27], small-
world networks [28], preferential attachment models [29], the Forest Fire models [30] and
Community Affiliation Graphs [31]. Once the network is created, the next step is to
generate a community ground truth for which one defines probabilities of intra and inter-
cluster edges. These evaluations are also known as Girvan and Newman benchmarks
for static non-overlapping communities. Currently, Lancichinetti—Fortunato—Radicchi
(LFR) benchmark [32] is the most widely accepted algorithm that generates synthetic
benchmark networks that resemble real-world networks. Its advantage over other meth-
ods is that it accounts for the heterogeneity in the distributions of node degrees and of
community sizes.

The LFR method creates synthetic networks using a few important parameters which
control the structure of the network. Previous works on LFR [18], [33]–[36], vary µ, the
mixing parameter, as a partition difficulty criteria (higher µ means a higher percentage of
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edges going out of the community, hence finding the ground truth communities becomes
more difficult) and run the algorithms on one or few different network sizes (parameter n).
Meanwhile, all other parameters remain fixed, even though their values can significantly
alter the community structure of the network [32]. The disadvantage of this approach is
that by fixing most of the parameters, the evaluation is done only on a very small subspace
of the possible synthetic networks. In the thesis, we refer to this methodology as Standard
LFR benchmark and introduce a more diverse benchmark alternative, which we refer to
as Unconstrained LFR benchmark. The idea of the Unconstrained LFR benchmark is to
create artificial networks which vary in multiple aspects (parameters), and not just the
mixing parameter µ, which then would allow a broader community detection evaluation.

1.1.4 Community detection metrics

Throughout the thesis, we use three stability and performance metrics which compare
the algorithm output partitions with the ground-truth: Normalized Mutual Information
(NMI ) [37], Adjusted Rand Index (ARI ) [38] and our own improvement1 of the BCubed
F1 metric [39], [40]. Although the three metrics (NMI, ARI and F1) measure the same
property (community quality) and show comparable results (visible in Figure 2.2 and
Figure 2.3), there are some practical differences. Specifically, the NMI score is more
forgiving when nodes are left out as one-node or few-node islands out of their original
community since the calculation is community-wise. On the other hand, the F1 (node-
wise) adds a value of zero to the total F1 for the specific node or close to zero for the
few-node islands, before normalizing by the number of nodes. This maximally penalizes
the F1. The ARI penalizes in a similar way, but in a pair-wise manner. Thus, if one
demands precision (positive predictive value), NMI is a more suitable metric, while if
sensitivity is focus, ARI and F1 are more adequate. Finally, the most important benefit of
our F1 metric compared to the other two is that it can also compare disjoint sets of nodes,
making it a suitable tool for comparing the similarity of adjacent partitions in community
evolution. We define it and extensively use it in our application works on retweet networks,
covered in Chapter 3. For detailed formulations of all three metrics, see Appendix B.

In the absence of ground truth, which is the case in most real-world problems, a stan-
dard way to compare different algorithms is by internal quality evaluations of the commu-
nities in the partition. The most widely used metric of this type is Modularity [41]. Values
of modularity approaching 1 indicate partitions with a strong community structure, while
lower values (with -0.5 being the theoretical minimum) indicate that the partition does not
correspond to a community structure in the network. Modularity has also been extensively
used in community detection algorithms where the aim is to optimize for a higher modular-
ity score. Yet, the modularity score has been disputed in recent years, where researchers
show that partitions with the optimal (global maximum) modularity do not necessarily
correspond to what one expects to be good communities [42]. Other scores exist, such as:
conductance [43], expansion [43], internal density [43] etc.

Although there are many scores that can help one get insight into the quality of the
communities, using a metric of this type introduces a major drawback: it favors methods
that are designed to maximize it. And, though helpful, they can be quite misleading if
we stick to only one particular metric. Thus, when building a new community detection
algorithm, whether for dynamic or static communities, it is recommended that one uses
multiple evaluation metrics.

1https://github.com/boevkoski/bcubed_f1

https://github.com/boevkoski/bcubed_f1
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1.2 Related Work

In this subsection, we cover the related work of the main challenge we tackle in the thesis
— stabilizing community detection methods for their applicability in community evolution
analysis.

1.2.1 Community detection instability

The instability of the greedy community detection algorithms, such as Louvain [15], is a
major problem if consistent solutions are crucial, such as in community evolution analysis.
When the communities detected at times t and t+ 1 differ, one has to be sure that these
are genuine differences, and not the result of the stochastic instability of the community
detection algorithm. A number of solutions were proposed to solve (or at least mitigate)
this ambiguity. Their goal is to smooth out the evolution of communities. Rossetti and
Cazabet [10] identify four techniques for mitigating the instability: explicit smoothing,
implicit smoothing, global smoothing, and smoothing by bootstrap.

Explicit smoothing is when the algorithm explicitly introduces smoothing in its defini-
tion [44], [45], requiring the partition at step t to have similarity with the partition found
at t − 1. These algorithms typically introduce a parameter that determines the trade-off
between the quality of the partition at t and its similarity with the partition at t− 1.

Implicit smoothing is the idea to maximize the similarity between consecutive partitions
by favoring. Some methods [46] use the communities found at the previous step as seeds
for the current one. Others try to locally update communities that have been directly
affected by modifications between the previous and the current step [47].

Global smoothing uses the idea of searching for communities that are coherent in time
by examining all steps of evolution simultaneously. Primarily, this is done by creating a
single network from different snapshots [21].

1.2.2 Ensemble approaches

What if the aim is not to smooth out the evolution of the communities, but actually
identify major shifts in the community structure? Then, one needs to fix the instability of
the algorithm on a snapshot level instead of using the timeline of snapshots. That can be
done with smoothing by bootstrap, which is the technique we use in Ensemble Louvain,
the method covered in this thesis to apply stable community detection. The idea here
is to run an algorithm on the same snapshot multiple times, and find stable parts in the
community structure which are more easily trackable. It relies on the use of community
detection ensembles. Analogous to the ensemble approaches from machine learning [48],
the idea is to combine partitions produced by multiple runs of the community detection
algorithm to derive one superior partitioning, both in terms of stability and quality of the
detected communities [49], [50].

The most well-known ensemble approach is the Consensus Clustering method by Lan-
cichinetti and Fortunato [51]. The method applies a greedy detection algorithm r times,
computing a consensus matrix D, where an entry Dij is the number of partitions in which
vertices i and j are assigned to the same cluster, divided by r. Then, all the entries of D
below a chosen threshold τ are set to zero. This is followed by another r times of running
the greedy algorithm on the modified consensus matrix D. If the partitions are all equal
(or, in other words, the new consensus matrix is block-diagonal), the procedure stops and
returns the final communities. Otherwise, the last step is repeated on the new consensus
matrix, until the partitions stabilize. The main downside of this approach is the uncer-
tainty on how many partitionings are to be applied before the final communities stabilize,
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and if they eventually stabilize at all, since the algorithm is not guaranteed to converge.
Moreover, the optimal combinations of the parameters r and τ are underexplored.

Another approach is the Node-based Fusion of Communities (NFC) [52]. Here, the
main idea is to apply hierarchical clustering on the consensus matrix D. Then, the authors
select the partition where the communities give the highest modularity. The challenges
of hierarchical clustering are multiple. First is the usage of distance metrics between the
clusters, as it is difficult to find a robust way of measuring the distance between a node
and a community, or between two communities. Second, it introduces another type of
instability while trying to solve the original, since merging of clusters through the distance
metric will very often produce ambiguous situations with multiple “equally good” merges,
where arbitrary choices lead to divergent end results. Finally, hierarchical clustering is a
slow algorithm that quadratically depends on the number of samples.

Ensemble Clustering for Graphs (ECG) [36] is one more similar approach for tackling
instability by using ensembles. It begins with running a community detection algorithm
multiple times (the authors recommend it be not more than 16). Then, it creates a weighted
meta-network using the consensus matrix D. To get the output partition, it runs a final
partitioning on the weighted meta-network. The main issue with ECG is that it does
not solve the instability problem completely, as it still depends on greedy modularity
optimization to find the final partition on the weighted meta-network. Thus, ECG inherits
the instability property of the main algorithm, still making it unsuitable for environments
where consistency is crucial.

Finally, a very interesting, yet insufficiently researched idea is YASCA – Yet Another
Seed-centric Community detection Algorithm [53]. Here, the method first detects seed
nodes that could potentially be central in a community. This is done by utilizing centrality
metrics for networks. Next, it applies local community detection for each of the seed nodes.
It uses the local communities to create a consensus matrix D and then it applies a final
greedy optimization community detection algorithm on the matrix, outputting the final
partition.

Ensemble Louvain, the proposed method in this thesis, solves the instability problem
without introducing additional ambiguous steps. It uses similar ideas as in the first steps
of the Consensus Clustering algorithm, yet shows better results by a simplification of the
follow-up procedure (after the consensus or co-membership matrix has been created). It
includes a finer evaluation, a broader optimal parameter analysis, and a faster implemen-
tation.

1.3 Thesis Structure

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we describe the methods
proposed in this thesis. First, Ensemble Louvain, a novel method for stable commu-
nity detection suitable for community evolution analysis. Second, Unconstrained LFR,
an improvement of a well-known community detection benchmark that enables intuitive
comparison between algorithms both in terms of community quality and community sta-
bility. In Chapter 3, we present three of our applied research publications on community
evolution analysis with Ensemble Louvain: “Community evolution in retweet network”,
“Retweet communities reveal the main source of hate speech” and “Evolution of topics and
hate speech in retweet network communities”. In Chapter 4, we discuss the content of the
thesis and conclude.
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Chapter 2

Methods

This chapter covers our main contributions to the field of community detection. The first,
is Ensemble Louvain, a novel method for stable community detection based on ensembles,
suitable for community evolution analysis. And the second is the Unconstrained LFR,
a community detection benchmark that aims to generate diverse artificial networks and
allow intuitive comparison of algorithms.

2.1 Ensemble Louvain

First presented in 2008 by Blondel et al. [15], Louvain is the base for our proposed Ensemble
Louvain algorithm. It uses a greedy optimization of a community quality metric, called
modularity, to find the most suitable partitioning. Modularity (Q) measures the relative
density of edges inside communities with respect to edges outside communities.

Formally, it is defined as follows:

Q =
1

2m

∑

ij

[Aij −
kikj
2m

]δ(ci, cj),

where Aij represents the edge weight between nodes i and j; ki and kj are the sums of
weights of the edges connecting nodes i and j; m is the sum of all of the edge weights in the
graph; ci and cj are the communities of the nodes, and δ is the Kronecker delta function.

Optimizing modularity theoretically produces the best possible grouping of nodes of a
given network. Yet, its optimization (or any other node-based community quality metric)
is NP-hard [54] and this group of community detection algorithms are searching for local
maxima of the score using greedy optimization approaches.

The greedy optimization of the Louvain method has two phases that are repeated
iteratively. First, each node in the network is assigned to its own community. Then, the
algorithm tries to put each node in the community of all other nodes and calculate the
overall modularity of all possible combinations of moving a node from one community
to another. In the second phase, the combination with maximum modularity is selected
and the procedure continues with the new set of communities. This is repeated until no
improvement in modularity is observed. Very often, multiple choices in the combinatorial
explosion of possible communities give an equivalent overall score of modularity, but only
one combination is chosen (the common implementation is selecting the first maximum by
random node ordering). Although equivalent, these choices oftentimes diverge in dissimilar
outcomes a few steps down the line, leading to bountiful differences in the community
structure between partitions and introducing instability.

To overcome the instability of Louvain, we propose the aforementioned Ensemble Lou-
vain. A simple, but powerful approach that uses the instability flaw of Louvain to its
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Figure 2.1: Ensemble Louvain steps. The outline of Ensemble Louvain consists of
the following steps: running standard Louvain multiple times; generating a weighted co-
membership network (an edge between two nodes exists if Louvain assigns them to the same
community at least once; the edge weight is the number of co-memberships); removing
edges of the co-membership network under a given threshold (typically 85%); obtaining
final communities by extracting the connected components.

advantage, as it combines multiple unstable Louvain partitions to produce one superior
final partition. As shown in Fig 2.1, Ensemble Louvain has the following steps:

• Runs the standard Louvain algorithm multiple r times in parallel, with different
starting positions in the node order resulting in varying partitions.

• Then, it builds a co-membership (or consensus) network where the edges between the
original nodes are weighted co-membership scores (i.e., how many times two nodes
appeared in the same community in the multiple Louvain runs).

• This is followed by an edge-removal phase: if a co-membership score is below the
co-membership threshold ct (see Appendix A.2 for sensitivity analysis of both ct and
r hyperparameters), the edge is removed from the meta-network.

• The output of the edge-removal phase is a set {C1, ..., Cn} of connected components
which represent our final partition P . The final partition is obtained from a very
simple non-stochastic process, mitigating the instability of the separate Louvain par-
titions.

Compared to other ensemble algorithms for community detection, namely Consensus
clustering [51] and ECG [36], Ensemble Louvain also builds a co-membership (consensus)
network in an identical manner. The difference lies in how the co-membership network is
used to produce the final communities. Consensus clustering continues by applying the
same procedure of multiple Louvain runs on the co-membership network repeatedly, until it
achieves unambiguous stable communities where all co-memberships are either zero or max-
imum. On the other hand, ECG applies a final Louvain partitioning on the co-membership
network, introducing a new opening for instability in the methodology. Ensemble Louvain
applies neither of these techniques. Rather, it simplifies the methodology by immediately
inferring the final communities from the co-membership network using the edge-removal
phase. Doing so reduces the stochasticity of the process and enables faster convergence.

There are multiple benefits of using Ensemble Louvain. Here, in order to maintain
a simple structure of the thesis with a gradual introduction of concepts and techniques,
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we only cover the main strong points of Ensemble Louvain. Section 2.2 and Appendix A
present the experiments and reasoning which led us to the following conclusions.

First, Ensemble Louvain shows major community stability improvements and compa-
rable community quality results. With this, we achieve our main goal behind the idea to
develop the method, since stable performance makes it suitable for community evolution
analysis. To prove this, we apply extensive benchmarking, comparing Ensemble Louvain
with the original Louvain and other ensemble methods. The benchmarking results, both
on artificial and real-world networks, are covered in Section 2.2. To demonstrate the use-
fulness of Ensemble Louvain regarding our main motivation, Appendix A.4 explores the
practical implications of using the method for community evolution analysis. Here, we
explore the stability of results when using Louvain vs. Ensemble Louvain on a timeline
of 185 retweet networks of the Slovenian tweetosphere. We present evaluations that show
that Ensemble Louvain introduces five times less noise in the results, which helps reduce
the influence of stochasticity in the interpretation of community evolution results.

Second, although Ensemble Louvain has two hyperparameters to be set, they show low
sensitivity yet provide robustly good results across a well-defined range of values. In other
words, high-quality partitions are achievable even with little to no hyperparameter tuning.
Using a large variety of artificial networks, we identify a co-membership threshold of ct =
0.85 and r = 100 number of Louvain runs to be a good starting choice of parameters that
works across all networks. We consistently use it across all our experiments in Section 2.2.
Appendix A.2 presents the hyperparameter exploration and the results behind the decision
on the default parameters.

Third, as a side effect of the co-membership thresholding, Ensemble Louvain is able
to discover borderline nodes. These borderline nodes lie between communities or at the
periphery of the network. They have a co-membership value below the threshold for all
their neighbours, thus turning out to be single-node components. Community analysis can
benefit from detecting these nodes, not just to stabilize the discovered communities, but
also to potentially analyze the “swingers” or the peripheral nodes in the network. The
borderline nodes can be very helpful in social network analysis, where one tries to under-
stand who and why is on the borderline between two communities with conflicting views,
agendas, ideologies, etc. Or, regarding the peripheral nodes, which are the communities
that act as news feeders to passive readers on social media. In Appendix A.1, we present
an experiment on the presence of the borderline nodes, as well as their effects both on the
analyzed network and the discovered communities.

Fourth, Ensemble Louvain is, to the best of our knowledge, the only ensemble method
that has a parallelized implementation, utilizing multiple CPU cores. The independent
Louvain runs are processed on separate cores and then collected in the co-membership
matrix. The parallelization significantly helps to mitigate the time complexity of running
Louvain multiple times, as we show that the introduction of additional CPU cores speeds up
the computation close to linearly. The experiments on the effects of parallelized Ensemble
Louvain are presented in Appendix A.3.

Last but not least, Ensemble Louvain has an openly accessible and easy-to-use im-
plementation for Python. It is available on Github1, as well as through the pip Python
package installer. In its implementation, it utilizes the famous NetworkX library for han-
dling network structures2, as well as Python-Louvain3, an implementation of the Louvain
algorithm.

1https://github.com/boevkoski/ensemble-louvain
2https://networkx.org/
3https://github.com/taynaud/python-louvain

https://github.com/boevkoski/ensemble-louvain
https://networkx.org/
https://github.com/taynaud/python-louvain
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2.2 Community Detection Evaluation

The most common approach to evaluating and comparing community detection algo-
rithms is using networks with an a priori known community structure. Lancichinetti—
Fortunato—Radicchi (LFR) benchmark [32] is the most widely accepted algorithm that
generates benchmark networks (artificial networks that resemble real-world networks). Its
advantage over other methods is that it accounts for the heterogeneity in the distributions
of node degrees and of community sizes.

The LFR method creates synthetic networks using a few important parameters which
control the structure of the network. These are the number of nodes in the network; the
power law exponent for the degree distribution of the network and communities; the frac-
tion of inter-community edges of each node; the maximum and minimum node degree; the
maximum and minimum community size. The common pipeline of using the LFR networks
for benchmarking [18], [33]–[36] is to only vary µ, the mixing parameter, as a criterion of
difficulty. Higher µ means a higher percentage of edges going out of the community, hence
the task of finding the ground-truth communities becomes less trivial. Meanwhile, all other
parameters remain fixed, even though their values can significantly alter the community
structure in the network [32]. We refer to this methodology as Standard LFR benchmark
and introduce a more diverse benchmark alternative, which we refer to as Unconstrained
LFR benchmark.

We apply stability and performance benchmarks on the LFR networks, comparing
Ensemble Louvain to the standard Louvain, Consensus Clustering, and ECG. We first
focus on and present the stability results, as the aim of our algorithm is to primarily
improve consistency while maintaining performance. For both Consensus Clustering and
ECG, we use Louvain as the backbone algorithm and the recommended parameter values
by the authors in the corresponding papers.

Originating from cluster analysis, we use three stability and performance metrics that
allow the comparison of two partitions: Normalized Mutual Information (NMI ) [37], Ad-
justed Rand Index (ARI ) [38] and the BCubed F1 metric [39], [40]. Detailed definitions of
the metrics and how each is applied for measuring stability and performance can be found
in Appendix B.

2.2.1 Standard LFR

The main goal of developing Ensemble Louvain was to achieve stable results, suitable for
environments where consistency is key, such as tracking communities through time. And,
the task of producing stable results is where the proposed algorithm excels. We measure
stability in the following manner: First, we apply the community detection algorithm mul-
tiple times on a network, but with different seeds (node ordering). Due to the greedy
optimization, these multiple runs produce different partitions. We then use the partition
similarity metrics to compare each partition pair separately. Finally, if the average similar-
ity is higher for one algorithm than another, we say that the first one is more stable, as it
manages to produce more consistent results. Note that higher stability does not correlate
with higher community quality.

For the purpose of evaluating stability in our case, we generate Standard LFR networks
for three different network sizes: 100, 1000, and 10000, while varying parameterµ. For each
network, we run the selected algorithms 10 times and then compare each pair of runs with
the defined metrics. A higher metric score (1.0 being maximum) means that the partitions
of the different runs are similar, or the algorithm produces more stable results. A lower
value (0.0 being minimum) indicates higher instability.

Figure 2.2 shows the results of the Standard LFR stability benchmark. For all three
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Figure 2.2: Standard LFR stability benchmark. Stability results, with a standard
LFR setting, consist of a pair-wise comparison of multiple local optimum partitions for a
community detection algorithm on the same network. In our case, we show the average
pair-wise similarity (stability) and standard error of the mean of ten runs. We apply this
on LFR networks with varying µ values (from 0.1 to 0.65, showed on the x-axis), and for
three network sizes (n = 100, n = 1000 and n = 10000, with τ1 = 2 and τ2 = 1.1). The
stability is estimated by three measures (y-axis): NMI, ARI and F1. Higher scores imply
more similar partitions, or more consistent results through the multiple runs, which mean
higher stability.

measures and three network sizes, we observe a similar pattern—Ensemble Louvain shows
to be the most stable approach. This is most evident when observing the NMI since it
does not heavily punish the placing of the borderline nodes into separate communities. As
expected, the original Louvain produces the most unstable results, showing the original
need for ensemble techniques.

We proceed with a performance benchmark by comparing the algorithm outputs with
the ground truth partitions given by the Standard LFR networks. The results are shown
in Figure 2.3. All four algorithms produce comparable community quality for all metrics
and network sizes, with a slight advantage of Ensemble Louvain and ECG, especially when
observing higher values of µ. The only major difference we observe is the lower modularity
score of Ensemble Louvain when the value of µ is high. In Subsection A.1, we show that
this is due to the effect of the borderline nodes.
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Figure 2.3: Standard LFR performance benchmark. Performance results on standard
LFR setting, showing average scores of ten runs when compared to the LFR ground truth
by varying µ from 0.1 to 0.65 (x-axis) for three network sizes (n = 100, n = 1000 and
n = 10000, with τ1 = 2 and τ2 = 1.1). The matching of ground truth is estimated by three
measures (y-axis): NMI, ARI and F1. Higher scores imply a better match of the detected
communities to the ground truth of the LFR networks. This figure shows the competence
of Ensemble Louvain’s community quality compared to the three different methods.

2.2.2 Unconstrained LFR

For the typical Standard LFR comparison methodology, the diversity of the LFR networks
is very limited. We argue that the performance of community detection algorithms may
vary depending on other network properties, i.e., some algorithms perform better on one
set of LFR parameters and other algorithms perform better on others. Consequently, con-
clusions based on only one set of LFR parameters while only varying the mixing parameter
µ can be misleading.

We propose the Unconstrained LFR to perform a more comprehensive benchmarking
of community detection algorithms while avoiding the shortcomings of the standard LFR
benchmarking. The approach consists of two steps: generating diverse LFR networks and
then benchmarking by applying the Friedman test and the post-hoc Nemenyi test. In this
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way, the full diversity of the LFR network space can be explored and the potential bias
from a single set of LFR parameters is avoided.

2.2.2.1 Network creation

For the network creation part, we randomly generate values for the following parameters:
n—number of nodes in the network (from nmin to nmax nodes); τ1—power law exponent
for the degree distribution of the network (from τ1min to τ1max); τ2—power law exponent
for the community size distribution in the network (from τ2min to τ2max); µ—fraction of
inter-community edges of each node (from µmin to µmax); dmax—maximum degree allowed
for a node (from

√
n to n/2); davg—average degree of nodes (from davg,min to davg,max);

(cmin, cmax)—minimum and maximum size of a community (1 < cmin and dmax < cmax;
cmin ∈ [1,

√
n] and cmax ∈ [dmax, n/2]). If the combination of parameters fails to generate

a valid network, the process is repeated until a valid combination is found.
Once the network creation part is complete, we measure the performance and stability

of the community detection algorithms using the previously defined metrics. We then com-
pare the scores by the Friedman-Nemenyi test [55]–[57]. We use the Friedman-Nemenyi
combination to simultaneously compare several algorithms on many different networks
whose performances by NMI, ARI, and F1 are not normally distributed. The result is
visualized by critical difference diagrams and can be intuitively presented, especially com-
pared to the Standard LFR where statistical significance is hard to evaluate and interpret.
In the ranking diagram, the algorithms are ordered from best performing (on the right) to
the worst-performing (on the left). The performance of a pair of algorithms is significantly
different if the corresponding average ranks differ by at least the critical difference. Groups
of algorithms that are not significantly different are connected by a black CD line. If an
algorithm is within one CD of all other algorithms, the correct interpretation is that the
experimental data is not sufficient to reach any conclusion regarding this algorithm.

2.2.2.2 The Unconstrained LFR benchmark

As a pilot study, we apply the Unconstrained Friedman-Nemenyi LFR benchmark to our
selected four community detection algorithms. We generate 500 (N = 500) unconstrained
LFR networks using the NetworkX [58] library with the following parameter settings:

• Number of nodes range, n ∈ [100, 12500],

• Power law exponent for the degree distribution range, τ1 ∈ [1.1, 3.0],

• Power law exponent for the community size distribution range, τ2 ∈ [1.05, τ1],

• Fraction of inter-community edges of each node range, µmin ∈ [0.05, 0.70],

• Maximum node degree range, dmax ∈ [
√
n, n/2],

• Average node degree range, davg ∈ [3, 25],

• Maximum community size, cmax ∈ [dmax + 1, n/2],

• Minimum community size, cmin ∈ [2,
√
n].

Note that the range for the selection of parameters is only a recommendation based on
preliminary experiments. They are chosen so as to most likely yield a viable combination
for a network to be generated while preserving varying network and community structures.

We apply the community detection algorithms 10 times on each of the 500 LFR net-
works and calculate the NMI, ARI and F1 measures on their partitions. For stability, we
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Figure 2.4: Unconstrained LFR benchmark. We compare four algorithms on 500
unconstrained LFR benchmark networks, applying the Friedman-Nemenyi significance test.
The left-hand side shows the stability results, and the right-hand side the matching to
ground truth results. Each individual chart shows the ranks of the four algorithms as
estimated by one of the evaluation measures (NMI, ARI, and F1). CD denotes the critical
difference, and the black bars connect ranks of procedures that are not significantly different
at the 5% level.

calculate the partition similarity between pairs of multiple runs of the same algorithm. For
performance, we compare the ten runs of each algorithm to the LFR ground truth. The
scores are the input to the Friedman-Nemenyi combined test using the Autorank library
in Python [59], where we generate rankings of the four algorithms, separately for stability
and performance. The results of this experiment are presented in Figure 2.4. A clear dis-
tinction in stability and performance can be observed between the algorithms when their
ranks differ more than the critical distance (CD). Confirming the stability results of the
Standard LFR, yet this time statistically, Ensemble Louvain shows the most stable re-
sults by all three metrics. Regarding performance (or community quality), the benchmark
shows that Ensemble Louvain shows the best results according to NMI and F1, while it
goes to second place according to ARI. Again, as ARI evaluates the correctness of node
placements by comparing pair combinations, it heavily punishes the borderline nodes in
Ensemble Louvain, thus evaluating ECG as the most accurate algorithm.

Finally, in Appendix C we present additional experiments which show why we argue
that the Unconstrained LFR is a valuable addition to the community detection evaluation
tools. Basically, we demonstrate that varying only µ leads to an underexplored space of
possible networks and that the performance of community detection algorithms may vary
depending on other network properties which stay fixed during a Standard LFR benchmark.

2.2.3 Evaluation on real-world networks

Synthetic networks are a reliable way of comparing community detection methods with re-
spect to ground truth since one knows the network-generating process, or in other words,
can justify nodes being in a particular community. On the other hand, for real-world
networks, one takes network metadata as ground truth (e.g., country, age, political views,
etc. of a user). This metadata cannot guarantee that it is equivalent to the unobserved
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Metadata Ensemble Louvain

Figure 2.5: The Football network: Metadata vs. Ensemble Louvain. Network
layout is done using the Force Atlas 2 visualization in Gephi [64]. Node colors represent
the metadata on the left and the discovered communities by Ensemble Louvain on the
right. Red circles mark nodes that are differently assigned by Ensemble Louvain compared
to the metadata.

ground truth. Hence, if one compares the metadata with the detected partitions, there
is a simultaneous test of the metadata relevance and the algorithm performance, with no
ability to differentiate between the two [60]. This does not imply that efforts of finding the
best community detection algorithm on real-world networks are in vain and that metadata
should not be used as a benchmark for evaluating or comparing the efficacy of commu-
nity detection algorithms. Although searching for better community detection results on
imperfect metadata may stray from a better understanding of the actual community struc-
ture, it could lead to identifying classes of algorithms whose strengths are aligned with the
requirements of a specific network category. Here, we analyze the community structure
and performance of our algorithm on three real-world networks with metadata: College
football [61], Researcher e-mails [62], A European Parliament retweet network [63].

Figure 2.5 shows the metadata and Ensemble Louvain partitions of the College football
network [61]. It represents the schedule of United States football games between Division
IA colleges during the regular season in the Fall of 2000. Nodes represent teams, while
links represent regular season games between the two teams connected. The metadata
communities are defined by conferences, each containing around 8 to 12 teams and marked
with colors. In principle, teams from one conference are more likely to play games with each
other than with teams belonging to different conferences. In general, Ensemble Louvain
correctly clusters teams from one conference. Most of the deviation from the conference
segmentation comes from the independents, a cluster formed by teams who do not belong
to a particular conference, yet frequently play with teams from different conferences.

Full results on all three real-world networks regarding stability and performance are
shown in Table A.1. We measure the mean and standard error of the mean of the F1

score of performance and stability experiments on ten runs. Ensemble Louvain produces
the most stable results for all three networks while showing competitive F1 scores on the
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Table 2.1: A comparison of the stability and performance of the four algorithms on three
real-world networks. The stability is computed from pairwise comparisons of the detected
network partitions over ten runs. The performance is estimated by comparing the detected
communities with the metadata of each network over ten runs, showing the mean and its
standard error.

Stability (F1) Football Email EU Parliament
Louvain 0.969± 0.027 0.834± 0.051 0.951± 0.029
Consensus Clustering 0.986± 0.021 0.981± 0.0050.981± 0.0050.981± 0.005 0.988± 0.0080.988± 0.0080.988± 0.008
ECG 0.987± 0.012 0.897± 0.039 0.953± 0.020
Ensemble Louvain 1.000± 0.0001.000± 0.0001.000± 0.000 0.980± 0.0050.980± 0.0050.980± 0.005 0.995± 0.0050.995± 0.0050.995± 0.005

Performance (F1)
Louvain 0.836± 0.018 0.450± 0.015 0.680± 0.0140.680± 0.0140.680± 0.014
Consensus Clustering 0.808± 0.014 0.388± 0.002 0.693± 0.0070.693± 0.0070.693± 0.007
ECG 0.894± 0.0050.894± 0.0050.894± 0.005 0.536± 0.0110.536± 0.0110.536± 0.011 0.599± 0.012
Ensemble Louvain 0.852± 0.000 0.492± 0.001 0.674± 0.000

metadata. The standard error of the mean for both performance and stability is drastically
in favor of Ensemble Louvain, showing the clear consistency of its outputs.
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Chapter 3

Applications

Our methodological contributions to community evolution found great use in a trilogy of
papers focused on analyzing the Slovenian tweetosphere. In these works, we built a time-
line of snapshot retweet networks and analyzed their community evolution from multiple
aspects, such as tracking community influencers, hate speech sources, topics, and more.

3.1 Community Evolution in Retweet Networks

“Community evolution in retweet networks" is a joint work by Bojan Evkoski, Igor Mozetič,
Nikola Ljubešič, and Petra Kralj Novak. It was published in PLOS One1, a peer-reviewed
open access scientific journal published by the Public Library of Science, in July 2021.

In this paper, we propose an approach that tracks two aspects of community evolution in
retweet networks. First is the flow of members in, out, and between the major communities.
Second, the influence of members in and out of the communities, as well as the influence of
both members and communities in and out of identified super communities. The analysis
is applied to the Slovenian tweetosphere, to tweets starting from January 2018 to January
2021 and it is the earliest community evolution analysis that utilizes Ensemble Louvain,
the community detection method described in this master thesis.

Methodologically, the paper consists of several contributions relevant to the field of
community evolution. It proposes a strategy for representing community evolution that
takes static network snapshots in a timeline of 24-week networks using a sliding window. On
every following snapshot, it applies an exponential edge weight decay, removing the effect
of the trailing end of the window and making the choice of the window size less relevant.
The chosen sliding window is one week, providing high temporal resolution. Thus, it
proposes a temporal zoom-out to a lower time resolution, by a computationally efficient
selection of more distant time points where the network partitions exhibit larger differences.
Finally, it extends and applies the BCubed F1 measure of community similarity, which was
originally introduced to evaluate the quality of document clustering but does not appear
to be used in the field of complex networks. The F1 score can measure differences between
network communities with only partially overlapping sets of nodes, which is essential for
comparing retweet networks in community evolution, where new nodes keep appearing and
disappearing from the network snapshots.

The analysis shows that the Slovenian tweetosphere is dominated by politics and that
the left-leaning communities are consistently larger, but the right-leaning communities and
users exhibit a significantly higher impact. Despite events such as the emergence of the
Covid-19 pandemic and the change of government from left-leaning to right-leaning, the

1https://journals.plos.org/plosone/

https://journals.plos.org/plosone/
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retweet networks change relatively gradually, while the behavior patterns of the left-leaning
and right-leaning communities and users remain consistent.

The author of the master thesis contributed to this paper in the conceptualization of
the paper, the methodology, and the writing. He was also responsible for the complete
software implementation, the experiments, and the visualization of results.
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Abstract

Communities in social networks often reflect close social ties between their members and

their evolution through time. We propose an approach that tracks two aspects of community

evolution in retweet networks: flow of the members in, out and between the communities,

and their influence. We start with high resolution time windows, and then select several time-

points which exhibit large differences between the communities. For community detection,

we propose a two-stage approach. In the first stage, we apply an enhanced Louvain algo-

rithm, called Ensemble Louvain, to find stable communities. In the second stage, we form

influence links between these communities, and identify linked super-communities. For the

detected communities, we compute internal and external influence, and for individual users,

the retweet h-index influence. We apply the proposed approach to three years of Twitter

data of all Slovenian tweets. The analysis shows that the Slovenian tweetosphere is domi-

nated by politics, that the left-leaning communities are larger, but that the right-leaning com-

munities and users exhibit significantly higher impact. An interesting observation is that

retweet networks change relatively gradually, despite such events as the emergence of the

Covid-19 pandemic or the change of government.

Introduction

With the ever-growing base of social media users, platforms such as Twitter are becoming a

very valuable source of data for social analysis. Users on social media interact with each other,

so it is natural to use graphs (where the users are nodes, and interaction between them are

edges) to represent the structure of the user base. Nowadays, a lot of research in the field of

complex networks is focused on social networks analysis. Due to the social media volatility,

temporal analyses are needed for an in-depth understanding of the underlying phenomena.

They can provide insights into the patterns and evolution of the social media landscape, and

consequently to the society itself.

Change in the collective behaviour of groups in networks is referred to as community evo-

lution [1], where communities in the networks are defined as groups of densely connected

users. However, community detection methods are typically designed for static networks, and

consequently have to be adapted for detecting changes in dynamic social media networks.

In our approach, we proceed by creating overlapping snapshots of the network through

time, and detect communities in each snapshot. We then track evolution of relevant
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communities over time. Several developments are needed to detect community evolution in

terms of the flow of members in, out and between the communities, as well as to track the

changes in the community influence.

We illustrate our approach to community evolution on a set of Slovenian tweets during the

last three years, roughly 13 million Twitter posts. Our initial research, where we performed a

static community structure analysis of the data showed strong polarization of the detected

communities along the political dimension. In the subsequent research, the basis of the current

paper, we compared community structures between different manually selected time windows

[2]. In the current paper, we describe a general set of techniques that enable semi-automatic

analysis of the evolution of community structures and influence. These techniques make static

community detection algorithms applicable to dynamic networks. We show a step-by-step

application and insightful results of the proposed techniques on the Slovenian retweet

networks.

Related work

The temporal dimension is very valuable in modern analyses of complex networks. This has

implications on how dynamic community discovery is designed and applied.

The related approaches mostly depend on the representation of time. One can group them

into three types: static/edge-weighted, snapshots, and temporal networks [3]. The first com-

munity discovery methods were applied to the so-called “frozen in time” networks, where the

temporal dimension is not explicitly represented. One operates with a single network (static or

edge-weighted) that aggregates the whole period of interest. This absence of the time dimen-

sion has two historical reasons: the graph theoretic origin of the field, and the scarcity of data

at the time when the field of complex networks emerged [4]. Aggregation strategies have severe

limitations as they cannot capture dynamics, hence are not suitable for dynamic community

detection. Consequently, the second representation emerged—temporally ordered series of

network snapshots. This approach allows for efficient tracking of changes in the network struc-

ture, thus increasing the expressiveness of the models, but at a cost of higher analytical com-

plexity [3]. Finally, temporal networks were proposed that allow for a complete and fine-

grained description of the network dynamics [5]. The field of temporal network analysis is still

under active development. Explicit temporal network representation is rarely used for

dynamic community discovery, as it considerably increases the complexity of the models, and

cannot easily make use of the existing community detection algorithms.

The snapshot approach crucially depends on the representation of time in the network rela-

tions. Two main scenarios were considered so far: perfect memory networks (also known as

accumulative growth scenario), and limited memory networks. Perfect memory permits only

aggregation of nodes and edges, where the old nodes/edges cannot disappear. The limited

memory scenario allows for nodes/edges to disappear over time. This is suitable in social net-

work analysis, where the edge disappearance could indicate the decay of social ties. The limited

memory networks are implemented with various methods, including static, sliding, or

dynamic-sized time windows, each method with its own strengths and weaknesses. In subsec-

tion Retweet networks we propose a combined method that circumvents the drawbacks of the

existing strategies by building a weight-decaying sliding time window network. We then apply

a snapshot selection method, described in subsection Selection of timepoints, where fixed

static time windows that contain the most information about the dynamics of the communities

are selected.

The second significant factor in dynamic community evolution is the way community

detection is applied to the network snapshots [1, 3, 6–8]. Most of the existing approaches
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consider the following question: How do detected communities from one snapshot affect

other snapshots (usually future-adjacent)? There are three groups of approaches: non-evolu-

tionary, evolutionary, and coupling. The first one, also known as instant-optimal or two-stage

approach, considers that communities already existing at time t depend only on the current

state of the network at time t. A two-stage approach first detects communities at each snapshot,

and then matches the detected communities [9, 10]. The obvious drawback of this approach is

that the knowledge gained about the communities at snapshot t-1 is not used for communities

at snapshot t. Yet, our method shows that this is not necessarily a weakness, when one is inter-

ested in detecting maximal changes in the community structure. In the evolutionary approach,

also known as temporal trade-off, communities at snapshot t do not only depend on the net-

work at the same time t, but also on the past evolution of the network [11–13]. The coupling

approach shifts the focus from detecting communities at snapshot t, to community detection

considering pairs of adjacent snapshots, or even the whole network evolution [14, 15].

Although there is a plethora of approaches, with all their advantages and drawbacks, most

of the methods suffer from a common issue—the instability of community detection algo-

rithms [16]. Community detection algorithms have different weaknesses, but the instability of

the results is their common issue in the temporal scenarios. This is specially problematic in the

evolutionary approach to dynamic community detection since the local instability also affects

the time dependent communities. In other words, a “bad” run of the community detection

algorithm influences the results of detection at the subsequent snapshots. This instability is

also an issue for the community evolution analysis in our work, as one cannot distinguish if

the community differences are due to the real-world events reflected in the dynamic complex

network, or are they simply a consequence of the instability of the algorithm. To address this

issue, we propose an Ensemble Louvain algorithm which to some extend solves the instability

of the well-known Louvain algorithm for community detection.

Structure of the paper

The main body of the paper is in the Results section. We start with a brief overview of the data

collected in the Structure of the Twitter data subsection. In the Retweet networks subsection

we describe how the network snapshots are created. Network partitions, generated by an

extension of the Louvain algorithm, are described in the Community detection subsection.

Evolving communities in adjacent partitions are compared in the Structure of the Measuring

community similarity subsection. In Selection of timepoints we show how to select just a few

relevant timepoints out of the whole timeline sequence. Two types of transitions are depicted

in the Visualization of community transitions subsection. We then define internal and external

influence in the Structure of the Identification of super-communities subsection. In the last

subsection Retweet h-index influence we show the most influential users in our dataset. In

Conclusions we wrap up our approach to community evolution and present main plans for

future research. The Methods section provides some additional details. The Data collection

subsection describes a specialized tool used for Twitter acquisition. Ensemble Louvain gives

details of the community detection algorithm applied, and some preliminary evaluation

results. The last subsection on BCubed measure of community similarity defines the measures

used throughout the paper.

Results

Twitter data

Social media, and Twitter in particular, are widely used to study various social phenomena.

For this study, we collected a set of all Slovenian tweets in the three year period, from January

PLOS ONE Community evolution in retweet networks
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1, 2018 until December 28, 2020. The set of almost 13 million tweets represents an exhaustive

collection of Twitter activities in Slovenia. See the Methods section for details of the Twitter

data acquisition.

Fig 1 shows the weekly volume of tweets collected during the three years. The number of

tweets is fairly stable, around 50,000 per week, until the emergence of the Covid-19 pandemic

in March 2020. At this point, we observe a four-fold increase of Twitter activities. This also

coincides with a change of government in Slovenia, from the left-wing to the right-wing. A

minor peak can also be observed around June 2018, at the time of the snap parliamentary elec-

tions. It turns out that most of the tweets are related to politics, and, after March 2020, to poli-

cies concerning the handling of the pandemic. The following is a list of the most important

political events in Slovenia during the last three years:

• March 14, 2018—left-wing government resignation ($PM-sep14-sep18),

• June 8, 2018—snap parliamentary elections,

• September 13, 2018—new left-wing government formation ($PM-sep18-mar20),

• January 27, 2020—left-wing government resignation ($PM-sep18-mar20),

• March 13, 2020—right-wing government formation ($PM-mar20-now),

Fig 1. Weekly volume of Slovenian Twitter data, collected over the three year period. The retweet network observation window is 24 weeks (blue and red lines),

with exponential weight decay (half-time of 4 weeks, green curve), and one week sliding window (difference between the red and blue line). Note a large increase of

Twitter activities at the emergence of the Covid-19 pandemic, which also coincided with the change of the left-wing to the right-wing government in Slovenia.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0256175.g001
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• March, 2020—emergence of the Covid-19 pandemic in Slovenia.

In parenthesis we give anonymized Twitter handles of the Slovenian prime ministers (PM)

at the time since they have important roles in their respective communities. PLoS ONE policy

requires to remove information which identifies and names individual Twitter users.

Retweet networks

Twitter provides different forms of interactions between the users: follows, mentions, replies,

and retweets. The most useful indicator of social ties between the Twitter users are retweets.

When a user retweets a post, it is distributed to all of its followers, just as if it were an originally

authored post. Users retweet content that they find interesting or agreeable. Despite the fact

that it does not always signify an endorsement (e.g., tweets by the former U.S. president

Trump), in large number of cases retweets indicate links between the like-minded users. In

particular, in politics retweets very well reflect the actual political alignments and influence.

For example, it was demonstrated that political parties and nationalities of the members of the

European Parliament can be reconstructed solely from their retweet activities [17]. There is

also a correspondence between the co-voting and retweeting in the European Parliament,

while higher Twitter activity was observed for the right-wing parties [18]. In the case of Brexit,

the Leave proponents showed much higher activity and influence on Twitter than the Remain

proponents [19].

A retweet network is a directed graph G. The nodes are Twitter users and the edges are

retweet links between the users. An edge is directed from the user A who posts a tweet to the

user B who retweets it. The edge weight is the number of retweets posted by A and retweeted

by B. For the whole three year period of Slovenian tweets, there are in total 18,821 users

(nodes) and 4,597,865 retweets (sum of all weighted edges).

To study dynamics of the retweet networks, we form several network snapshots from our

Twitter data. In particular, we select a network observation window of 24 weeks (about six

months), with a sliding window of one week. This provides a relatively high temporal resolu-

tion between subsequent networks, but later we show how to select the most relevant interme-

diate timepoints (see subsection Selection of timepoints). Additionally, we employ an

exponential edge weight decay, with half-time of 4 weeks (see Fig 1). The reason for this tem-

poral weight decay is to eliminate the effects of the trailing end of the moving network

snapshots.

The set of network snapshots thus consists of 133 overlapping observation windows, with

temporal delay of one week. The snapshots start with network G0 (January 1, 2018–June 18,

2018) and end with network G132 (July 13, 2020–December 28, 2020).

Community detection

Informally, a network community is a subset of nodes more densely linked between them-

selves than with the nodes outside the community. There are several formal definitions of

communities and different methods to detect them. A practical review that provides strengths

and weaknesses of the most popular methods is provided in [20].

A standard community detection method is the Louvain algorithm [21]. Louvain finds a

partitioning of the network into communities, such that the modularity of the partition is max-

imized. For a partition, the modularity measures the density and structure of its communities:

the fraction of edges within the communities, as compared to the expected fraction of ran-

domly distributed edges in the network [22]. The Louvain algorithm is computationally
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efficient, well suited for large networks, and does not require ex-ante assumptions about the

number or size of the communities [23].

However, there are several problems with the modularity maximization [20]. One, from a

theoretical point of view, is that there are typically exponentially many distinct partitions

whose modularity scores are very close to the global maximum [24]. As a consequence, from a

practical point of view, the Louvain algorithm yields different partitions for different trials on

the same network (see Fig 7 in Methods for an example).

We address this instability problem of Louvain by applying the Ensemble Louvain algo-

rithm. We run 100 trials of Louvain and compose communities with nodes that co-occur in

the same community above a given threshold, 90% of the trials in our case. This results in rela-

tively stable communities of approximately the same size as produced by individual Louvain

trials. Details of the Ensemble Louvain algorithm are in the Methods section.

Our 133 retweet network snapshots are directed graphs, G0, . . ., G132, with weighted edges.

For community detection, we transform them into undirected graphs. When a pair of nodes is

linked with two weighted edges of the opposite direction, we create an undirected edge with

the sum of the original edge weights. When a pair of nodes is linked with a single directed

edge, we simply drop the direction. We then run the Ensemble Louvain on all the 133 undi-

rected network snapshots, resulting in 133 network partitions, P0, . . ., P132.

Measuring community similarity

The sequence of network partitions, P0, . . ., P132, produced by Ensemble Louvain, varies. Com-

munity structure changes, new nodes join some communities, and some nodes disappear

from a network snapshot. To study community evolution, one has to compare subsequent net-

work partitions.

There are several measures to evaluate network communities, in particular in relation to

the “ground truth”. Two widely used measures are Adjusted Rand Index (ARI) [25] and Nor-

malized Mutual Information (NMI) [26]. In this study we use the BCubed measure, extensively

evaluated in the context of clustering [27]. BCubed yields evaluation results similar to ARI and

NMI (see Fig 7 in Methods). However, there are several advantages of BCubed, useful in the

context of community evolution. In particular, we extend the BCubed measure to account for

the new and lost nodes between two network partitions.

BCubed decomposes evaluation into calculation of precision and recall of each node in the

network. The precision (Pre) and recall (Rec) are then combined into the F1 score, the har-

monic mean:

F1 ¼ 2
Pre � Rec
Preþ Rec

:

Details of computing Pre and Rec for individual nodes, communities and network partitions

are in the Methods section. Here we just emphasize that our extended BCubed F1 is different

and more general than the F1 score proposed by Rossetti [28].

In the following, we refer to our extended BCubed F1 score as simply F1. When we compare

two network partitions, Pt and Pt−1, we consider a partition earlier in time Pt−1 as “ground

truth”, and evaluate the subsequent partition Pt with respect to the previous one. We write

F1(Pt|Pt−1) to denote the similarity of Pt to Pt−1. F1 ranges from 0 to 1, where increasing F1 indi-

cates higher similarity between the two partitions.

There are two special cases of F1. When the two partitions consist of the same nodes, just

distributed differently between the communities, F1 degenerates into core-F1. core-F1 is directly

compatible to ARI and NMI. When the two partitions differ in the constituent nodes, i.e.,
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there are new and lost nodes, one can compute the theoretical maximum similarity, max-F1,

where all the nodes common to both partitions (the intersection) are assumed to be in one

community. max-F1 thus measures similarity of two sets and is directly related to the Jaccard

index. See Methods for details.

Fig 2 (red line) shows pairwise F1(Pt|Pt−1) differences between the retweet network parti-

tions at weekly timepoints t = 1, 2, . . ., 132. The F1 scores are relatively high, typically in the

range [0.8, 0.9]. The largest negative peak, indicating the highest dissimilarity, F1(P92|P91) =

0.74, occurs between the partitions which end on March 16 and 23, 2020, respectively. These

dates closely follow the change of government in Slovenia and first policy reactions to the

emergence of the Covid-19 pandemic.

Selection of timepoints

The weekly differences between the network partitions are relatively low. The retweet network

communities apparently do not change drastically at this relatively high time resolution. Mov-

ing to lower time resolution means choosing timepoints which are further apart, and where

the network communities exhibit more pronounced differences.

We formulate the timepoint selection task as follows. Let assume that the initial and final

timepoints are fixed, corresponding to the partitions P0 and Pn, respectively. For a given k,

Fig 2. Differences between the adjacent network partitions measured by the F1 score. The red line at the top shows weekly differences F1(Pt|Pt−1) at timepoints

t = 1, 2, . . ., 132. The five selected partitions are denoted by P0, P22, . . ., P132. The middle blue line shows the theoretical maximum max-F1 differences between distant

partitions at the selected timepoints t = 0, 22, 68, 91, 132. The bottom black line shows the standard F1 differences.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0256175.g002
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select k intermediate timepoints such that the differences between the corresponding parti-

tions are maximized, i.e., the F1 scores are minimized:

min
Xk

i¼1

F1ðPijPi� 1Þ þ F1ðPnjPkÞ

 !

:

There are n� 1

k

� �
� k! possible selections of timepoints, i.e., the number of selections grows expo-

nentially with k. We therefore propose a simple heuristic algorithm which finds k approximate

timepoints. The algorithm works top-down and starts with the full, high resolution timeline

with n + 1 timepoints, t = 0, 1, . . ., n and corresponding partitions Pt. At each step, it finds a

triplet of adjacent partitions Pt−1, Pt, Pt+1 with minimal differences:

max ðF1ðPtjPt� 1Þ þ F1ðPtþ1jPtÞÞ

and eliminates Pt from the timeline. At the next step, the difference F1(Pt+1|Pt−1) fills the gap of

the eliminated timepoint Pt. The algorithm thus finds the k (non-optimal) timepoints in n − 1

− k steps. While efficient, this approach to the relevant timepoint selection is not suitable for

incremental, stream-based network processing since it assumes that the final timepoint is

fixed.

For our retweet networks, we experimented with several values of k and eventually settled

with k = 3 which provides much lower, but still meaningful time resolution. This resulted in

the selection of the following network partitions: P0, P22, P68, P91, P132. Fig 2 shows the F1 dif-

ferences (black line) between the adjacent partitions.

The selected timepoints are on average 26 weeks apart, varying between five and ten

months. The differences between the network partitions are increasing with temporal distance,

but are still relatively uniform, F1 is in the range [0.4, 0.5]. Due to these small differences, the

timepoint selection procedure is not very robust. The selected timepoints should be considered

approximate and can vary for several weeks in both directions. As a consequence, the selected

timepoints should not be interpreted as indicators of specific events at specific dates, but

should rather help in understanding longer terms qualitative transitions in community

evolution.

Fig 2 also shows the theoretical maximum differences max-F1 (blue line), where it is

assumed that all the common nodes in two adjacent partitions are in one community, and

only the intersection size and the number of new and lost nodes affect the score. The max-F1

scores, dropping from 0.77 to 0.63, show increasing fluctuation of nodes in and out of the par-

titions. In the next subsection we show two visualizations of transitions between these five net-

work partitions.

Visualization of community transitions

We present two visualizations of transitions between selected network partitions as Sankey

diagrams. A Sankey diagram is a type of flow diagram in which the width of the bands is pro-

portional to the flow rate.

In Fig 3 we show inflows of new nodes, outflows of lost nodes, and transition flows of core

(intersection) nodes between the selected network partitions. Note that only about half of the

nodes remain in the core transitions. Therefore it is crucial that the community similarity mea-

sure takes new and lost nodes into account. This diagram ignores the internal community

structure, and corresponds to the theoretical maximum max-F1 (shown in Fig 2) where all the

core nodes are assumed to be in the same community.
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Fig 4 is more detailed and shows the internal community structure of the cores, with the

top five communities C1, . . ., C5 at each selected timepoint. All the remaining smaller commu-

nities are appended together into a single Small community.

The top communities were manually scanned for the most influential users (see subsection

Retweet h-index influence) and discussion topics. It turns out that most of the communities

are structured around political figures (either politicians, public figures, or journalists with

clear political orientation) [29], and that political and ideological topics are prevailing [30].

Thus, the top communities can be classified into three categories: left-leaning (most influential

users are part of the left-wing structures), right-leaning (most influential users are part of the

right-wing), and Sports (users and topics are clearly related to sports). In Fig 4, the left-leaning

communities are in shades of red and the right-leaning communities are in shades of blue. The

only non-political community is Sports, in green, represented by the following sequence of

communities:

C30 7!C422 7!ðC � SmallÞ
68
7!C591 7!C4132:

A community Ci at timepoints t is denoted by Cit. Note that at timepoint t = 68 the Sports

community is absorbed into the Small community.

The political communities are considerably larger than Sports. Let us first consider some

right-leaning communities, which feature the current Slovenian prime minister of the right-

wing government, with an anonymized Twitter handle $PM-mar20-now. He was initially a

member of relatively small communities that at timepoint t = 22 did not even make it into the

Fig 3. A Sankey diagram showing major transitions between the five selected timepoints P0, P22, . . ., P132. The numbers indicate core nodes (black), new

nodes (brown, at top), and lost nodes (yellow, at bottom) between two adjacent network partitions. The differences between the adjacent partitions are quantified

by max-F1(Pi|Pi−1), shown with blue line in Fig 2. Note a relatively large in- and out-flow of new and lost nodes between the partitions.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0256175.g003
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top five:

C50 7!ðC � SmallÞ
22
7!C568 7!C491 7!C3132:

Only after the right-wing government took over in March 2020 (timepoints t = 91, 132) did his

community grow considerably.

On the political left-wing, there is the C1 community that grows and shrinks with time, but

remains by far the largest community throughout the three year period. The former Slovenian

prime minister (between September 2018 and March 2020), with an anonymized Twitter han-

dle $PM-sep18-mar20, was a member of C1 for most of the time:

C10 7!C122 7!C468 7!C191 7!C1132:

Only in the second half of his government (t = 68) did he feature prominently in his own com-

munity C4. The left-wing Slovenian prime minister before him (until March 2018), with an

anonymized Twitter handle $PM-sep14-sep18, was initially a member of smaller communities

on the left-wing, and recently joined C1:

C40 7!C322 7!C468 7!C191 7!C1132:

It is interesting to observe the official Slovenian government Twitter account @vladaRS. It

moves from the left-leaning to the right-leaning communities as the left-wing government is

replaced by the right-wing one, but with some delay:

C40 7!C322 7!C468 7!C191 7!C3132:

Fig 4. A Sankey diagram showing transitions between the five largest communities C1, . . ., C5 at the selected timepoints P0, P22, . . ., P132. The remaining smaller

communities are labeled as Small, and new and lost nodes are not shown here. The differences between the adjacent partitions are quantified by F1(Pi|Pi−1), shown

with black line in Fig 2. The left-leaning communities are in shades of red, the right-leaning communities are in shades of blue, and the Sports community is green.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0256175.g004
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@vladaRS matches the $PM-sep14-sep18 community at t = 0, 22, the $PM-sep18-mar20 com-

munity at t = 68, 91, and the $PM-mar20-now community at t = 132. This is another piece of

evidence that retweet communities evolve gradually and that it takes a while before events with

a high impact are reflected in a new community structure.

To further characterize political polarization and community evolution, we now turn atten-

tion from the community membership to the retweet links between the communities.

Identification of super-communities

Twitter users differ in how prolific they are in posting tweets, and in the impact these tweets

make on the other users. One way to estimate the influence of a Twitter user is to consider

how often are its posts retweeted. Similarly, the influence of a community can be estimated by

the total number of retweets of their posts. Retweets within the community indicate internal

influence, and retweets outside of the community indicate external influence. This approach

to characterize influential users and communities was already applied to a wide range of envi-

ronmental issues discussed on Twitter [31].

In this subsection we focus on community influence and subsequent identification of

super-communities. Another measure of individual influence is described in the next subsec-

tion Retweet h-index influence. In our retweet networks, the number of retweets is represented

by the weighted out-degree of a node. Let Wij denote the sum of all weighted edges between

communities Ci and Cj. The average community influence I is defined as:

IðCiÞ ¼

P
jWij

jCij
;

i.e., the weighted out-degree of Ci, normalized by its size. The influence I consists of the inter-

nal Iint and external Iext component, I = Iint + Iext, where

IintðCiÞ ¼
Wii

jCij
;

and

IextðCi;CjÞ ¼

P
i6¼jWij

jCij
:

We compute internal and external influence of the retweet communities detected at the

selected timepoints t = 0, 22, 68, 91, 132. The communities which are politically left- or right-

leaning are shown in Fig 5, the Sports community is omitted. A community, proportional to

its size, is depicted as a pie chart, indicating its internal and external influence. A pair of com-

munities Ci, Cj is linked by a weighted directed edge from Ci to Cj, with the weight equal to the

external influence Iext(Ci, Cj).

The meta-networks in Fig 5 support clear identification of two super-communities: Left-

wing and Right-wing. A super-community exhibits relatively strong external influence links

between its constituent communities. However, there are considerable differences between the

Left-wing and Right-wing super-communities. The Left-wing is larger, and its communities

have higher internal influences. The Right-wing, on the other hand, has stronger inter-com-

munity links, its communities have higher external influences, and appears more cohesive.

Note that there are barely any links between the Left-wing and Right-wing communities, a

characteristics of echo chambers and political polarization [32].

In Fig 6 we show the total influence of both super-communities. Total influence of a super-

community is the sum of weighted out-degrees of all its members, without normalization. The
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Right-wing super-community is typically half the size of the Left-wing, approaching in size

only at the last timepoint t = 132. However, the influence of the Right-wing is always consider-

ably higher, with the gap even increasing after the right-wing government took over in March

2020 (timepoints t = 91, 132).

Retweet h-index influence

Weighted out-degree is a useful measure of influence for communities and super-communi-

ties. However, we propose a different measure of influence for individual Twitter users. The

user influence is estimated by their retweet h-index, an adaptation of the well known Hirsch

index [33] to Twitter. The retweet h-index takes into account the number of tweets posted, as

well as the impact of individual posts in terms of retweets.

A user with an index of h has posted h tweets and each of them was retweeted at least h
times. Let RT be the function that returns the number of retweets for each original post. The

values of RT are ordered in decreasing order, from the largest to the lowest, and i indicates the

ranking position in the ordered list. The h-index is then computed as follows:

h-indexðRTÞ ¼ max
i

minðRTðiÞ; iÞ:

To the best of our knowledge, the retweet h-index was first used on Twitter data in the context

of Brexit, to measure the influence of the Leave and Remain proponents [19]. Later, this mea-

sure of influence was termed a retweet h-index [34], a term we also adopt here.

We compute the h-index and the h-index rank for all the users on Slovenian Twitter during

the three year period. For each super-community, Left-wing and Right-wing, we show the top

ten most influential users by h-index, ordered by the h-index rank (Table 1). The users are

ranked for the overall three year period, but the h-index and relative ranks are also provided

Fig 5. Identification of super-communities from the meta-networks. Nodes are detected communities C1, . . ., C7 at different timepoints, and edges denote average

external influences. A node diameter is proportional (cube-root) to the number of community members, darker area corresponds to the internal influence, and lighter

area to the external influence. Red communities are part of the Left-wing super-community, blue communities are part of the Right-wing super-community, and the

remaining Sports community is not shown. Dashed edges show rare and relatively weak links between the Left- and Right-wing communities.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0256175.g005
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for the selected timepoints t = 0, 22, 68, 91, 132. Two of the top Twitter users, @vladaRS and

@ukclj, do not remain in the same super-community, but move from the Left-wing to the

Right-wing as the government changed.

There is a large difference between the members of the Right-wing and Left-wing super-

communities. The Right-wing members consistently take the top h-index ranks, while the

Left-wing members barely make it into the top 100 h-index ranks. This reaffirms the super-

community influence results from the subsection Identification of super-communities, and is

consistent with our previous results. In the case of the European Parliament, higher Twitter

activity was observed for the right-wing parties [18]. In the case of Brexit, the Leave propo-

nents showed much higher activity and influence on Twitter than the Remain proponents

[19].

As per PLoS ONE policy, individual Twitter users have to be anonymized. Therefore we

replace each individual Twitter handle @User with an anonymous handle $Type. The user

types for the top 890 users were determined manually [29]. There are three types of individual

users: Politician, Public_figure, and Journalist, and an additional Anonymous type for users

Fig 6. Total weighted out-degree influence for both super-communities. A super-community size is proportional to the number of its members. Total influence is

the sum of weighted out-degree influences of all super-community members. Note that the influence of the Right-wing super-community is at least twice as large as the

influence of the Left-wing super-community and increasing with time, despite the fact that it is considerably smaller.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0256175.g006
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that cannot be easily identified. An artificial handle for the current and former prime minis-

ters, $PM-�, was already introduced. Institutional Twitter accounts remain unchanged.

The Right-wing and Left-wing super-communities are led by the current ($PM-mar20-

now) and former ($PM-sep18-mar20) prime minister of Slovenia, respectively. The other top

members are either politicians, journalists, or public figures active on Twitter. In the Left-

wing, there are some media account (@necenzurirano_, @STA_novice, @SpletnaMladina),

and a political party account (@strankalevica—‘The Left’).

The only two users in Table 1 which are clearly unrelated to politics are @ukclj (University

Medical Centre Ljubljana) and $Public_figure6 (a biochemist from the National Institute of

Chemistry). They reached the rank of top 100 influencers only after the emergence of the

Covid-19 pandemic (@ukclj at t = 91, and $Public_figure6 at t = 132). They post tweets about

the medical issues, drugs and vaccines related to the pandemic. There are other influential

users, tracking and commenting on the pandemic development, which emerged recently, but

they did not yet make it into the overall top ten h-index list.

Table 1. Top ten influential users from each super-community, ranked by the overall h-index. Individual Twitter users are anonymized and their handles start with $.

Left-to-Right denotes users which moved from the Left-wing to the Right-wing super-community (@vladaRS: the official Slovenian government account, and @ukclj: Uni-

versity Medical Centre Ljubljana). The top users in each super-community are $PM-mar20-now (current prime minister), and $PM-sep18-mar20 (former prime minister),

respectively. Each user is assigned the h-index rank (h-rank), the h-index (h-ind) for the overall three year period and the five selected timepoints (P0, . . ., P132), and the

overall unweighted out-degree (out-deg). Note that the top Left-wing influential users barely reach the h-index rank of top 100.

User Overall P0 P22 P68 P91 P132

h-rank h-ind out-deg h-rank h-ind h-rank h-ind h-rank h-ind h-rank h-ind h-rank h-ind

Right-wing:

$PM-mar20-now 1 168 2621 1 93 1 92 1 79 1 93 1 140

$Journalist1 2 111 2465 5 56 3 55 2 60 2 69 2 96

$Journalist2 3 99 1724 7 47 4 53 5 47 6 50 6 60

$Public_figure1 4 95 2169 6 54 5 49 10 40 5 51 4 77

$Politician1 5 92 1609 32 29 39 28 34 28 20 37 3 80

$Anonymous1 6 83 2228 4 58 2 56 7 44 12 46 5 62

$Public_figure2 7 79 1715 34 28 7 46 23 31 7 48 10 56

$Politician2 8 76 1403 31 29 10 39 4 47 4 52 27 43

$Public_figure3 9 75 2273 30 30 25 33 25 31 21 36 13 55

$Public_figure4 10 75 1998 28 30 12 39 8 42 3 56 14 53

Left-to-Right:

@vladaRS 14 72 2287 446 9 586 8 489 8 52 26 9 57

@ukclj 32 59 2170 / / 545 8 254 11 61 24 34 41

Left-wing:

$PM-sep18-mar20 97 41 889 203 13 443 9 490 8 200 14 96 28

@necenzurirano_ 103 40 876 / / / / / / 225 13 48 37

$Public_figure5 131 37 1349 117 17 52 25 258 11 227 13 84 29

$Public_figure6 133 37 1014 1550 4 1480 4 793 6 365 10 68 32

@strankalevica 140 36 886 170 14 160 16 219 12 114 19 105 27

$Journalist3 141 35 1060 274 11 432 9 348 9 563 8 95 28

$Politician3 149 35 613 3621 1 4595 1 3869 1 267 12 83 29

$Journalist4 182 32 1236 239 12 144 17 218 12 157 16 124 25

@STA_novice 186 32 2204 367 10 255 13 325 10 143 17 162 23

@SpletnaMladina 246 28 1424 135 16 200 14 166 14 177 15 197 21

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0256175.t001
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Conclusions

Social media, and Twitter in particular, are a rich source of data that reflects social relations

between the users. In the paper we exploit a specific type of networks where retweets are used

as links between the users. We demonstrate that in the retweet networks meaningful commu-

nities are formed. We show that retweet influence reveals important differences between dif-

ferent communities as well as between individual Twitter users. The main focus of the paper is

on the evolution of communities and influence through time, and we address several issues rel-

evant for the field of dynamic networks.

One problem is the instability of detected static communities by a standard community

detection Louvain algorithm. We propose to run an ensemble of Louvain trials, and detect sta-

ble communities through frequent co-occurrence of nodes across the trials. Preliminary evalu-

ations of the Ensemble Louvain algorithm on some benchmark networks with known “ground

truth” communities show promising results, and this is certainly one of the directions that

needs to be further explored in the future.

We study network evolution by taking several static network snapshots with a sliding win-

dow. One has to decide on the window size and the temporal resolution between the snap-

shots. We decided on the 24 weeks window size and an exponential edge weight decay, with

half-time of 4 weeks. The edge decay removes the effect of the trailing end of the window, and

thus makes the choice of the window size less relevant. The choice of the half-time decay, on

the other hand, is subject to experimentation, and depends on the volume of Twitter data. The

chosen sliding window of one week provides high temporal resolution, but again the choice of

this parameter is not crucial. We propose a temporal zoom-out to a lower time resolution, by

computationally efficient selection of more distant timepoints where the network partitions

exhibit larger differences. An analysis of how robust is this selection and what are meaningful

ranges of distant timepoints is required in the future.

We apply and extend a measure of community similarity BCubed, which was originally

introduced to evaluate quality of document clustering, but does not appear to be used in the

field of complex networks. The F1 score can measure differences between network communi-

ties with only partially overlapping set of nodes. This is essential for comparing retweet net-

works, where new nodes keep appearing and disappearing from the network snapshots. An

additional nice property of F1 is that it degenerates into a well-known set comparison coeffi-

cient, directly related to the Jaccard index.

A specially interesting result of this research is clear identification of super-communities

from external influence links between the detected communities. The exiting problem, worth

addressing in the future, is how to design a multi-stage super-community detection algorithm.

This seems relevant for retweet networks in particular, where a standard community detection

algorithm produces a large set of fractured communities.

There are two follow-up directions of the current research, already undertaken: classifica-

tion of tweets by the level of hate speech and detection of discussion topics [30], and attribu-

tion of the hate speech to the detected communities and types of users [29]. The results show

that most of the hate speech has the form of offensive tweets, and that over 60% of them can be

attributed to a single right-leaning community of moderate size.

We illustrate our approach on a well-defined set of Slovenian tweets, of reasonable size, but

not extremely large. Our next step is to apply the same approach on two different, but some-

how related sets of Croatian and Serbian tweets. This will reveal which parameters need to be

tuned to specific datasets, and what seem to be domain-invariant properties and methods,

applicable to a wide range of domains.
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Methods

Data collection

The three years of comprehensive Slovenian Twitter data cover the period from January 1,

2018 until December 28, 2020. In total, 12,961,136 tweets were collected. We used the Tweet-

Cat tool [35] for Twitter data acquisition.

The TweetCat tool is specialized on harvesting Twitter data of less frequent languages. It

searches continuously for new users that post tweets in the language of interest by querying

the Twitter Search API for the most frequent and unique words in that language. Once a set of

new potential users posting in the language of interest are identified, their full timeline is

retrieved and the language identification is run over their timeline. If it is evident that specific

users post predominantly in the language of interest, they are added to the user list and their

posts are being collected for the remainder of the collection period. In the case of Slovenian

Twitter, the collection procedure started at the end of 2017 and is still running. As a conse-

quence, we are confident that the full Slovenian tweetosphere is well covered.

Ensemble Louvain

The Ensemble Louvain algorithm addresses the problem of instability of the Louvain commu-

nity detection algorithm. The instability is manifested by different results of community detec-

tion in the same network, run with different initial seeds. This is due to theoretical issues with

modularity maximization, and to heuristic nature of an efficient implementation of the

algorithm.

We address this instability problem with a new approach called Ensemble Louvain. The

steps of the algorithm are as follows:

1. run several trials of Louvain on the same network,

2. built a new network where a pair of the original nodes is linked if their total co-membership

across all the Louvain trials is above a given threshold (e.g., 90%),

3. identify the disjoints sets which represent the resulting communities.

More trials eventually lead to more stable partitioning (see Fig 7), but increase the computa-

tion time. We found a reasonable trade-off between 50 and 500 trials, depending on the net-

work size.

We are not the first to use ensembles for community detection. A combination of several

different algorithms to create a refined partitioning was proposed in [36]. Re-sampling meth-

ods with variations of the same network were used by [37]. [38] create weighted consensus

graphs and then detect communities in the consensus graph.

We measure the stability of Ensemble Louvain by Normalized Mutual Information (NMI)

and Adjusted Rand Index (ARI). An initial comparison between the standard Louvain versus

Ensemble Louvain is performed on three well-known datasets: the Football network (115

nodes), the Email EU core (1005 nodes), and a Slovenian retweet network (3992 nodes). 100

separate experiment runs show that Ensemble Louvain yields significantly more stable results,

especially on the larger networks, where the variation between possible solutions grows.

We measure the performance with respect to the “ground truth” for the Football and Email

EU Core networks. The initial results (presented by the mean ± standard deviation of the

scores) show a significant improvement of Ensemble Louvain over the standard Louvain:
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• The Football network,

standard Louvain: NMI = 0.88±0.015 and ARI = 0.78±0.041,

Ensemble Louvain: NMI = 0.92±0.008 and ARI = 0.89±0.019.

• The Email EU Core network,

standard Louvain: NMI = 0.58±0.016 and ARI = 0.32±0.032,

Ensemble Louvain: NMI = 0.72±0.005 and ARI = 0.52±0.012.

BCubed measure of community similarity

The BCubed measure was originally proposed to evaluate effectiveness of document clustering

[39]. Its properties were compared to a wide range of other extrinsic clustering evaluation met-

rics, with the conclusion that BCubed satisfies all the required qualitative properties [27]. Since

data clustering and community detection in networks produce analogous results, one can also

apply the BCubed measure to evaluate the detected communities. Communities can be evalu-

ated against the “ground truth” when available, or compared to each other, as is the case with

evolving communities.

The BCubed measure is applicable to individual nodes, communities, and network parti-

tions in general. It decomposes the evaluation into calculating the precision and recall associ-

ated with each node in the network. The precision (Pre) and recall (Rec) are then combined

into the F1 score:

F1 ¼ 2
Pre � Rec
Preþ Rec

:

Fig 7. A comparison of the BCubed F1 measure with Adjusted Rand Index (ARI) and Normalized Mutual Information (NMI). The comparison is run on the

initial G0 Slovenian retweet network. On the x-axis is the number of standard Louvain trials, N = 10, 20, . . ., 100. For each N, all the resulting partitions are pairwise

compared by the three measures, ARI, F1, and NMI (y-axis). Solid lines show the mean values and shaded areas the 95% confidence intervals.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0256175.g007
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The F1 score is a special case of Van Rijsbergen’s effectiveness measure [40], where precision

and recall can be combined with different weights. In the following we focus on definitions of

precision and recall for different cases, and assume a balanced definition of the F1 score as the

harmonic mean. We first define the BCubed measure for a node, and then proceed with defini-

tions of core-F1, standard F1, and theoretical max-F1.

Let L(n) denote the “ground truth” community and C(n) the detected community of the

node n, n 2 L(n), C(n). Pre and Rec for a node are defined as follows:

PreðnÞ ¼
jLðnÞ \ CðnÞj
jCðnÞj

;

RecðnÞ ¼
jLðnÞ \ CðnÞj
jLðnÞj

:

Core-F1. Let first assume a special case when a pair of network partitions consist of the

same set of nodes. In this case, we name the BCubed measure core-F1. Let Ls = {Li} denote a set

of “ground truth” communities Li, and Cs = {Ci} a set of detected communities Ci. Constituent

Pre and Rec for the partition Cs with respect to Ls are defined as:

PreðCsjLsÞ ¼
1

jCsj

X

n2Ci ;Ci2Cs

PreðnÞ;

RecðCsjLsÞ ¼
1

jLsj

X

n2Li ;Li2Ls

RecðnÞ:

The F1 measure proposed by Rossetti [28] is a special case of the core-F1. In our case, the Pre
and Rec are computed with respect to all the communities Ci and Li, while Rossetti computes

the Pre and Rec just between a pair of communities with the largest overlap.

Standard F1. In general, a pair of partitions P0, P1 has some overlapping nodes, and some

nodes that are present in only one of the partitions. Let Ls, Cs denote communities with over-

lapping nodes, and R0, R1 the nodes specific to the respective partitions P0, P1. We have:

P0 ¼ Ls [ R0; P1 ¼ Cs [ R1:

Pre and Rec of partition P1 with respect to the “ground truth” partition P0 are then computed

as follows:

PreðCsjP0Þ ¼ PreðCsjLsÞ;

PreðP1jP0Þ ¼
jCsj

jCsj þ jR1j
PreðCsjLsÞ;

RecðCsjP0Þ ¼
jLsj

jLsj þ jR0j
RecðCsjLsÞ;

RecðP1jP0Þ ¼ RecðCsjP0Þ:

Max-F1. A theoretical maximum value of F1 can be computed under the assumption that

all the overlapping nodes of the two partitions P0, P1 form one community. Let C = L denote
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the community with the intersecting nodes, R0 extra nodes in P0 (w.r.t. P1), and R1 extra nodes

in P1 (w.r.t. P0):

C ¼ L ¼ P1 \ P0; P0 ¼ L [ R0; P1 ¼ C [ R1:

Pre and Rec of P1 with respect to the “ground truth” P0 are computed as:

PreðP1jP0Þ ¼
jCj

jCj þ jR1j
¼
jCj
jP1j

;

RecðP1jP0Þ ¼
jCj

jLj þ jR0j
¼
jCj
jP0j

:

The max-F1 score is then:

F1ðP1jP0Þ ¼ 2
PreðP1jP0Þ � RecðP1jP0Þ

PreðP1jP0Þ þ RecðP1jP0Þ
¼ 2

jCj
jP1j þ jP0j

¼ 2
jP1 \ P0j

jP1j þ jP0j
:

This measure of similarity of two sets, P0 and P1, is also known as Sørensen-Dice coefficient

[41, 42]. It is directly related to the Jaccard index:

JaccðP1jP0Þ ¼
jP1 \ P0j

jP1 [ P0j
:

The transformation between the Jaccard index and F1 is as follows:

Jacc ¼
F1

2 � F1

; F1 ¼
2 � Jacc
1þ Jacc

:

The BCubed-based F1 measure therefore has two special cases, core-F1 for comparing

completely overlapping network partitions, and max-F1 for comparing two partitions with

emerging (new) and disappearing (lost) nodes. The later case is specially relevant in evolving

retweet networks, when new users appear and some users leave the network at different time

windows.

The F1 can be compared to standard community evaluation measures, such as Adjusted

Rand Index (ARI) and Normalized Mutual Information (NMI). In Fig 7 we compare the three

measures on the same network, running several trials of the standard Louvain with different

initial seeds. The F1 in this case is actually the core-F1, compatible to ARI and NMI. ARI and

NMI cannot be applied in the case when network partitions differ in the sets of respective

nodes.
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42 Chapter 3. Applications

3.2 Retweet Communities Reveal the Main Source of Hate
Speech

“Retweet communities reveal the main source of hate speech" is the second work in the
trilogy of community evolution analysis with Ensemble Louvain, this time with the focus on
identifying the groups within the Slovenian tweetosphere responsible for the hate speech.
It is a joint work by Bojan Evkoski, Andraž Pelicon, Igor Mozetič, Nikola Ljubešič and
Petra Kralj Novak. It was published in PLOS One in March 2022.

The hate speech community evolution analysis is done by first training a Slovenian hate
speech model which uses a language model and achieves a comparable score to the inter-
annotator agreement of the manual labeling [65]. The analysis reveals that the share of
unacceptable tweets moderately increases with time, from the initial 20% in January 2020,
to 30% by the end of 2020. Moreover, about 60% of all unacceptable tweets are produced
by a single right-leaning community of only moderate size. We also investigate which types
of Twitter accounts spread most of the hate speech. It turns out that institutional and
media accounts post significantly fewer unacceptable tweets than individual accounts. In
fact, the main source of unacceptable tweets are anonymous accounts and accounts that
were suspended or closed during the years 2018-2020.

The author of the master thesis contributed to this paper by conducting the community
evolution analysis. He was also responsible for most of the experiments as well as the
visualization of the results. He did not take part in training and evaluating the hate
speech models.
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Abstract

We address a challenging problem of identifying main sources of hate speech on Twitter.

On one hand, we carefully annotate a large set of tweets for hate speech, and deploy

advanced deep learning to produce high quality hate speech classification models. On the

other hand, we create retweet networks, detect communities and monitor their evolution

through time. This combined approach is applied to three years of Slovenian Twitter data.

We report a number of interesting results. Hate speech is dominated by offensive tweets,

related to political and ideological issues. The share of unacceptable tweets is moderately

increasing with time, from the initial 20% to 30% by the end of 2020. Unacceptable tweets

are retweeted significantly more often than acceptable tweets. About 60% of unacceptable

tweets are produced by a single right-wing community of only moderate size. Institutional

Twitter accounts and media accounts post significantly less unacceptable tweets than indi-

vidual accounts. In fact, the main sources of unacceptable tweets are anonymous accounts,

and accounts that were suspended or closed during the years 2018–2020.

Introduction

Hate speech is threatening individual rights, human dignity and equality, reinforces tensions

between social groups, disturbs public peace and public order, and jeopardises peaceful coexis-

tence. Hate speech is among the “online harms” that are pressing concerns of policymakers,

regulators and big tech companies [1]. Reliable real-world hate speech detection models are

essential to detect and remove harmful content, and to detect trends and assess the sociological

impact of hate speech.

There is an increasing research interest in the automated hate speech detection, as well as

competitions and workshops [2]. Hate speech detection is usually modelled as a supervised

classification problem, where models are trained to distinguish between examples of hate and

normal speech. Most of the current approaches to detect and characterize hate speech focus

solely on the content of posts in online social media [3–5]. They do not consider the network

structure, nor the roles and types of users generating and retweeting hate speech. A systematic

literature review of academic articles on racism and hate speech on social media, from 2014 to
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2018 [6], finds that there is a dire need for a broader range of research, going beyond the text-

based analyses of overt and blatant racist speech, Twitter, and the content generated mostly in

the United States.

In this paper, we go a step further from detecting hate speech from Twitter posts only. We

develop and combine a state-of-the-art hate speech classification model with estimates of tweet

popularity, retweet communities, influential users, and different types of user accounts (indi-

vidual, organization, or “problematic”). More specifically, we address the following research

questions:

• Are hateful tweets more likely to be retweeted than acceptable tweets?

• Are there meaningful differences between the communities w.r.t. hateful tweets?

• How does the hateful content of a community change over time?

• Which types of Twitter users post more hateful tweets?

As a use case, we demonstrate the results on an exhaustive set of three years of Slovenian

Twitter data. We report a number of interesting results which are potentially relevant also for

other domains and languages. Hate speech is dominated by offensive tweets, while tweets incit-

ing violence towards target groups are rare. Hateful tweets are retweeted significantly more

often than acceptable tweets. There are several politically right-leaning communities which

form a super-community. However, about 60% of unacceptable tweets are produced by a sin-

gle right-leaning community of only moderate size. Institutional and media Twitter accounts

post significantly less unacceptable tweets than individual account. Moreover, the main

sources of unacceptable tweets are anonymous accounts, and accounts that were closed or sus-

pended during the years 2018–2020.

Related works

Identifying hate speech and related phenomena in social media has become a very active area of

research in natural language processing in recent years. Early work targeted primarily English,

and focused on racism and sexism on Twitter [7], harassment in online gaming communities

[8], toxicity in Wikipedia talk pages [9], and hate speech and offensive language on Twitter [10].

Results on non-English languages emerged soon after, with early work focusing on, inter alia,

hate towards refugees in Germany [11], newspaper comment moderation in Greek [12], Croa-

tian and Slovenian [13], and obscenity and offensiveness of Arabic tweets [14].

There is very little research addressing hate speech in terms of temporal aspects and com-

munity structure on Twitter. The most similar research was done on the social media platform

Gab (https://Gab.com) [15]. The authors study the diffusion dynamics of the posts by 341,000

hateful and non-hateful users on Gab. The study reveals that the content generated by the hate-

ful users tends to spread faster, farther, and reach a much wider audience as compared to the

normal users. The authors also find that hateful users are far more densely connected between

themselves, as compared to the non-hateful users. An additional, temporal analysis of hate

speech on Gab was performed by taking temporal snapshots [16]. The authors find that the

amount of hate speech in Gab is steadily increasing, and that the new users are becoming hate-

ful at an increasingly high rate. Further, the analysis reveals that the hate users are occupying

the prominent positions in the Gab network. Also, the language used by the community as a

whole correlates better with the language of hateful users than with the non-hateful users.

Our research addresses very similar questions on the Twitter platform. Most of our results

on Twitter are aligned with the findings on Gab, however, there are some important differ-

ences. Twitter is a mainstream social medium, used by public figures and organizations, while
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Gab is an alt-tech social network, with a far-right user base, described as a haven for extremists.

We analyse an exhaustive dataset covering all Twitter communication within Slovenia and in

the Slovenian language, while Gab covers primarily the U.S. and the English language.

A dynamic network framework to characterize hate communities, focusing on Twitter con-

versations related to Covid-19, is proposed in [17]. Higher levels of community hate are con-

sistently associated with smaller, more isolated, and highly hierarchical network communities

across both the U.S. and the Philippines. In both countries, the average hate scores remain

fairly consistent over time. The spread of hate speech around Covid-19 features similar repro-

duction rates as other Covid-related information on Twitter, with spikes of hate speech at the

same times as the highest community-level organization. The identity analysis further reveals

that hate in the U.S. initially targets political figures, and then becomes predominantly racially

charged. In the Philippines, on the other hand, the targets of hate over time consistently

remain political.

In [18], the authors propose a user-centric view of hate speech. They annotate 4,972 Twitter

users as hateful or normal, and find that the hateful users differ significantly from the normal

users in terms of their activity patterns, word usage, and network structure. In our case, we

manually annotate the 890 most influential users for their type, but the level of hate speech of

their tweets is automatically assigned by the hate speech classification model.

The relation between political affiliations and profanity use in online communities is

reported in [19]. The authors address community differences regarding creation/tolerance of

profanity and suggest a contextually nuanced profanity detection system. They report that a

political comment is more likely profane and contains an insult or directed insult than a non-

political comment.

The work presented here is an extension of our previous research in the area of evolution of

retweet communities [20]. The results, obtained on the same Twitter dataset as used here,

show that the Slovenian tweetosphere is dominated by politics and ideology [21], that the left-

leaning communities are larger, but that the right-leaning communities and users exhibit sig-

nificantly higher impact. Furthermore, we empirically show that retweet networks change rela-

tively gradually, despite significant external events, such as the emergence of the Covid-19

pandemic and the change of government. In this paper, the detection and evolution of retweet

communities is combined with the state-of-the-art models for hate speech classification.

Structure of the paper

The main results of the paper are in the Structure of the paper Results and discussion section.

We first give an overview of the data collected, and how various subsets are used in the Twitter

data subsection. In the Hate speech classification subsection we provide a detailed account on

training and evaluation of deep learning models. The differences between the detected com-

munities and their roles in posting and spreading hate speech are in the subsection on Com-

munities and hate speech. In subsection Twitter users and hate speech we classify the most

influential Twitter users and show the roles of different user types in producing hate speech. In

Conclusions we wrap up our combined approach to community evolution and hate speech

classification, and present some ideas for future research. The Methods section provides more

details regarding the Twitter data acquisition, community detection and evolution, selection of

informative timepoints, and retweet influence.

Results and discussion

This section discusses the main results of the paper. We take two independent approaches of

analyzing the same set of Twitter data and then combine them to reveal interesting
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conclusions. On one hand, we develop and apply a state-of-the-art machine learning approach

to classify hate speech in Twitter posts. On the other hand, we analyze network properties of

Twitter users by creating retweet networks, detecting communities, and estimating their influ-

ence. This combination allows to distinguish between the communities in terms of how much

hate speech they originate and how much they contribute to spreading the hate speech by

retweeting. A classification of Twitter users by user types provides additional insights into the

structure of the communities and the role of the most influential users in posting and spread-

ing the hate speech.

Twitter data

Social media, and Twitter in particular, have been widely used to study various social phenom-

ena [22–25]. For this study, we collected a set of almost 13 million Slovenian tweets in the

three year period, from January 1, 2018 until December 28, 2020. The set represents an exhaus-

tive collection of Twitter activities in Slovenia. Fig 1 shows the timeline of Twitter volumes and

types of speech posted during that period. The hate speech class was determined automatically

by our machine learning model. Note a large increase of Twitter activities at the beginning of

2020 when the Covid-19 pandemic emerged, and the left-wing government was replaced by

the right-wing government (in March 2020). At the same time, the fraction of hate speech

tweets increased.

Our machine learning model classifies Twitter posts into four classes, ordered by the level

of hate speech they contain: acceptable, inappropriate, offensive, and violent. It turns out that

inappropriate and violent tweets are relatively rare and cannot be reliably classified. Therefore,

for this study, all the tweets that are not considered acceptable are jointly classified as unac-

ceptable. See the next subsection on Hate speech classification for details on the machine

learning modelling and extensive evaluations.

Twitter posts are either original tweets or retweets. Table 1 gives a breakdown of the 13-mil-

lion dataset collected in terms of how different subsets are used in this study. A large subset of

Fig 1. Slovenian Twitter posts, collected over the three year period: Weekly volume of collected original tweets (top) and distribution of hate speech

classes (bottom). Green area denotes the fraction of acceptable tweets, yellow (barely visible) inappropriate tweets, and red offensive tweets. Tweets

inciting violence are not visible due to their low volume (around 0.1%). During the three years, there are 133 time windows from which we create

retweet networks. Each window comprises 24 weeks of Twitter data, and subsequent windows are shifted for one week. Vertical lines show five

endpoints of automatically selected time windows, with weeks labeled as t = 0, 22, 68, 91, 132.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0265602.g001
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the original tweets is used to train and evaluate hate speech classification models. On the other

hand, retweets are used to create retweet networks and detect retweet communities. See the

subsection on Retweet networks and community detection in Methods for details.

Out of the 13 million tweets, 8.3 million are original tweets, the rest are retweets. Out of 8.3

million original tweets, less than one million are retweeted, and most of them, 7.3 million, are

not. Given a hate speech classification model, one can compare two properties of a tweet: is it

retweeted or not vs. is it acceptable or unacceptable in terms of hate speech. A proper measure

to quantify association between two events is an odds ratio (see Comparing proportions in

Methods for definition).

Table 2 provides a contingency table of all the original tweets posted. Less than one million

of them were retweeted (12%), possibly several times (therefore the total number of retweets in

Table 1 is almost five times larger). On the other hand, the fraction of unacceptable tweets is

more than 21%. The odds ratio with 99% confidence interval is 0.678±0.004 and the log odds

ratio is -0.388±0.006. This confirms a significant negative correlation between the acceptable

tweets and their retweets.

A tweet can be classified solely from the short text it contains. A retweet, on the other hand,

exhibits an implicit time dimension, from the time of the original tweet to the time of its

retweet. Consequently, retweet networks depend on the span of the time window used to cap-

ture the retweet activities. In this study, we use a time span of 24 weeks for our retweet net-

works, with exponential half-time weight decay of four weeks, and sliding for one week. This

results in 133 snapshot windows, labeled with weeks t = 0, 1, . . ., 132 (see Fig 1). It turns out

that the differences between the adjacent snapshot communities are small [20]. We therefore

implement a heuristic procedure to find a fixed number of intermediate snapshots which max-

imize the differences between them. For the period of three years, the initial, final, and three

intermediate network snapshots are selected, labeled by weeks t = 0, 22, 68, 91, 132 (see Fig 1).

Details are in subsection Selection of timepoints in Methods.

Hate speech classification

Hate speech classification is approached as a supervised machine learning problem. Supervised

machine learning requires a large set of examples labeled with types of speech (hateful or

Table 1. Slovenian Twitter datasets used in this paper. Out of almost 13 million tweets collected, a selection of original tweets is used for hate speech annotation, training

of classification models, and their evaluation. The retweets are used to create retweet networks, detect communities and influential users.

Dataset Period No. tweets Role

All tweets Jan. 2018–Dec. 2020 12,961,136 collection, hate speech classification

Original tweets Jan. 2018–Dec. 2020 8,363,271 hate speech modeling

Retweets Jan. 2018–Dec. 2020 4,597,865 network construction

Training set Dec. 2017–Jan. 2020 50,000 hate speech model learning and cross valid.

Evaluation set Feb. 2020–Aug. 2020 10,000 hate speech model eval.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0265602.t001

Table 2. Proportions of the (un)acceptable and (not) retweeted tweets over the three year period. The odds ratio (OR) statistic confirms that acceptable tweets are

retweeted significantly less often than the unacceptable tweets.

Original tweets Acceptable Unacceptable Total (99%)

Retweeted 708,094 270,282 978,376 (12%)

Not retweeted 5,866,259 1,518,636 7,384,895 (88%)

Total 6,574,353 1,788,918 8,363,271 (99%)

(79%) (21%) ln(OR) = -0.388±0.006

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0265602.t002
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normal) to cover different textual expressions of speech [26]. Classification models are then

trained to distinguish between the examples of hate and normal speech [5]. We pay special

attention to properly evaluate the trained models.

The hate speech annotation schema is adopted from the OLID [27] and FRENK [28] proj-

ects. The schema distinguishes between four classes of speech on Twitter:

• Acceptable—normal tweets that are not hateful.

• Inappropriate—tweets containing terms that are obscene or vulgar, but they are not directed

at any specific person or group.

• Offensive—tweets including offensive generalization, contempt, dehumanization, or indi-

rectly offensive remarks.

• Violent—tweets that threaten, indulge, desire or call for physical violence against a specific

person or group. This also includes tweets calling for, denying or glorifying war crimes and

crimes against humanity.

The speech classes are ordered by the level of hate they contain, from acceptable (normal)

to violent (the most hateful). During the labeling process, and for training the models, all four

classes were used. However, in this paper we take a more abstract view and distinguish just

between the normal, acceptable speech (abbreviated A), and the unacceptable speech (U),

comprising inappropriate (I), offensive (O) and violent (V) tweets.

We engaged ten well qualified and trained annotators for labeling. They were given the

annotation guidelines [29] and there was an initial trial annotation exercise. The annotators

already had past experience in a series of hate speech annotation campaigns, including Face-

book posts in Slovenian, Croatian, and English. In this campaign, they labeled two sets of the

original Slovenian tweets collected: a training and an evaluation dataset.

Training dataset. The training set was sampled from Twitter data collected between

December 2017 and January 2020. 50,000 tweets were selected for training different models.

Out-of-sample evaluation dataset. The independent evaluation set was sampled from

data collected between February and August 2020. The evaluation set strictly follows the train-

ing set in order to prevent data leakage between the two sets and allow for proper model evalu-

ation. 10,000 tweets were randomly selected for the evaluation dataset.

Each tweet was labeled twice: in 90% of the cases by two different annotators and in 10% of

the cases by the same annotator. The tweets were uniformly distributed between the annota-

tors. The role of multiple annotations is twofold: to control for the quality and to establish the

level of difficulty of the task. Hate speech classification is a non-trivial, subjective task, and

even high-quality annotators sometimes disagree on the labelling. We accept the disagree-

ments and do not try to force a unique, consistent ground truth. Instead, we quantify the level

of agreement between the annotators (the self- and the inter-annotator agreements), and

between the annotators and the models.

There are different measures of agreement, and to get robust estimates, we apply three well-

known measures from the fields of inter-rater agreement and machine learning: Krippen-

dorff’s Alpha-reliability, accuracy, and F-score.

Krippendorff’s Alpha-reliability (Alpha) [30] was developed to measure the agreement

between human annotators, but can also be used to measure the agreement between classifica-

tion models and a (potentially inconsistent) ground truth. It generalizes several specialized

agreement measures, such as Scott’s π, Fleiss’ K, Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient, and

Pearson’s intraclass correlation coefficient. Alpha has the agreement by chance as the baseline,

and an instance of it, used here, ordinal Alpha takes ordering of classes into account.
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Accuracy (Acc) is a common, and the simplest, measure of performance of the model

which measures the agreement between the model and the ground truth. Accuracy does not

account for the (dis)agreement by chance, nor for the ordering of hate speech classes. Further-

more, it can be deceiving in the case of unbalanced class distribution.

F-score (F1) is an instance of the well-known class-specific effectiveness measure in infor-

mation retrieval [31] and is used in binary classification. In the case of multi-class problems, it

can be used to measure the performance of the model to identify individual classes. In terms of

the annotator agreement, F1(c) is the fraction of equally labeled tweets out of all the tweets

with label c.
Tables 3 and 4 present the annotator self-agreement and the inter-annotator agreement

jointly on the training and the evaluation sets, in terms of the three agreement measures. Note

that the self-agreement is consistently higher than the inter-annotator agreement, as expected,

but is far from perfect.

Several machine learning algorithms are used to train hate speech classification models.

First, three traditional algorithms are applied: Naïve Bayes, Logistic regression, and Support

Vector Machines with a linear kernel. Second, deep neural networks, based on the Trans-

former language models, are applied. We use two multi-lingual language models, based on the

BERT architecture [32]: the multi-lingual BERT (mBERT), and the Croatian/Slovenian/

English BERT (cseBERT [33]). Both language models are pre-trained jointly on several lan-

guages but they differ in the number and selection of training languages and corpora.

The training, tuning, and selection of classification models is done by cross validation on

the training set. We use blocked 10-fold cross validation for two reasons. First, this method

provides realistic estimates of performance on the training set with time-ordered data [34].

Second, by ensuring that both annotations for the same tweet fall into the same fold, we pre-

vent data leakage between the training and testing splits in cross validation. An even more

Table 3. The annotator agreement and the overall model performance. Two measures are used: ordinal Krippen-

dorff’s Alpha and accuracy (Acc). The first line is the self-agreement of individual annotators, and the second line is the

inter-annotator agreement between different annotators. The last two lines are the model evaluation results, on the

training and the out-of-sample evaluation sets, respectively. Note that the overall model performance is comparable to

the inter-annotator agreement.

No. of tweets Overall

Alpha Acc
Self-agreement 5,981 0.79 0.88

Inter-annotator agreement 53,831 0.60 0.79

Classification model Train.set 50,000 0.61 0.80

Eval.set 10,000 0.57 0.80

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0265602.t003

Table 4. The annotator agreement and the model performance for individual hate speech classes. The identification of individual classes is measured by the F1 score.

The lines correspond to Table 3. The last three columns give the F1 scores for the three detailed hate speech classes which are merged into a more abstract, Unacceptable

class (F1(U)), used throughout the paper. Note relatively low model performance for the Violent class (F1(V)).

Acceptable Unacceptable Inappropriate Offensive Violent

F1(A) F1(U) F1(I) F1(O) F1(V)

Self-agreement 0.92 0.87 0.62 0.85 0.69

Inter-annotator agreement 0.85 0.75 0.48 0.71 0.62

Classification model Train.set 0.85 0.77 0.52 0.73 0.25

Eval.set 0.86 0.71 0.46 0.69 0.26

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0265602.t004
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realistic estimate of performance on yet unseen data is obtained on the out-of-sample evalua-

tion set.

An extensive comparison of different classification models is done following the Bayesian

approach to significance testing [35]. Bayesian approach is an alternative to the null hypothesis

significance test which has the problem that the claimed statistical significance does not neces-

sarily imply practical significance. One is really interested to answer the following question:

What is the probability of the null and the alternative hypothesis, given the observed data?

Bayesian hypothesis tests compute the posterior probability of the null and the alternative

hypothesis. This allows to detect equivalent classifiers and to claim statistical significance with

a practical impact.

In our case, we define that two classifiers are practically equivalent if the absolute difference

of their Alpha scores is less than 0.01. We consider the results significant if the fraction of the

posterior distribution in the region of practical equivalence is less than 5%. The comparison

results confirm that deep neural networks significantly outperform the three traditional

machine learning models (Naïve Bayes, Logistic regression, and Support Vector Machine).

Additionally, language-specific cseBERT significantly outperforms the generic, multi-language

mBERT model. Therefore, the cseBERT classification model is used to label all the Slovenian

tweets collected in the three year period.

The evaluation results for the best performing classification model, cseBERT, are in Tables

3 and 4. The F1 scores in Table 4 indicate that the acceptable tweets can be classified more reli-

ably than the unacceptable tweets. If we consider classification of the unacceptable tweets in

more detail, we can see low F1 scores for the inappropriate tweets, and very low scores for the

violent tweets. This low model performance is due to relatively low numbers of the inappropri-

ate (around 1%) and violent tweets (around 0.1%, see Table 5) in the Slovenian Twitter dataset.

For this reason, the detailed inappropriate, offensive and violent hate speech classes are

merged into the more abstract unacceptable class.

The overall Alpha scores in Table 3 show a drop in performance estimate between the train-

ing and evaluation set, as expected. However, note that the level of agreement between the best

model and the annotators is very close to the inter-annotator agreement. This result is compa-

rable to other related datasets, where the annotation task is subjective and it is unrealistic to

expect perfect agreement between the annotators [36, 37]. If one accepts an inherent ambiguity

of the hate speech classification task, there is very little room for improvement of the binary

classification model.

Table 5 shows the distribution of hate speech classes over the complete Slovenian Twitter

dataset. We also provide a breakdown of the unacceptable speech class into its constituent sub-

classes: inappropriate, offensive, and violent. Offensive tweets are prevailing, inappropriate

tweets are rare, and tweets inciting violence are very rare. There is also a considerable differ-

ence between the unacceptable original tweets and retweets. Offensive retweets are more fre-

quent (an increase from 20% to 31%), while inappropriate and violent retweets are more rare

in comparison to the original tweets.

Table 5. Distribution of hate speech classes across the original and the retweeted tweets.

Tweets No. of tweets Acceptable Unacceptable

Inappropriate Offensive Violent

Original tweets 8,363,271 6,574,353 (79%) 88,813 (1.1%) 1,687,730 (20%) 12,375 (0.15%)

Retweets 4,597,865 3,146,906 (68%) 20,535 (0.4%) 1,427,477 (31%) 2,947 (0.06%)

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0265602.t005
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Communities and hate speech

The methods to analyze community evolution through time are described in detail in our

related work [20]. They cover formation of retweet networks, community detection, measur-

ing community similarity, selection of coarse-grained timepoints, various measures of influ-

ence, and identification of super-communities. In the current paper we use these methods to

observe the development of hate speech on Slovenian Twitter during the years 2018–2020.

Fig 2 shows the top seven communities detected at the five selected timepoints. Each node

represents a community, where its diameter is a cube-root of the community size (to stifle the

large differences in sizes). An edge from the community Ci to Cj indicates average external

influence of Ci to Cj in terms of tweets posted by Ci and retweeted by Cj. See subsection

Retweet influence in Methods for definitions of various types of retweet influence.

The nodes (communities) and edges (external influence links) in Fig 2 form meta-networks.

We call communities in meta-networks super-communities. In analogy to a network commu-

nity, a super-community is a subset of detected communities more densely linked by external

influence links than with the communities outside of the super-community. We use this infor-

mal definition to identify super-communities in our retweet networks. It is an open research

problem, worth addressing in the future, to formalize the definition of super-communities and

to design a multi-stage super-community detection algorithm.

In our case, in Fig 2, one can identify three super-communities: the political left-leaning

(top), the Sports (middle), and the political right-leaning (bottom) super-community. The pre-

vailing characterization and political orientation of the super-communities is determined by

their constituent communities. A community is defined by its members, i.e., a set of Twitter

users. A label assigned to a community is just a shorthand to characterize it by its most influen-

tial users [20], their types (see subsection Twitter users and hate speech), and tweets they post.

Left and Right are generic communities with clear political orientation. SDS is a community

Fig 2. Fractions of unacceptable tweets posted by different communities. Nodes are the largest detected communities at timepoints t = 0, 22, . . ., 132.

The node size indicates the community size, darker areas correspond to unacceptable tweets, and lighter areas to acceptable tweets. An edge denotes the

external influence of community Ci to Cj. Linked communities form super-communities: left-leaning (Left, top), Sports (middle), and right-leaning

(Right and SDS, bottom).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0265602.g002
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with a large share of its influential members being politicians and also members of the right-

leaning SDS party (Slovenian Democratic Party).

While super-communities exhibit similar political orientation, their constituent communi-

ties are considerably different with respect to the hate speech they post. In the following, we

compare in detail the largest left-leaning community Left (red), two right-leaning communi-

ties, namely Right (violet) and SDS (blue), and a non-political Sports community (green). Left

and Right are consistently the largest communities on the opposite sides of the political spec-

trum. The SDS community was relatively small in the times of the left-leaning governments in

Slovenia (until January 2020, t = 0, 22, 68), but become prominent after the right-wing govern-

ment took over (in March 2020, t = 91, 132), at the same time as the emergence of the Covid-

19 pandemic.

Communities in Fig 2 are assigned proportions of unacceptable tweets they post. Darker

areas correspond to fractions of unacceptable tweets, and lighter areas correspond to fractions

of acceptable original tweets. Several observations can be made. First, the prevailing Twitter

activities are mostly biased towards political and ideological discussions, even during the emer-

gence of the Covid-19 pandemic [21]. There is only one, relatively small, non-political com-

munity, Sports. Second, political polarization is increasing with time. Larger communities on

the opposite poles grow even larger, and smaller communities are absorbed by them. There are

barely any links between the left and right-leaning communities, a characteristics of the echo

chambers and political polarization [38]. Third, the fraction of unacceptable tweets posted by

the two largest communities, Left and Right, is increasing towards the end of the period. This

is clearly visible in Fig 3.

Fig 3 shows the overall increase of unacceptable Twitter posts in the years 2018–2020.

Regardless of the community, the fraction of unacceptable tweets in all posts (dotted black

line) and in posts that were retweeted (solid black line), are increasing. The same holds for the

Fig 3. Fractions of unacceptable tweets posted by the major communities and overall, at weekly timepoints t = 0, 22, . . ., 132. The solid black line

represents all the tweets that were retweeted and are used to form retweet networks and communities. The dotted black line represents all the tweets

posted. The largest communities are Left, Right, and SDS. For a comparison, we also show Sports, a small community with almost no unacceptable

tweets.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0265602.g003
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largest Left (red) and Right (violet) communities. However, the right-wing SDS community

(blue), shows an interesting change of behaviour. During the left-wing governments in Slove-

nia, when the SDS party was in opposition (until March 2020, t = 0, 22, 68), the fraction of

unacceptable tweets they posted was increasing. After SDS became the main right-wing gov-

ernment party (in March 2020, t = 91, 132), the fraction of unacceptable tweets they post is

decreasing. By the end of 2020 (t = 132), SDS and the largest left-leaning community Left con-

verge, both with about 23% of their posted tweets classified as unacceptable. Note that at the

same time (t = 132), over 50% of the tweets by the Right community is unacceptable. For a

comparison, there is also a non-political and non-ideological community Sports (green) with

almost no unacceptable tweets.

Fig 4 shows the distribution of unacceptable tweets posted through time. We focus just on

the three major communities, Left, Right and SDS. All the remaining communities are shown

together as a single Small community (yellow). At any timepoint during the three years, the

three major communities post over 80% of all the unacceptable tweets. By far the largest share

is due to the Right community, about 60%. The Left and SDS communities are comparable,

about 10–20%. However, the three communities are very different in size and in their posting

activities.

Fig 5 clearly shows differences between the major communities. We compare the share of

unacceptable tweets they post (the leftmost bar), the share of unacceptable tweets they retweet

(the second bar from the left), the share of retweet influence (the total number of posted tweets

that were retweeted, the third bar from the left), and the size of each community (the rightmost

bar). The community shares are computed as the average shares over the five timepoints dur-

ing the three year period.

The Right community (violet) exhibits disproportional share of unacceptable tweets and

retweets w.r.t. its size. Its retweet influence share (the total number of posted tweets that were

retweeted) is also larger than its size, which means that its members are more active. However,

even w.r.t. to its influence, the share of unacceptable tweets and retweets is disproportional.

The Left community (red) is the most moderate of the three, in terms of unacceptable

tweets and retweets. The shares of its posted tweets and retweet influence (weighted out-

Fig 4. Distribution of posted unacceptable tweets between the three major communities through time. Left is the largest, left-leaning community,

two right-leaning communities are Right and SDS, and Small denotes all the remaining smaller communities. Weekly timepoints are marked by t = 0,

22, . . ., 132. The Right community posts the largest share of the unacceptable tweets, over 60% at four out of five timepoints. The Left and SDS

communities are comparable, each with the share of about 10–20% of all unacceptable tweets posted.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0265602.g004
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degree) w.r.t. its size, are lower in comparison to the Right and SDS communities. This indi-

cates that its members are, on average, less active and less influential.

The SDS community (blue) posts about the same share of unacceptable tweets as is expected

for its size. However, its share of unacceptable retweets is larger. It is also very active and the

most influential of the three, and in this respect its share of unacceptable tweets posted is lower

w.r.t. its influence share.

The differences between proportions of various community aspects can be quantified by

Cohen’s h [39]. Cohen’s h quantifies the size of the difference, allowing one to decide if the dif-

ference is meaningful. Namely, the difference can be statistically significant, but too small to be

meaningful. See subsection Comparing proportions in Methods for details. Table 6 gives the

computed h values for the three major communities. The results are consistent with our inter-

pretations of Fig 5 above.

Twitter users and hate speech

The analysis in the previous subsection points to the main sources of unacceptable tweets

posted and retweeted at the community level. In this subsection, we shed some light on the

composition of the major communities in terms of the user types and their individual

influence.

We estimate a Twitter user influence by the retweet h-index [40], an adaptation of the well

known Hirsch index [41] to Twitter. A user with a retweet index h posted h tweets and each of

Fig 5. Comparison of the three major communities in terms of four different properties. Each bar is composed of the Right, Left, SDS, and the

remaining Small communities, from bottom to top. Bars correspond to the average shares (over the five weekly timepoints) of posted unacceptable

tweets, retweeted unacceptable tweets, community influence (weighted out-degree), and size of the community, from left-to-right, respectively.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0265602.g005

Table 6. Comparison of the three major communities by Cohen’s h. The headings denote the first property (the proportion p1) vs. the second property (the proportion

p2). The values of h in the body have the following interpretation: positive sign of h shows that p1 > p2, and the value of |h| indicates the effect size. In bold are the values of

h> 0.50, indicating at least medium effect size.

Community Unacc. tweets vs. Size Unacc. retweets vs. Size Influence vs. Size Unacc. tweets vs. Influence

Right 1.00 0.88 0.38 0.61

Left -0.77 -0.89 -0.56 -0.20

SDS 0.06 0.29 0.46 -0.41

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0265602.t006
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them was retweeted at least h times. See subsection Retweet influence in Methods for details. It

was already shown that members of the right-leaning super-community exhibit much higher

h-index influence than the left-leaning users [20]. Also, influential users rarely switch commu-

nities, and when they do, they stay within their left- or right-leaning super-community.

In Fig 6 we show the distribution of Twitter users from the three major communities

detected at the end of the three year period (t = 132). The scatter plots display individual users

in terms of their retweet h-index (x-axis, logarithmic scale) and fraction of unacceptable tweets

they post (y-axis). The average proportions of unacceptable tweets posted by the community

members are displayed by horizontal lines. The results are consistent with Fig 3 at the last

timepoint t = 132, where the Left, Right and SDS communities post 23%, 51% and 23% of

unacceptable tweets, respectively. More influential users are at the right hand-side of the plots.

Consistent with Fig 5, the members of the SDS and Right communities are considerably more

influential than the members of the Left. In all the communities, there are clusters of users

which post only unacceptable tweets (at the top), or only acceptable tweets (at the bottom).

However, they are not very prolific nor do they have much impact, since their retweet h-index

is very low. Vertical bars delimit the low influence from the high influence Twitter users.

Fig 6 shows that the distribution of influence in terms of retweet h-index is different

between the three communities. We compute the concentration of influence by the Gini coef-

ficient, a well-known measure of income inequality in economics [42]. Gini coefficient of 0

indicates perfectly equal distribution of influence, and Gini of 1 indicates the extreme, i.e., all

the influence in concentrated in a single user. The results in Table 7 show that the highest con-

centration of influence is in the SDS community, followed by the Right, and that the Left com-

munity has more evenly distributed influence.

For the most influential Twitter users, right of the vertical bars in Fig 6, we inspect their

type and their prevailing community during the whole time period. They are classified into

Fig 6. Scatter plot of the three major communities at the last timepoint, t = 132. Each point represents a Twitter user, with its retweet h-index and a

fraction of unacceptable tweets posted. Horizontal lines show the average fraction of unacceptable tweets per community. Vertical bars delimit the low

influence from the high influence Twitter users. For the most influential users, with an h-index right of the vertical bar, the user types are determined

(see Table 8).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0265602.g006

Table 7. Gini coefficients of influence distribution for the three major communities at the last timepoint, t = 132.

Community Gini coefficient

Left 0.50

Right 0.57

SDS 0.64

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0265602.t007
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three major categories: Individual, Organization, and Unverified. The Unverified label is not

meant as the opposite of the Twitter verification label, but just lumps together the users for

which the identity was unclear (Anonymous), their accounts were closed (Closed) or sus-

pended by Twitter (Suspended). The Individual and Organization accounts are further catego-

rized into subtypes.

Table 8 provides the categorization of 890 users into types and subtypes. We selected the

top users from the major communities, ranked by their retweet h-index. When the user did

not switch between the communities (in 644 out of 890 cases, 72%) we assign its prevailing

community across the whole time period from the community membership at individual

timepoints. We introduce an additional transition community, Left!SDS, that encompasses

Twitter accounts which switched from the Left community to the current government SDS

community at the time of the government transition from the left-wing to the right-wing. This

transition community consists mostly of governmental accounts (ministries, army, police,

etc.) and demonstrates surprisingly well how detected communities in time reflect the actual

changes in the political landscape.

The 890 users, classified into different types, represent less than 5% of all the users active on

Slovenian Twitter during the three year period. However, they exhibit the bulk of the retweet

influence. They posted almost 10% of all the original tweets, and, even more indicative, over

50% of all the retweeted tweets were authored by them. The details are given in Table 9.

Fig 7 shows how many unacceptable tweets are posted by different user types and subtypes.

Over 40% of tweets posted by unverified accounts are unacceptable. In this category, the sus-

pended accounts lead with over 50% of the tweets classified as unacceptable. This demonstrates

Table 8. Twitter user types and their prevailing communities. The top 890 users from the major communities, ranked by the retweet h-index, are classified into different

types. When possible (in over 72% of the cases) the prevailing community across the five timepoints is determined. The rest of the users shift between different communi-

ties through time. There is an interesting transition community Left!SDS that corresponds to the government transition from the left-wing to the right-wing, and consists

mostly of the governmental institutions.

User type subtype Share Prevailing community

Left Right SDS Left!SDS

Individual 486 (55%) 137 (59%) 85 (38%) 104 (60%) 3 (20%)

Politician 143 20 16 72 3

Public figure 101 40 22 8 0

Journalist 100 41 12 11 0

Other 142 36 35 13 0

Organization 129 (14%) 41 (18%) 9 0(4%) 36 (21%) 12 (80%)

Institution 59 20 3 9 10

Media 46 16 4 15 1

Political party 24 5 2 12 1

Unverified 275 (31%) 55 (23%) 130 (58%) 32 (19%) 0 0(0%)

Anonymous 148 37 47 16 0

Closed 95 14 58 13 0

Suspended 32 4 25 3 0

Total 890 (99%) 233 (99%) 224 (99%) 172 (99%) 15 (99%)

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0265602.t008

Table 9. Influential users. The share of influential users in terms of their number, the original tweets they post, and their tweets that were retweeted.

Users Original tweets Retweeted tweets

All 18,821 8,363,271 978,376

Influential 890 (4.7%) 812,862 (9.7%) 529,110 (54.1%)

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0265602.t009
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that Twitter is doing a reasonable job at suspending problematic accounts, and that our hate

speech classification model is consistent with the Twitter criteria. Note that on the global level,

Twitter is suspending an increasing number of accounts (776,000 accounts suspended in the

second half of 2018, and one million accounts suspended in the second half of 2020).

Individual accounts, where politicians dominate between the influential users, post over

30% of tweets as unacceptable. Organizational accounts post mostly acceptable tweets (90%).

In this category, accounts from the political parties dominate, with a fraction of 17% of their

tweets being unacceptable. There is an interesting difference between the individual journalists

and media organizations. Official media accounts post about 10% of tweets as unacceptable,

while for the influential journalists, this fraction is 28%.

At the end, we can provide a link between the major retweet communities and the user

types. We use Cohen’s h again to quantify the differences between the representation of the

main user types in the communities and their overall share. The community-specific propor-

tions (first property) and the overall share (second property) of the main user types are taken

from Table 8. The h values in Table 10 then quantify which user types post disproportional

fractions of unacceptable tweets (first column in Table 10), and in which communities are they

disproportionately represented (columns 2-4 in Table 10).

Results in Table 10 confirm that the Unverified accounts produce a disproportionate frac-

tion of unacceptable tweets, and that they are considerably over-represented in the Right com-

munity. On the other hand, Individual and Organization accounts are under-represented in

the Right community.

Fig 7. Fractions of unacceptable tweets posted by different types of users. The left bar chart shows major user types. Each major user type consists of

three subtypes, shown at the right bar chart with the same color. Individual bars indicate the fraction of all tweets posted by the user (sub)type that are

unacceptable.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0265602.g007

Table 10. Comparison of the three major user types by Cohen’s h. The headings denote the first property (the proportion p1) vs. the second property (the proportion

p2). The values of h in the body have the following interpretation: positive sign of h shows that p1 > p2, and the value of |h| indicates the effect size. In bold is the value of

h> 0.50, indicating at least medium effect size.

User type Unacc. tweets vs. Share Left vs. Share Right vs. Share SDS vs. Share

Individual -0.04 0.08 -0.34 0.12

Organization -0.26 0.08 -0.38 0.17

Unverified 0.21 -0.16 0.55 -0.29

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0265602.t010
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Conclusions

Retweets play an important role in revealing social ties between the Twitter users. They allow

for the detection of communities of like-minded users and super-communities linked by the

retweet influence links. In our Slovenian Twitter dataset, the two main super-communities

show clear political polarization between the left and right-leaning communities [20]. The

right-leaning communities are closely linked, and exhibit significantly higher retweet influence

than the left-leaning communities. This is consistent with the findings about the European

Parliament [43] and polarization during the Brexit referendum [40]. However, in terms of hate

speech, the super-communities are not homogeneous, and there are large differences between

the communities themselves.

Regarding the hate speech classification, we demonstrate that the best model reaches the

inter-annotator agreement. This means that a model with such level of performance can

replace a human annotator, and that without additional information, the model cannot be

improved much. The additional information, if properly taken into account, might be in the

form of a context. Textual context, such as previous tweets or a thread, is difficult to incorpo-

rate in the machine learning models. The user context, on the other hand, can provide addi-

tional features about the user history and community membership, and seems very relevant

and promising for better hate speech classification.

Our hate speech classification model distinguishes between three classes of hate speech on

Twitter: inappropriate, offensive, and violent. Specially tweets inciting violence, and directed

towards specific target groups, are essential to detect since they may be subject to legal actions.

However, in our training data sample of 50,000 tweets, the annotators found only a few 100

cases of violent tweets. The evaluation results show that the model cannot reliably detect vio-

lent hate speech, therefore we classified all three classes of hate speech together, as unaccept-

able tweets. Our previous experience in learning Twitter sentiment models for several

languages [36] shows that one needs several 1,000 labelled tweets to construct models which

approach the quality of human annotators. This calls for additional sampling of a considerably

larger set of potentially violent tweets, which should be properly annotated and then used for

model training.

Another dimension of hate speech analysis are the topics which are discussed. The results of

topic detection on Slovenian Twitter show that political and ideological discussions are prevail-

ing, accounting for almost 45% of all the tweets [21]. The sports-related topic, for example, is

subject of only about 12% of all the tweets, and 90% of them are acceptable. This is also consis-

tent with the very low fraction of unacceptable tweets posted by the Sports community in Fig 3.

The distribution of topics within the detected communities, the levels of topic-related hate

speech, and the evolution through time are some of the interesting results reported in [21].

We identify one, right-leaning, community of moderate size which is responsible for over

60% of unacceptable tweets. In addition, we show that this community consists of a dispropor-

tional share of anonymous, suspended, or already closed Twitter accounts which are the main

source of hate speech. The other right-leaning community, corresponding to the main party of

the current right-wing Slovenian government, shows more moderation, in particular after it

took over from the left-wing government in March 2020. While these results are specific for

the Slovenian tweetosphere, there are two lessons important for other domains and languages.

One is the concept of super-communities which can be identified after the standard commu-

nity detection process [20, 44], and share several common properties of the constituent com-

munities. Another is the insight that hate speech is not always evenly spread within a super-

community, and that it is important to analyze individual communities and different types of

users.
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Methods

Data collection

The three years of comprehensive Slovenian Twitter data cover the period from January 1,

2018 until December 28, 2020. In total, 12,961,136 tweets were collected, indirectly through

the public Twitter API. The data collection and data sharing complies with the terms and con-

ditions of Twitter. We used the TweetCaT tool [45] for Twitter data acquisition.

The TweetCaT tool is specialized on harvesting Twitter data of less frequent languages. It

searches continuously for new users that post tweets in the language of interest by querying

the Twitter Search API for the most frequent and unique words in that language. Once a set of

new potential users posting in the language of interest are identified, their full timeline is

retrieved and the language identification is run over their timeline. If it is evident that specific

users post predominantly in the language of interest, they are added to the user list and

their tweets are being collected for the remainder of the collection period. In the case of Slove-

nian Twitter, the collection procedure started in August 2017 and is still running. As a conse-

quence, we are confident that the full Slovenian tweetosphere is covered in the period of this

analysis.

Comparing proportions

Odds ratio and Cohen’s h are two measures of association and effect size of two events. Odds

ratio can be used when both events are characterized by jointly exhaustive and mutually exclu-

sive partitioning of the sample. Cohen’s h is used to compare two independent proportions.

Odds ratio. An odds ratio is a statistic that quantifies the strength of the association

between two events. The (natural logarithm of the) odds ratio L of a sample, and its approxi-

mate standard error SE are defined as:

L ¼ ln
n11 � n00

n10 � n01

� �

; SE ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

n11

þ
1

n00

þ
1

n10

þ
1

n01

s

;

where nij are the elements of a 2 × 2 contingency table. A non-zero log odds ratio indicates cor-

relation between the two events, and the standard error is used to determine its significance.

Cohen’s h. The difference between two independent proportions (probabilities) can be

quantified by Cohen’s h [39]. For two proportions, p1 and p2, Cohen’s h is defined as the differ-

ence between their “arcsine transformations”:

h ¼ 2arcsin
ffiffiffiffiffi
p1

p
� 2arcsin

ffiffiffiffiffi
p2

p
:

The sign of h shows which proportion is greater, and the magnitude indicates the effect

size. Cohen [39, p. 184–185] provides the following rule of thumb interpretation of h: 0.20–

small effect size, 0.50–medium effect size, and 0.80–large effect size.

Retweet networks and community detection

Twitter provides different forms of interactions between the users: follows, mentions, replies,

and retweets. The most useful indicator of social ties between the Twitter users are retweets

[44, 46]. When a user retweets a tweet, it is distributed to all of its followers, just as if it were an

originally authored tweet. Users retweet content that they find interesting or agreeable.

A retweet network is a directed graph. The nodes are Twitter users and edges are retweet

links between the users. An edge is directed from the user A who posts a tweet to the user B
who retweets it. The edge weight is the number of retweets posted by A and retweeted by B.
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For the whole three year period of Slovenian tweets, there are in total 18,821 users (nodes) and

4,597,865 retweets (sum of all weighted edges).

To study dynamics of the retweet networks, we form several network snapshots from our

Twitter data. In particular, we select a network observation window of 24 weeks (about six

months), with a sliding window of one week. This provides a relatively high temporal resolu-

tion between subsequent networks, but in the next subsection Selection of timepoints we show

how to select the most relevant intermediate timepoints. Additionally, in order to eliminate

the effects of the trailing end of a moving network snapshot, we employ an exponential edge

weight decay, with half-time of 4 weeks.

The set of network snapshots thus consists of 133 overlapping observation windows, with

temporal delay of one week. The snapshots start with a network at t = 0 (January 1, 2018–June

18, 2018) and end with a network at t = 132 (July 13, 2020–December 28, 2020) (see Fig 1).

Informally, a network community is a subset of nodes more densely linked between them-

selves than with the nodes outside the community. A standard community detection method

is the Louvain algorithm [47]. Louvain finds a partitioning of the network into communities,

such that the modularity of the partition is maximized. However, there are several problems

with the modularity maximization and stability of the Louvain results [48]. We address the

instability of Louvain by applying the Ensemble Louvain algorithm [20, 49]. We run 100 trials

of Louvain and compose communities with nodes that co-occur in the same community

above a given threshold, 90% of the trials in our case. This results in relatively stable communi-

ties of approximately the same size as produced by individual Louvain trials. We run the

Ensemble Louvain on all the 133 undirected network snapshots, resulting in 133 network par-

titions, each with slightly different communities.

Selection of timepoints

There are several measures to evaluate and compare network communities. We use the

BCubed measure, extensively evaluated in the context of clustering [50]. BCubed decomposes

evaluation into calculation of precision and recall of each node in the network. The precision

(Pre) and recall (Rec) are then combined into the F1 score, the harmonic mean:

F1 ¼ 2
Pre � Rec

Pre þ Rec
:

Details of computing Pre and Rec for individual nodes, communities and network parti-

tions are in [20]. We write F1(Pi|Pj) to denote the F1 difference between the partitions Pi and

Pj. The paper also provides a sample comparison of BCubed with the Adjusted Rand Index

(ARI) [51] and Normalized Mutual Information (NMI) [52]. Our F1 score extends the original

BCubed measure to also account for new and disappearing nodes, and is different and more

general than the F1 score proposed by Rossetti [53].

The weekly differences between the network partitions are relatively small. The retweet net-

work communities do not change drastically at this relatively high time resolution. Moving to

lower time resolution means choosing timepoints which are further apart, and where the net-

work communities exhibit more pronounced differences.

We formulate the timepoint selection task as follows. Let us assume that the initial and final

timepoints are fixed (at t = 0 and t = n), with the corresponding partitions P0 and Pn, respec-

tively. For a given k, select k intermediate timepoints such that the differences between the cor-

responding partitions are maximized. The number of possible selections grows exponentially

with k. Therefore, we implement a simple heuristic algorithm which finds the k (non-optimal)

timepoints. The algorithm works top-down and starts with the full, high resolution timeline
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with n + 1 timepoints, t = 0, 1, . . ., n and corresponding partitions Pt. At each step, it finds a

triplet of adjacent partitions Pt−1, Pt, Pt+1 with minimal differences (i.e., maximum F1 scores):

maxðF1ðPtjPt� 1Þ þ F1ðPtþ1jPtÞÞ:

The partition Pt is then eliminated from the timeline:

P0; . . . ; Pt� 1; Pt; Ptþ1; . . . ; Pn 7! P0; . . . ; Pt� 1; Ptþ1; . . . ; Pn:

At the next step, the difference F1(Pt+1|Pt−1) fills the gap of the eliminated timepoint Pt. The

step is repeated until there are k (non-optimal) intermediate timepoints. The heuristic algo-

rithm thus requires n − 1 − k steps.

For our retweet networks, we fix k = 3, which provides much lower, but still meaningful

time resolution. This choice results in a selection of five network partitions Pt at timepoints

t = 0, 22, 68, 91, 132.

Retweet influence

Twitter users differ in how prolific they are in posting tweets, and in the impact these tweets

make on the other users. One way to estimate the influence of Twitter users is to consider how

often their tweets are retweeted. Similarly, the influence of a community can be estimated by

the total number of retweets of tweets posted by its members. Retweets within the community

indicate internal influence, and retweets outside of the community indicate external influ-

ence [44, 54].

Let Wij denote the sum of all weighted edges between communities Ci and Cj. The average

community influence I is defined as:

IðCiÞ ¼

P
jWij

jCij
;

i.e., the weighted out-degree of Ci, normalized by its size. The influence I consists of the inter-

nal Iint and external Iext component, I = Iint + Iext, where

IintðCiÞ ¼
Wii

jCij
;

and

IextðCi;CjÞ ¼

P
i6¼jWij

jCij
:

We compute internal and external influence of the retweet communities detected at the

selected timepoints t = 0, 22, 68, 91, 132. Fig 2 shows the communities and the external influ-

ence links between the detected communities. One can observe a formation of super-commu-

nities, with closely linked communities. There are two super-communities, the political left-

leaning and right-leaning, and an apolitical Sports.

Weighted out-degree is a useful measure of influence for communities. For individual Twit-

ter users, a more sophisticated measure of influence is used. The user influence is estimated by

their retweet h-index [40, 55], an adaptation of the well known Hirsch index [41] to Twitter.

The retweet h-index takes into account the number of tweets posted, as well as the impact of

individual tweets in terms of retweets. A user with an index of h has posted h tweets and each

of them was retweeted at least h times.
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3.3 Evolution of Topics and Hate Speech in Retweet Network
Communities

“Evolution of topics and hate speech in retweet network communities” is the last of the
trilogy of papers that focus on community evolution analysis on the Slovenian tweetosphere
in the years from 2018 to 2021. In this final work, Bojan Evkoski, Nikola Ljubešić, Andraž
Pelicon, Igor Mozetič, and Petra Kralj Novak, investigate the relationship between topics
discussed and hate speech exhibited, the respect to communities discovered and tracked
via community evolution.

Using topic modeling, we detect six broad topics: health, family, politics, ideology,
local, and sports. Utilizing the information on community memberships, as well as the
hatefulness and topics of tweets, we draw the following conclusions: politics and ideology
are the prevailing topics despite the emergence of the Covid-19 pandemic; the same two
topics attract the highest proportion of hateful tweets; while the membership of retweet
communities changes, the topic distribution remains stable; finally, the detected super-
communities are very different in terms of the discussion topics, with the right-leaning
ones showing more interest in politics and ideology.

The author of the master thesis contributed to this work by performing most of the
experiments and producing the figures. He did not take part in the topic and hate speech
modeling.



Evolution of topics and hate speech 
in retweet network communities
Bojan Evkoski1,2, Nikola Ljubešić1,3, Andraž Pelicon1,2, Igor Mozetič1*  and Petra Kralj Novak1,4 

Introduction
Social media, and Twitter in particular, are widely used to study various social phenom-
ena, see for example (Wu et al. 2011; Bollen et al. 2011; Gil de Zúñiga et al. 2020; Cinelli 
et al. 2020). Network analyses play an important role in these studies since social media 
exhibit typical network properties. Collective behaviour is captured by the network 
communities, defined as groups of densely connected users. Changes in the behaviour of 
groups are referred to as community evolution (Dakiche et al. 2019). Temporal analyses 
provide insights into the patterns and developments of the social media landscape, and 
are increasingly relevant in modern analyses of complex networks (Rossetti and Cazabet 
2018).

Abstract 

Twitter data exhibits several dimensions worth exploring: a network dimension in the 
form of links between the users, textual content of the tweets posted, and a temporal 
dimension as the time-stamped sequence of tweets and their retweets. In the paper, 
we combine analyses along all three dimensions: temporal evolution of retweet 
networks and communities, contents in terms of hate speech, and discussion top-
ics. We apply the methods to a comprehensive set of all Slovenian tweets collected 
in the years 2018–2020. We find that politics and ideology are the prevailing topics 
despite the emergence of the Covid-19 pandemic. These two topics also attract the 
highest proportion of unacceptable tweets. Through time, the membership of retweet 
communities changes, but their topic distribution remains remarkably stable. Some 
retweet communities are strongly linked by external retweet influence and form 
super-communities. The super-community membership closely corresponds to the 
topic distribution: communities from the same super-community are very similar by 
the topic distribution, and communities from different super-communities are quite 
different in terms of discussion topics. However, we also find that even communities 
from the same super-community differ considerably in the proportion of unacceptable 
tweets they post.

Keywords: Twitter, Retweet networks, Network communities, Community evolution, 
Hate speech classification, Topic detection
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Temporal network analysis

There are several approaches to temporal network analyses, one of them is taking tem-
porally ordered series of network snapshots. This approach allows for efficient tracking 
of changes in the network structure, thus increasing the expressiveness of the models, 
but at a cost of higher analytical complexity (Rossetti and Cazabet 2018). The snap-
shot approach depends on the representation of time in the networks, e.g., the limited 
memory scenario allows for nodes/edges to disappear over time. This is suitable in social 
network analysis, where the edge disappearance indicates possible decay of social ties. 
In our approach, we create overlapping snapshots of the network through time, detect 
communities in each snapshot, and then track evolution of relevant communities over 
time.

An issue in dynamic community evolution is how community detection is applied to 
the network snapshots (Aynaud et al. 2013; Hartmann et al. 2016; Masuda and Lambi-
otte 2016; Dakiche et al. 2019; Rossetti and Cazabet 2018). The problem is the instability 
of community detection algorithms (Aynaud and Guillaume 2010). To address this issue, 
we developed the Ensemble Louvain algorithm which considerably improves the stabil-
ity of the well-known Louvain algorithm for community detection (Evkoski et al. 2021a).

Hate speech detection

Hate speech in online media is among the “online harms” that are pressing concerns of 
policymakers, regulators and big tech companies. There is an increasing research inter-
est in the automated hate speech detection, with organized competitions and workshops 
(MacAvaney et al. 2019). Hate speech detection is usually addressed as a supervised clas-
sification problem, where models are trained to distinguish between examples of hate 
and normal speech. A systematic literature review of academic articles on hate speech 
on social media, between 2014 and 2018 (Matamoros-Fernández and Farkas 2021), 
found that research was limited to text-based analyses of racist hate speech, to the Twit-
ter platform, and to the content mostly from the U.S.

There is not much research addressing hate speech in terms of temporal aspects and 
community structure on Twitter. The most similar work was done on the social media 
platform Gab (https:// Gab. com) (Mathew et  al. 2019, 2020). The authors find that the 
content posted by the hateful users spreads faster and further, and that they are more 
densely connected between themselves. The amount of hate speech on Gab is steadily 
increasing and hateful users are occupying more prominent positions in the Gab net-
work. Our research addresses very similar questions on the Twitter platform and most 
of our results are aligned with the findings on Gab. However, there are some important 
differences. Twitter is a mainstream social medium, used by public figures and organiza-
tions, while Gab is an alt-tech social network, with a far-right user base, described as a 
haven for extremists.

In Uyheng and Carley (2021) the authors propose a dynamic network framework to 
characterize hate communities, focusing on Twitter conversations related to Covid-19. 
Higher levels of community hate are consistently associated with smaller, more iso-
lated, and highly hierarchical network communities. The identity analysis reveals that 
hate speech in the U.S. initially targets political figures and then becomes predominantly 
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racially charged, while in the Philippines, the targets of hate speech over time remain 
political. Another study of political affiliations and profanity use (Sood et al. 2012) finds 
that a political comment is more likely profane and contains an insult than a non-polit-
ical comment. These results are similar to our findings that politics and ideology attract 
the highest proportions of unacceptable tweets.

Topic detection

In a typical simplistic analysis of the content on Twitter, hashtags posted in tweets are 
used as semantic indicators. A more advanced approach represents tweets as bag-of-
words and then applies k-means clustering to group together tweets about similar top-
ics. We take a more sophisticated approach to topic modeling by applying a variant of 
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (Blei et al. 2003), named probabilistic topic models (Steyvers 
and Griffiths 2007). The approach is based on the assumptions that semantic informa-
tion can be derived from word–tweet co-occurrences, that dimensionality reduction is 
essential, and that the semantic properties of words and tweets are expressed in terms of 
probabilistic topics.

Structure of the paper

In the paper we address the following research questions:

• Which topics are prevailing and which draw the most hate speech in Twitter discus-
sions?

• How do retweet communities differ in topics they discuss?
• How do topics evolve through time with respect to the communities and hate 

speech?

This work is an extension of our previous research on the evolution of retweet commu-
nities (Evkoski et al. 2021a), and identification of the main sources of hate speech (Evko-
ski et al. 2021c). We illustrate our approach to the evolution of topics, hate speech and 
communities on an exhaustive set of Slovenian tweets, collected during the 3 year period 
2018–2020. In the Methods section we provide a brief overview of the methods used 
in the previous research, and the topic detection approach used here. The Results and 
discussion section gives answers to the research questions addressed. In Conclusions we 
summarize each components of the analysis, and wrap up the analyses of the Slovenian 
tweets.

Methods
In the paper we apply methods from three research areas that deal with different aspects 
of data analysis. They are applied to 3 years of Slovenian Twitter data to study the evo-
lution of communities, hate speech and discussion topics through time. We first give 
an overview of the Twitter data collected, and the roles that different parts of the data 
have in the analyses (subsection Overview). We then outline individual research meth-
ods applied. Network analysis is used to construct retweet networks, detect communi-
ties, and study their evolution through time (subsection Evolving retweet communities). 
Machine learning is applied to train and evaluate a hate speech classification model 
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(subsection Hate speech classification). Methods of content analysis are used to detect 
topics discussed in the tweets (subsection Topic detection). In the next section, Results 
and discussion, we combine the results of individual methods to reveal some interesting 
insights gained from the collected Twitter data.

Overview

For this study, we collected a set of almost 13 million Slovenian tweets in the 3  year 
period, from January 1, 2018 until December 28, 2020. The set represents an exhaustive 
collection of Twitter activities in Slovenia. The tweets were collected via the public Twit-
ter API, using the TweetCaT tool (Ljubešić et al. 2014). TweetCaT is designed to acquire 
exhaustive Twitter datasets for less frequent languages, in this case Slovenian.

Figure 1 shows the timeline of Twitter volumes, the types of hate speech posted, and 
topics discussed during that period. Table 1 gives a breakdown of the 13-million dataset 
collected in terms of how different subsets are used in this study.

All Twitter posts are either original tweets or retweets. In this study we use the 
retweets to create retweet networks and detect retweet communities. A retweet network 
comprises a time window of 24  weeks, and adjacent retweet networks are shifted for 
1 week. A selection of five retweet networks, with the largest differences in the detected 
communities, is indicated by vertical bars in Fig.  1 (top chart). See the subsection on 
Evolving retweet communities for details.

A large subset of the original tweets is used to manually annotate, train and evalu-
ate hate speech classification models. A machine learning model classifies tweets into 
four classes: acceptable, inappropriate, offensive, and violent. Inappropriate and violent 
tweets are relatively rare and cannot be reliably classified. Therefore, for this study, all 

Fig. 1 Three aspects of the Twitter data analysis: Creation of retweet networks at selected timepoints (top), 
hate speech classification (middle), and topics detected (bottom). (Top) Weekly volume of the Slovenian 
Twitter data comprises original tweets and retweets collected over the period of 3 years. Vertical bars show 
five endpoints of automatically selected time windows for retweet networks construction, with weeks 
labeled as t = 0, 22, 68, 91, 132 . (Middle) Distribution of hate speech classes: fraction of acceptable tweets 
(green), inappropriate tweets (yellow, barely visible), and offensive tweets (red); violent tweets are not visible 
due to low volume. (Bottom) Distribution of the six detected topics
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the tweets that are classified as not acceptable are jointly classified as unacceptable. See 
the subsection on Hate speech classification for details on the machine learning model-
ling and extensive evaluations.

All the original tweets and their retweets are used to detect discussion topics. In gen-
eral, the number of different topics is not fixed, and a typical tweet discusses several 
topics. For this study we settled for six most distinguishing topics and assigned one pre-
vailing topic to each tweet. Details are in the Topic detection subsection.

Evolving retweet communities

This subsection briefly summarizes our approach to community evolution in retweet 
networks, extensively described in Evkoski et  al. (2021a). Twitter provides different 
forms of interactions between the users: follows, mentions, replies, and retweets. A very 
useful indicator of social ties between the Twitter users are retweets (Cherepnalkoski 
and Mozetič 2016; Durazzi et al. 2021) since a user typically retweets content that he/she 
finds interesting or agreeable. When a user retweets a tweet, it is distributed to all of its 
followers, and the link between the original tweet and the final retweet is retained even 
when several retweeters are in between.

Retweet networks

A retweet network is a directed graph. The nodes are Twitter users and the edges are 
retweet links between the users. An edge is directed from the user A who posts a tweet 
to the user B who retweets it. The edge weight is the number of tweets posted by A and 
retweeted by B. For the whole 3-year period of Slovenian tweets, there are in total 18,821 
users (nodes) and 4,597,865 retweets (sum of all the weighted edges).

We form a sequence of network snapshots, with a sliding window of 1 week, to study 
the evolution of a retweet network. The snapshots are overlapping, where each snap-
shot comprises an observation window of 24  weeks (about 6  months). We employ an 
exponential edge weight decay, with half-time of 4 weeks, to eliminate the effects of the 
trailing end of a moving network snapshot. This provides a relatively high temporal reso-
lution between subsequent networks, but we later select just the most relevant interme-
diate timepoints.

The set of network snapshots thus consists of 133 overlapping observation windows, 
with temporal delay of 1 week. The snapshots start with a network at t = 0 (January 1, 

Table 1 The roles of different subsets of the 2018–2020 Slovenian Twitter dataset

Out of almost 13 million tweets collected, a sample of the original tweets is used for hate speech annotation, training of 
classification models, and their evaluation. The retweets are used to create retweet networks, and detect communities. All 
the tweets are automatically classified by the hate speech classification model, and are used to detect topics

Dataset Period No. of tweets Role

All tweets Jan. 2018–Dec. 2020 12,961,136 Collection, hate speech classification and topic 
detection

Original tweets Jan. 2018–Dec. 2020 8,363,271 Hate speech modeling

Retweets Jan. 2018–Dec. 2020 4,597,865 Network construction and community detection

Training set Dec. 2017–Jan. 2020 50,000 Hate speech model training and cross validation

Evaluation set Feb. 2020–Aug. 2020 10,000 Hate speech model evaluation
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2018–June 18, 2018) and end with a network at t = 132 (July 13, 2020–December 28, 
2020) (see Fig. 1).

Retweet communities

Informally, a network community is a subset of nodes more densely linked between 
themselves than with the nodes outside the community. A standard community 
detection method is the Louvain algorithm (Blondel et al. 2008). Louvain finds a par-
titioning of the network into communities, such that the modularity of the partition is 
maximized. However, there are several problems with statistical fluctuations and sta-
bility of the Louvain results (Fortunato and Hric 2016). The instability is manifested 
by different results of community detection in the same network, run with different 
initial seeds. This is due to theoretical issues with modularity maximization, and to 
heuristic nature of an efficient implementation of the algorithm.

We address the instability of Louvain by applying the Ensemble Louvain algorithm 
(Evkoski et al. 2021a). The steps of Ensemble Louvain are the following: 

1. Run several trials of Louvain on the same network (100 trials by default),
2. Build a new network where a pair of the original nodes is linked if their total Co-

membership across all the Louvain trials is above a given threshold (90% by default),
3. Identify the disjoints sets which then represent the detected communities.

As a result of using Ensemble Louvain, nodes without a clear community membership 
(i.e., nodes that do not have consistent co-membership across repeated Louvain tri-
als) are isolated and excluded from further analyses. The resulting communities are of 
approximately the same size as produced by individual Louvain trials, but with drasti-
cally improved stability and reproducibility (Evkoski et al. 2021b).

We run the Ensemble Louvain on all the 133 undirected network snapshots, result-
ing in 133 network partitions, where the detected communities change through time.

Community evolution

The differences between the network partitions are relatively small at weekly resolu-
tion. The retweet network communities do not change much at this relatively high 
time resolution. Selecting a lower time resolution means choosing timepoints which 
are further apart, and where the network communities exhibit larger differences.

We formulate the timepoint selection task as follows. Let us assume that the ini-
tial and final timepoints are fixed (at t = 0 and t = n ), with the corresponding par-
titions P0 and Pn , respectively. For a given k, select k intermediate timepoints such 
that the differences between the corresponding partitions are maximized. We imple-
ment a simple heuristic algorithm which finds the k timepoints. The algorithm works 
top-down and starts with the full, high resolution timeline with n+ 1 timepoints, 
t = 0, 1, . . . , n and corresponding partitions Pt . At each step, it finds a triplet of adja-
cent partitions Pt−1,Pt ,Pt+1 with minimal differences, and then eliminates Pt from 
the timeline, until only k intermediate partitions are left.
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For our retweet networks, we fix k = 3 , which provides much lower, but still meaning-
ful time resolution. This choice results in a selection of five distinguishing network parti-
tions at timepoints t:

• t = 0 : January 1, 2018–June 18, 2018,
• t = 22 : June 4, 2018–November 11, 2018,
• t = 68 : April 22, 2019–October 7, 2019,
• t = 91 : September 30, 2019–March 16, 2020,
• t = 132 : July 13, 2020–December 28, 2020.

Community transitions

Communities evolve by new nodes joining, some nodes dropping out, and/or by merg-
ing and splitting of communities. In Fig.  2 we visualize the evolution of the retweet 
communities by a Sankey diagram. At each selected timepoint, we show the top four 
communities and the membership transitions between them. Note that a relatively large 
number of Twitter users joined or left the retweet communities between the timepoints 
during the 2018–2020 period.

The top four communities are named Left, Right, SDS, and Sports. The names are 
derived from their most influential users and the contents of tweets they post. The larg-
est three communities are politically oriented, the left leaning Left, the right leaning 
Right, and the main right-wing government party SDS (Slovenian Democratic Party). 
The only non-political community is Sports. All the remaining, smaller communities, 
are represented as Rest.

Hate speech classification

Hate speech classification is approached as a supervised machine learning problem. 
Supervised machine learning requires a large set of examples labeled for hate speech, 
and typically involves a considerable initial effort to produce such labeled examples. The 
labeled examples are then used to train classification models to distinguish between the 

Left

Right

SDS
Sports  
Rest

week          

0 22 68 91 132

lost

new

Fig. 2 A Sankey diagram showing community membership transitions at the five selected timepoints 
t = 0, 22, 68, 91, 132 . We focus on four major communities: Left (red), Right (violet), SDS (blue), and Sports 
(green). The remaining, typically smaller, communities are denoted as Rest. At each timepoint, there are new 
nodes joining the retweet networks, and lost nodes leaving the networks
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examples of hate and normal speech (Zampieri et al. 2020). It is important to properly 
evaluate the trained models to asses their applicability and predictive performance on 
yet unseen examples of (normal or hate) speech. We pay special attention to the evalu-
ation of the trained models, not only by cross validation (on the training set), but also 
on a separate, out-of-sample evaluation set. More details are provided in Evkoski et al. 
(2021c).

Data annotation

The hate speech annotation schema is adapted from OLID (Zampieri et  al. 2019) and 
FRENK (Ljubešić et al. 2019). The schema distinguishes between four classes of speech 
on Twitter:

• Acceptable—normal tweets, not hateful,
• Inappropriate—tweets contain terms that are obscene or vulgar, but the tweets are 

not directed at any specific target (a person or a group),
• Offensive—tweets include offensive generalization, contempt, dehumanization, or 

indirect offensive remarks,
• Violent—the author threatens, indulges, desires or calls for physical violence against 

a target; this also includes tweets calling for, denying or glorifying war crimes and 
crimes against humanity.

During the annotation process, and for training the models, all four classes were consid-
ered. However, in this paper we take a more abstract view and distinguish just between 
the normal, acceptable speech, and the unacceptable speech, i.e., inappropriate, offen-
sive or violent.

We engaged ten well qualified annotators to label a random sample of the Slovenian 
tweets. The annotators first underwent a training, and were then asked to label each 
tweet assigned to them by selecting one of the four classes of speech. Two datasets were 
labeled: a training and an evaluation set.

Training dataset The training set was sampled from Twitter data collected before Feb-
ruary 2020. 50,000 tweets were selected for manual annotation and training different 
models.

Out-of-sample evaluation dataset The independent evaluation set was sampled from 
data collected between February and August 2020. The evaluation set strictly follows the 
training set in order to prevent data leakage between the two sets and allow for proper 
model evaluation. 10,000 tweets were randomly selected for the evaluation dataset.

Each tweet was labeled twice: in 90% of the cases by two different annotators and in 
10% of the cases by the same annotator. The role of multiple annotations is twofold: to 
control for the quality and to establish the level of difficulty of the task. Hate speech 
classification is a non-trivial, subjective task, and even highly qualified annotators some-
times disagree. We accept the disagreements and do not try to force a unique, consistent 
ground truth. Instead, we quantify the level of agreement between the annotators (the 
self- and the inter-annotator agreements), between the annotators and the models, and 
then compare if a model comes close to the inter-annotator agreement.
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Training classification models

Several machine learning algorithms were used to train hate speech classifica-
tion models. First, three traditional algorithms were applied: Naïve Bayes, Logistic 
regression, and Support Vector Machine with a linear kernel. Second, deep neural 
networks, based on the Transformer language models, were applied. We used two 
multi-lingual language models, based on the BERT architecture (Devlin et al. 2018), 
the general multi-lingual BERT (mBERT), and the specialized Croatian/Slovenian/
English BERT (cseBERT Ulčar and Robnik-Šikonja 2020). The two language models 
differ in the number and selection of training languages and corpora on which they 
were pre-trained.

An extensive comparison of different classification models was done following the 
Bayesian approach to significance testing (Benavoli et  al. 2017). Two classifiers are 
considered practically equivalent if the absolute difference of their scores is less than 
1%. We consider two classifiers to be significantly different if the fraction of the pos-
terior distribution in the region of practical equivalence is less than 5%. The com-
parison results show that deep neural networks significantly outperform the three 
traditional machine learning models. Additionally, language-specific cseBERT signifi-
cantly outperforms the general multi-lingual mBERT model. Consequently, the cse-
BERT classification model was used to label all the Slovenian tweets collected in the 
3-year period.

Evaluation measures and procedures

The training, tuning, and selection of classification models was done by cross valida-
tion on the training set. We used blocked 10-fold cross validation for two reasons. 
First, this method provides realistic estimates of performance on the training set with 
time-ordered data (Mozetič et  al. 2018). Second, by ensuring that both annotations 
for the same tweet fall into the same fold, we prevent data leakage between the train-
ing and test splits in cross validation. An even more realistic estimate of performance 
on yet unseen data is obtained on the out-of-sample evaluation set.

There are different evaluation measures, and to get robust estimates, we apply three 
well-known measures from the fields of inter-rater agreement and machine learning: 
Krippendorff ’s Alpha-reliability, accuracy, and F-score.

Krippendorff ’s Alpha-reliability ( Alpha ) (Krippendorff 2018) was developed to 
measure the agreement between human annotators, but can also be used to measure 
the agreement between classification models and a (potentially inconsistent) ground 
truth. It generalizes several specialized agreement measures, takes ordering of classes 
into account, and has the agreement by chance as the baseline.

Accuracy ( Acc ) is the simplest, common measure of performance of models which 
measures the agreement between the model and the ground truth. Accuracy does 
not account for the (dis)agreement by chance, nor for the ordering of the values of 
hate speech classes. Furthermore, it can be deceiving in cases of unbalanced class 
distribution.

F-score ( F1 ) is an instance of the well-known effectiveness measure in informa-
tion retrieval (Van Rijsbergen 1979) and is used in binary classification. In the case 
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of multi-class problems, it can be used to measure the performance of the model to 
identify individual classes. In terms of the annotator agreement, F1(c) is the fraction 
of equally labeled tweets out of all the tweets with class label c.

Evaluation results

Table  2 presents the annotator self-agreement and the inter-annotator agreement on 
both the training and the evaluation sets. Note that the self-agreement is consistently 
higher than the inter-annotator agreement, as expected, but is far from perfect. The 
results for the best performing classification model (cseBERT) are also in Table 2. The 
F1 scores indicate that acceptable tweets can be classified more reliably than unaccep-
table tweets. The overall Alpha scores show a drop in performance estimate between 
the training and evaluation set, as expected. However, note that the level of agreement 
between the best model and the annotators is very close to the inter-annotator agree-
ment. If one accepts inherent ambiguity of the hate speech classification task, there is 
very little room for model improvement, without taking additional information into 
account.

Topic detection

Topic models provide a simple way to analyze large volumes of unlabeled documents, in 
our case tweets. A “topic” consists of a cluster of words that frequently occur together 
and represents a content abstraction of a collection of tweets. The goal of topic model-
ling in this paper is to identify prevailing topics discussed, to see which topics provoke 
more hate speech, which topics are of interest to different communities, and how spe-
cific topics and unacceptable speech evolve through time.

Topic models (Steyvers and Griffiths 2007) assume that tweets contain a mixture of 
topics, where a topic is a probability distribution over words. A topic model is a genera-
tive model: it specifies a probabilistic procedure by which tweets can be generated. To 
construct a new tweet, one chooses a distribution over topics. Then, for each word in 
that tweet, one chooses a topic at random according to that distribution, and picks a 
word from that topic. Standard statistical techniques are then used to invert this process, 
inferring the set of topics that were responsible for generating a collection of tweets.

Table 2 The annotator agreement and the model performance

Three measures are used: ordinal Krippendorff’s Alpha , accuracy ( Acc ), and F1 for the classes of acceptable (A) and 
unacceptable (U) tweets. The first line is the self-agreement of individual annotators, and the second line is the inter-
annotator agreement between different annotators. The last two lines are the evaluation results of the model, on the 
training set (by cross validation) and on the out-of-sample evaluation set, respectively. Note that the model performance is 
comparable to the inter-annotator agreement

No. of tweets Overall Acceptable Unacceptable

Alpha Acc F1(A) F1(U)

Self-agreement 5981 0.79 0.88 0.92 0.87

Inter-annotator agreement 53,831 0.60 0.79 0.85 0.75

Classification model

   Training set 50,000 0.61 0.80 0.85 0.77

   Evaluation set 10,000 0.57 0.80 0.86 0.71
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Previous research (Martin and Johnson 2015), as well as our own experience, show 
that topics are more coherent if topic modelling is run over sequences of lemmas of 
nouns. We adopt this approach and represent each tweet as a sequence of lemmas of 
nouns occurring in that tweet. To obtain lemmas and part-of-speech tags, we process 
the Slovenian Twitter corpus with the CLASSLA pipeline (Ljubešić and Dobrovoljc 
2019). The pipeline consists of a Bi-LSTM (Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory) tag-
ger and a LSTM sequence-to-sequence lemmatizer. We use models that were trained 
on a combination of standard and non-standard texts, and were additionally augmented 
for missing diacritics. These models are well suited to deal with language variability 
and non-standard language used in social media, and are therefore appropriate for our 
Twitter corpus. The topic detection was implemented by applying the MALLET toolkit 
(McCallum 2002). MALLET was ran for the default 1000 iterations with the suggested 
hyperparameter optimization every 10 iterations.

Results and discussion
In this section we combine the results of individual methods applied to the Slovenian 
Twitter dataset 2018–2020. In subsection Topics and unacceptable tweets we show the 
major topics detected and the shares of unacceptable tweets in each of them. We then 
quantify the differences between the top retweet communities in terms of the topics 
they discuss, and how stable they are through time (subsection Communities and top-
ics). In subsection Evolution of offensive topics we focus on the three prevailing top-
ics, and show the evolution of acceptable and unacceptable tweets posted by the top 
communities.

Topics and unacceptable tweets

The topic detection method we apply requires to set the number of topics in advance. 
We experimented with different preset values to find an appropriate level of detail where 
no obvious topics are neither merged nor split across multiple topics. This experiment 
resulted in six topics, each defined by a probability distribution over constituent words. 
In general, a tweet discusses several topics with different probabilities. For easier inter-
pretation of the results, we selected just the most probable topic assigned to each tweet.

A topic is defined by the probability distribution over words, and we provide the top 
most probable words for each topic. Each topic is assigned a shorthand label to ade-
quately characterize it and to facilitate further analyses. We assigned the topic labels 
manually, on the basis of the most probable words, and by inspecting several tweets for 
each topic. The six detected topics are listed below:

• local Ljubljana, year, price, municipality, road, city, Slovenia, car, water, vehicle, 
center, Maribor, Euro, apartment, shop, house, registration, firefighter, mayor;

• sports match, year, Slovenia, show, win, season, movie, team, book, city, Ljubljana, 
league, Maribor, award, interview, concert, weekend, game;

• health measure, human, mask, virus, government, epidemic, Slovenia, infection, 
country, coronavirus, doctor, week, health, number, case, work, life, help, school;

• family child, year, human, school, life, woman, head, hand, parent, world, thank you, 
man, word, language, end, thing, mother, book, family;
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• politics government, party, state, year, money, Slovenia, minister, media, presi-
dent, election, work, salary, law, parliament member, human, Janša, Šarec, court, 
politics;

• ideology Slovenia, country, human, year, Slovenian, nation, border, migrant, war, 
communist, government, Europe, Janša, power, army, world, media, justice, leftist.

In Table 3 we summarize the distribution of hate speech and detected topics across 
the complete set of almost 13 million Slovenian tweets. The distribution of hate 
speech classes shows that inappropriate and violent tweets are rare. This justifies our 
decision to merge all the tweets labeled by the model as not acceptable into a sin-
gle class of unacceptable tweets. The unacceptable tweets, predominantly offensive, 
account for a quarter of all the original and retweeted tweets. The topics detected are 
much more evenly distributed, but we can observe that politics and ideology are pre-
vailing, accounting for almost 45% of all the tweets.

Figure  3 shows the shares of unacceptable tweets for different topics. The two 
dominant topics, politics and ideology, also exhibit the highest share of unacceptable 
tweets, between 30 and 40%. Interestingly, the topic of sports, which often triggers 
passionate cheering and heated debates between the fans, shows a very low level of 
unacceptable tweets, about 10% only.

Table 3 Distribution of hate speech classes and subclasses, and detected topics across the 
complete 2018–2020 Slovenian Twitter dataset

Hate speech Topics

Acceptable 75% Local 12.5%

Sports 12.3%

Unacceptable: 25% Health 14.0%

   Inappropriate 0.84% Family 17.1%

   Offensive 24.14% Politics 22.9%

   Violent 0.12% Ideology 21.2%
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Fig. 3 Shares of unacceptable tweets for different topics
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Communities and topics

In this subsection we turn attention to the topic distribution per community. We 
focus just on the top four communities, already identified in Fig. 2: Left, Right, SDS, 
and Sports. Figure 4 shows the cumulative topic distribution for the four major com-
munities. The Right and SDS communities are similar as they both favor topics of pol-
itics and ideology. These two topics represent more that 50% of their original tweets 
or retweets. On the other hand, the Left community is more balanced in terms of its 
topic distribution, with slight preference for the family topic. The Sports community 
represents another extreme, with almost 60% of its tweets and retweets about sports, 
and a low level of interest in the other topics.

Figure 4 also shows fractions of unacceptable tweets per community and topic. The 
Sports community posts almost exclusively acceptable tweets. On the other hand, the 
political Right community posts about one half of its tweets, on the topics of poli-
tics and ideology, as unacceptable. The governmental SDS posts about one third of its 
tweets, on the topics of politics and ideology, as unacceptable. The political Left, in 
opposition to the right-wing government, is more modest, but it also posts the largest 
fraction of unacceptable tweets on the topics of politics and ideology. A detailed anal-
ysis of the distribution of hate speech between the communities and different types of 
Twitter users, regardless of topics, is discussed in Evkoski et al. (2021c).

If one wants to compare communities in terms of their topic distributions, between 
themselves and through time, one needs to quantify the similarities between distribu-
tions. A suitable measure of the similarity between two probability distributions, P 
and Q, is defined by the Jensen–Shannon divergence ( JSD ) (Lin 1991):

where M is the average of the two distributions:

JSD(P � Q) =
1

2
KLD(P � M)+

1

2
KLD(Q � M),
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Fig. 4 Cumulative topic distribution for the four major communities: Left, Right, SDS, and Sports. Darker 
areas represent fractions of unacceptable tweets in individual topics
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JSD is defined in terms of the Kullback–Leibler divergence ( KLD ) (Kullback and Leibler 
1951):

The square root of JSD , which makes the measure a metric, is known as Jensen–Shan-
non distance ( JS ) (Endres and Schindelin 2003):

JS(P ‖ Q) of 0 indicates that P and Q are identical distributions, while values close to 1 
indicate very different distributions.

Let Ct denote a probability distribution of topics in tweets posted by the community 
C, at timepoint t. We denote by C∪ a cumulative distribution of topics in all the tweets 
by C across the five timepoints t = 0, 22, 68, 91, 132 . We can compare how the topic 
distribution in a community C changes over time by computing the distances between 
subsequent timepoints JS(Ct � Ct+1) , or the distances of individual timepoints to the 
cumulative distribution JS(Ct � C∪) . We can also compare the differences between pairs 
of communities Ci and Cj by computing the distance between their cumulative distribu-
tions JS(Ci∪ � Cj∪).

Results with the differences in topic distributions are in Table  4. The left-hand side 
of the table shows that for individual communities, topic distribution does not change 
much over time. The table gives the distances to the cumulative distribution, but the dis-
tances between subsequent timepoints are similarly low. We only observe some change 
in topic distribution for SDS (bold numbers on the left-hand side of Table 4), from the 
initial timepoints, when the party was in opposition, to the final timepoints, when SDS 
became the main government party.

The right-hand side of Table 4 gives pairwise distances between different communities. 
The results show that the Right and SDS communities are the most similar to each other, 
which corroborates the visual impression from Fig.  4. Both, Right and SDS, are some 
distance from the Left community (bold numbers on the right-hand side of Table 4). As 

M =
1

2
(P + Q).

KLD(P � Q) =
∑

x

P(x) · log2

(
P(x)

Q(x)

)

JS(P � Q) =
√

JSD(P � Q), 0 ≤ JS(P � Q) ≤ 1.

Table 4 Differences in topic distributions in terms of Jensen–Shannon distance ( JS)

The left-hand side of the table shows the JS distances for each community C, between its cumulative distribution C∪ and 
individual timepoints Ct , JS(Ct � C∪) . The right-hand side is a symmetrical matrix, with the JS distances between the 
cumulative distributions for all pairs i, j of communities, JS(Ci∪ � Cj∪) . In bold are the JS distances 0.1 < JS ≤ 0.4 , and in 
italics 0.4 < JS

Timepoint t Community

Community 0 22 68 91 132 Left Right SDS Sports

Left 0.052 0.051 0.060 0.008 0.057 0.0 0.146 0.172 0.406

Right 0.051 0.047 0.049 0.019 0.034 – 0.0 0.092 0.481

SDS 0.101 0.114 0.091 0.028 0.044 – – 0.0 0.482

Sports 0.074 0.020 0.036 0.087 0.082 – – – 0.0
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expected, the Sports community is considerably different from the other three in terms 
of the topic distribution (numbers in italics on the right-hand side of Table 4).

Similarities between the communities in terms of topic distributions are consistent 
with the formation of super-communities. A super-community is a set of communities 
that are densely linked together by the external influence links, i.e., retweets (Evkoski 
et  al. 2021a). In our case, Right and SDS (with other smaller communities) form the 
right-wing super-community, Left (with other smaller communities) is part of the left-
wing super community, and Sports is isolated in its own super-community. This forma-
tion of super-communities closely matches the similarities in terms of JS distances. We 
find it interesting that two different methods, super-community formation and topic 
detection, yield very similar results. In fact, it is surprising that some detected communi-
ties (such as Right and SDS) exhibit higher similarities in terms of their topic distribu-
tion than in terms of their membership.

Evolution of offensive topics

In this subsection we focus just on the top three largest, political communities: Left, 
Right, and SDS. The goal is to show the evolution of the most interesting topics through 
time. We pinpoint the differences between the acceptable and unacceptable (predomi-
nantly offensive) tweets posted by the three communities.

The three communities are very different in size and in their Twitter activities. Fig-
ure 5 (left panel) shows how the membership (the number of Twitter users) changed 
through the 3-year period, 2018–2020. We see that the Left is considerably larger 
than the right-wing communities, Right and SDS, and that its membership is gradu-
ally increasing. On the other hand, the sizes of the Right and SDS communities con-
siderably increased after the right-wing government was formed (in March 2020, 
timepoints t = 91, 132 ). Even more drastic is the increase in the number of tweets 
posted and retweeted (Fig.  5, right panel), corresponding to the change of govern-
ment and the emergence of the Covid-19 pandemic. In the last period ( t = 132 ) the 
Right even surpassed the Left community, despite the fact that it is considerably 
smaller. The governmental SDS, which was barely active when in opposition (time-
points t = 0, 22, 68 ) shows a five-fold increase in the Twitter activities during the last 
period. This is consistent with the observed smaller size and higher activities of the 
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Fig. 5 Evolution of the community size and the number of tweets posted and retweeted for the three 
major communities: Left (red), Right (violet), and SDS (blue). The x-axis are the five timepoints at weeks 
t = 0, 22, 68, 91, 132
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right-wing parties in the European Parliament (Cherepnalkoski et al. 2016), and the 
Leave proponents during the Brexit referendum (Grčar et al. 2017).

Out of the six topics detected, we first consider the two prevailing topics, politics 
and ideology, taken together. Figure 6 shows the evolution of the two topics through 
the 3-year period. For the selected communities, Left, Right and SDS, the percentages 
of acceptable (solid lines) and unacceptable (dashed lines) tweets are given. For all 
three communities, the fractions of acceptable tweets are decreasing, while the unac-
ceptable tweets are increasing. We speculate that this is due to the change of the gov-
ernment from the left-wing to the right-wing, and increased political polarization in 
the last period (after March 2020, timepoints t = 91, 132 ). Taken all tweets together, 
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Fig. 6 Evolution of the two topics merged, politics and ideology, for the three major communities: Left 
(red), Right (violet), and SDS (blue). Solid lines represent acceptable tweets, and dashed lines correspond 
to unacceptable tweets. The y-axis represents percentages of tweets with a topic of politics or ideology 
out of all the tweets posted or retweeted by a community. The x-axis are the five timepoints at weeks 
t = 0, 22, 68, 91, 132
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Fig. 7 Evolution of the health topic, including the Covid-19 pandemic, for the three major communities: Left 
(red), Right (violet), and SDS (blue). Solid lines represent acceptable tweets, and dashed lines correspond to 
unacceptable tweets. The y-axis represents percentages of tweets with a topic of health out of all the tweets 
posted or retweeted by a community. Note that the range of the y-axis here is half the range of the y-axis in 
Fig. 6. The x-axis are the five timepoints at weeks t = 0, 22, 68, 91, 132
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throughout the 3-year period, Right and SDS post more than 50% of their tweets on 
politics and ideology, and Left is approaching 40%.

The change of the government in Slovenia in 2020 coincides with the emergence of 
the Covid-19 pandemic. In Fig. 7 we show the evolution of the health topic which also 
covers the pandemic-related issues (keywords: mask, virus, epidemic, infection, coro-
navirus, ...). The figure shows a considerable increase in the Twitter activities at the last 
two timepoints (after March 2020, t = 91, 132 ). The most pronounced is the increase for 
the SDS community which corresponds to the main party in the right-wing government, 
and which undertook major activities during the pandemic. However, the overall volume 
is still much lower in comparison to the topics of politics and ideology (less than 20%). 
Note that the range of the y-axis in Fig. 7 is only half the range of the y-axis in Fig. 6.

In contrast to the politics and ideology, the health topic draws relatively low num-
ber of unacceptable tweets. However, as the pandemic progressed, and increasingly 
more unpopular public measures were taken, so has the volume of unacceptable tweets 
increased.

Conclusions
This paper concludes a trilogy on the analysis of a comprehensive Slovenian Twitter data 
corpus, from the 2018–2020 period. In the first part (Evkoski et al. 2021a) we propose 
methods to study the evolution of retweet communities through time. We developed 
an extension of the Louvain community detection algorithm, Ensemble Louvain, to 
improve the stability of the detected communities, which is important in time-changing 
networks (Evkoski et al. 2021b). We found that in our data retweet communities change 
relatively slowly, and we speculate that the time window snapshots can be taken fur-
ther apart, in the order of months, not weeks. We also proposed several measures of 
influence, and demonstrated that external retweet influence links similar communities 
into super-communities. The detected super-communities show clear signs of increasing 
political polarization in Slovenia in the years 2018–2020.

The second part of the trilogy (Evkoski et  al. 2021c) introduces an analysis of hate 
speech in Twitter posts. We developed a state-of-the-art hate speech classification 
model with the performance close to the human annotators. We found that communi-
ties which form the same super-community can be very different in the amount of hate 
tweets they post. We identified a single right-wing retweet community which posts a 
disproportional amount of unacceptable tweets with respect to its size. We also found 
that the main source of unacceptable tweets are personal Twitter accounts, which were 
either anonymous or suspended during the 3-year period.

In the current paper we add another aspect to the analysis, namely topic detection. We 
confirm what was already indicated before, that politics and ideology are the prevailing 
topics during the years 2018–2020. These two topics also draw the highest proportion of 
unacceptable tweets. Interestingly, distribution of topics discussed by individual com-
munities shows high similarity between the communities which form the same super-
community. On one hand, we find high similarity between the communities by means of 
external retweet influence links and topics they discuss. On the other hand, they are very 
different in the amount of hate speech produced. This also indicates that community 
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membership can be a useful additional feature if one wants to improve the hate speech 
classification models.

In our case, the performance of the binary classification model, acceptable vs. unac-
ceptable tweets, is already close to the inter-annotator agreement. Our results are com-
parable to the performance of models on similarly subjective and difficult tasks, on 
different social media platforms (Twitter, Facebook, YouTube comments) and in other 
languages (Zollo et al. 2015; Mozetič et al. 2016; Cinelli et al. 2021). However, the per-
formance can be improved if user-related context is taken into account (Gao and Huang 
2017; Fehn Unsvåg and Gambäck 2018). Previous works (Mishra et al. 2019; Mosca et al. 
2021), as well as our results, indicate that combining community information with tex-
tual information can considerably improve the hate speech classification models.
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Chapter 4

Conclusions

In this master thesis, we have explored the idea of community evolution analysis, a tech-
nique that enables tracking groups of densely connected nodes in a complex network. In
practice, community evolution aims at detecting and explaining changes in the collective
behavior of groups. In order for it to be well executed, it requires many technical choices
that would fit the dynamic environment, such as the right strategy for representing the
dynamics in a network; applying suitable (stable) and robustly evaluated community de-
tection algorithms; using appropriate community and partition similarity metrics.

Mainly, we presented two contributions to the field of community evolution analysis.
First, we proposed Ensemble Louvain, a community detection method based on ensembles
of the famous Louvain method. Ensemble Louvain produces stable communities with high
quality, making it suitable for evolution analysis. It significantly outperforms Louvain and
other ensemble methods. As a side effect, it is also able to detect borderline nodes, which
either act as periphery to a community (and the network) or act as influential bridges
between several communities.

With the original goal to carefully evaluate Ensemble Louvain, our second proposal is
a novel community detection benchmark on artificial networks. It uses the Lancichinetti-
Fortunato-Radicchi (LFR) networks, which are the most used networks for evaluation, yet
it defines a strategy to create more diverse networks than the common approaches, guar-
anteeing the evaluation over a bigger space of possible network and community structures.
Finally, it uses statistical tests to produce a comprehensive and easily interpretable bench-
marking which avoids the shortcomings of the standard LFR benchmarking. We refer to
our proposal as the Unconstrained LFR benchmark.

On the applicative side, we presented three of our published works where we combined
our Ensemble Louvain with many other techniques for data analysis, resulting in insightful
results on the evolution of Twitter communities in the Slovenian tweetosphere. In the
first work, we set up a procedure for community evolution analysis that uses overlapping
network snapshots with time-decaying edge weights, tracking the major (mostly political)
Slovenian Twitter communities from 2018 to 2021. In the second, we combined the knowl-
edge of community evolution and hate speech detection in a study where we discovered
the main sources of unacceptable public speech and tracked its share and change through-
out the Covid pandemic and major political events. Lastly, the third work adds our final
perspective on the evolution of the Slovenian retweet network, this time through topic
modeling.

We hope that this thesis can be used as an example of the many challenges community
evolution analysis encounters, as well as a read where one can borrow interesting ideas or
get inspired for solutions to some of these challenges. In the meantime, we aim to continue
to contribute to the field of community detection and community evolution.
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Appendix A

Ensemble Louvain Experiments

A.1 Borderline Nodes

Borderline nodes are nodes that do not have a high co-membership with any neighbour-
ing node. They do not clearly belong to any community and are left as islands in the
partitions produced by Ensemble Louvain. Community analysis can benefit if these nodes
are detected, not just to stabilize and improve the discovered communities, but also to
potentially reveal hidden processes connected to these nodes in the network. This could
be helpful in social network analysis where the borderline nodes could point out to users
who are between two communities with conflicting views, agendas, ideologies etc.

We wanted to explore the frequency of borderline nodes and to what extent they in-
fluence the total quality of the partition. Therefore, we compared the Ensemble Louvain
results of the full partition with the results on the subpartition that does not include the
borderline nodes. For detecting borderline nodes, we took the default value of the co-
membership threshold parameter ct = 0.85. In other words, if a node does not have a
co-membership value of at least 0.85 with any of its neighbours, we label it as borderline.

In Figure A.1, we show the results of the influence of borderline nodes on community
quality and modularity score (Q), using the standard LFR benchmark. We show that
the increase of the LFR µ parameter heavily influences the percentage of borderline nodes
detected by Ensemble Louvain. When comparing the partitions including and excluding
the borderline nodes, we notice a drastic difference in both scores in favour of the parti-
tions which exclude these borderline nodes. It shows that Ensemble Louvain outputs even
better results when the core communities are in focus and that future community detec-
tion evaluations could benefit from the separate comparison of the core and peripheral
communities.

The role of these borderline nodes in terms of function and influence in real-world
networks is yet to be researched. One pioneer study [66] uses the co-membership (or
consensus) matrix to calculate a score named CoI (community inconsistency), which gives
insight into how unstable a borderline node is. The authors also name the two types
of borderline nodes: outsiders (no firm community membership) and promiscuous (nodes
with multiple connections to several communities), yet with no clear method on how to
differentiate the two. Nonetheless, Ensemble Louvain’s natural detection of borderline
nodes in combination with the CoI score can lead to interesting future work on the role of
nodes in communities and networks.
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Figure A.1: Influence of borderline nodes on community quality. The top chart
shows percentages of borderline nodes which cannot be reliably assigned to a community
by Ensemble Louvain. The bottom two charts show the influence of borderline nodes on
the NMI performance and modularity (Q) scores, respectively. Red lines represent the
original Ensemble Louvain results, while black lines show results excluding the borderline
nodes. The experiments are run on the standard LFR networks of three different network
sizes. Results show that the percentage of borderline nodes correlates with the mixing
parameter µ, while the quality of the non-borderline communities remains high.

A.2 Ensemble Louvain Parameters Analysis

The proposed Ensemble Louvain algorithm requires two main hyperparameters to be set:
the number of Louvain runs r and the co-membership threshold ct for creating the co-
membership network. Here, we use the 500 Unconstrained LFR networks and explore the
impact of both hyperparameters.

First, we fix r to hundred runs and vary ct from 0.5 to 1.0. We then calculate both
the average F1 score on ground truth (performance) and the pair-wise F1 (stability) across
all networks. Results are presented in Figure A.2. We observe that the algorithm is not
sensitive to small changes in the parameters. Moreover, values of ct between 0.8 and 0.9
provide the best stability, while values between 0.7 and 0.9 provide the best performance
on ground truth. Thus, we suggest ct = 0.85 as a good starting point. Yet, the “best"
value depends on the structure of the network one is analyzing. Trying out different values
could be beneficial for the task at hand.

We have experimented with the r parameter in a similar manner. Results on the
right side of Figure A.2 show consistently good results for performance, even with a small
number of Louvain runs (such as r = 10). Yet, the number of runs holds a bigger impact
on the stability of the partition. When r = 10, executions of Ensemble Louvain produce
partitions with F1 = 0.9, while changing to r = 1000, the stability approaches F1 = 1,
showing almost perfect stability.
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Figure A.2: Ensemble Louvain parameter sensitivity. Stability and performance
results of Ensemble Louvain on 500 Unconstrained LFR networks. In the left-hand chart,
the co-membership threshold (ct) varies from 0.5 to 1, with constant number of Louvain
runs r = 100. In the right-hand chart, the number of Louvain runs (r) varies from 10 to
1000, with ct = 0.85. In both cases, the stability and performance are estimated by the
F1 score. Results suggest that parameter values of 0.7 < ct < 0.9 and 102 < r provide
consistent results both in terms of stability and performance.

A.3 Ensemble Louvain Parallelism

Finally, we benchmarked Ensemble Louvain’s execution times, testing the benefits of par-
allelism of the Louvain runs. We created LFR networks with varying size (from n = 100
to n = 20k) and ran Ensemble Louvain (with r = 100) using multiple CPU core settings
on an AMD Ryzen 7 5800X 8-core processor. The results in Figure A.3 show that the exe-
cution time difference between standard Louvain and Ensemble Louvain is constant for all
network sizes. The parallelism proves useful for four cores or higher, improving speed close
to linearly to the number of cores. When one looks at the execution time when increasing
r (the number of Louvain runs), again, the execution time almost linearly increases. We
use the term “almost" because the updates of the co-membership matrix are the additional
non-parallel step that must be executed except the Louvain runs, adding a small overhead.

A.4 Evaluating Community Evolution with Ensemble Lou-
vain

Techniques that tackle the instability issue in dynamic community detection are referred to
as temporal smoothing. Adopting a specific smoothing strategy can lead to computational
constraints, but it is a crucial step if one aims for finer results [10]. This is where Ensemble
Louvain comes into play, applying temporal smoothing using the ensembles, significantly
stabilizing the results, and with that, removing a large portion of the signal noise in the
tracking of community evolution. Using ensembles as a smoothing strategy was mentioned
as a prospect in the past as well [34], [36], yet without further quantitative experimental
analysis of it being used. Here, we compare Ensemble Louvain with the standard Louvain
and explore the impact of using the first.

As a continuation of our work [40], [67], we apply the community evolution analysis
on the Slovenian Twitter data from January 2018 to December 2021. We create retweet
networks out of 24-week data, with a sliding window of one week, resulting in 185 networks,
with 01.01.2018-18.06.2018 (week 0 ) being the first, and 12.07.2021-27.12.2021 (week 185 )
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Figure A.3: Parallelized Ensemble Louvain execution times. (r = 100, ct = 0.85).
The chart shows the execution time of Ensemble Louvain in comparison to Louvain, with
respect to the number of nodes in standard LFR networks. Ensemble Louvain execution
times are reported for runs on various numbers of CPU cores. Execution times show that
increasing the number of cores speeds up Ensemble Louvain almost linearly. Although
Ensemble Louvain contains a hundred iterations of standard Louvain, its speed is slower
by only twelve to fifteen times, when Ensemble Louvain execution times are reported for
runs on various numbers of CPU cores.

the last network in the sequence. Additionally, each network is created with exponential
decay on the edge weights (from latest to oldest retweets), so that we prevent detect-
ing “changes” due to lost structure patterns of the trailing data. With that, we instead
emphasize the actual community behavior shifts due to new events.

To detect community structure changes, we compare the similarity of two adjacent
partitions (e.g., the week 0 with the week 1 network community partition). To compare
Ensemble Louvain to the standard Louvain, we apply the described procedure three times
for the whole timeline and compare all adjacent partition combinations, for both algo-
rithms. A graphical representation of the results is shown in Figure A.3, while the statis-
tics regarding the comparison between Louvain and Ensemble Louvain are presented in
Table A.1.

Figure A.4 and Table A.1 show that the Ensemble Louvain produces less noise (more
stable results) when comparing the outputs of the experiments. In terms of numbers, the
average and total standard deviation (noise) of F1 is five times lower for Ensemble Louvain.
In practice, this means that the randomness of the process is not such a strong factor that
could influence the community evolution analysis, ensuring that the observed changes in
the partitions are actually data-driven events.

We also observe a generally higher F1 score throughout the whole timeline for the
Ensemble Louvain. This means that, according to the Ensemble Louvain outputs, the
adjacent partition differences are significantly lower compared to when analyzed using
Louvain. The borderline nodes that Ensemble Louvain detects do not change their be-
havior rapidly, thus they usually maintain their non-affiliation, increasing the general F1

score of the adjacent networks. Additionally, having these unstable nodes out of the large
communities, the similarity between the communities becomes even higher, ending with a
consistently higher score compared to the standard Louvain. Finally, tracking community
evolution benefits from these behaviors, as the partition noise is removed from the process
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Figure A.4: Tracking community evolution: Louvain vs. Ensemble Louvain (r =
250, ct = 0.95). The x-axis shows the timeline of the detected network partitions in
185 weekly increments over a four-year period. The y-axis shows the F1 similarity score
between the pairs of adjacent partitions in time (partition Pt compared to partition Pt+1.
A lower F1 value indicates a larger change in the community structure, while a higher F1

indicates higher similarity. Shaded areas show the (in)stability of the results over five runs.
The shaded area represents the standard error of the mean. The figure shows Ensemble
Louvain’s general effect on stabilizing results, helping dynamic community tracking.

Table A.1: A comparison of Louvain and Ensemble Louvain on the community evolution
case study (see Figure A.3). We compare adjacent network partition Pt and Pt+1 with the
F1 score. There are 185 pairs of partitions to compare, and the results show an average
mean value of F1 and its standard deviation for both algorithms.

Louvain Ensemble Louvain
Avg. std. 0.023± 0.008 0.004± 0.003

F1(Pt, Pt+1) Avg. mean 0.834± 0.043 0.869± 0.031

of detecting change, making Ensemble Louvain preferred over the standard Louvain.
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Appendix B

Metrics for Community Detection

Here, we describe how we evaluate the community detection algorithms for stability and
performance, while also covering the metrics used for evaluation.

Stability evaluation comes down to comparing two output partitions of the same al-
gorithm. If an algorithm is perfectly stable, it means that it always produces the same
partition. Once we have the partition outputs of multiple runs, we measure the similarity
of each partition pair, acquiring a distribution of similarities, which we then either plot as
in Fig.2.2 for the Standard LFR networks or calculate the Friedman-Nemenyi ranking as
in Fig.2.4 for the Unconstrained LFR networks.

The performance evaluation is more straightforward, as we only measure the similarity
of the multiple runs’ partitions with the ground truth, measuring how “close" the results
are to the expected output, again, resulting in a distribution of similarities. We present
these distributions for Standard and Unconstrained LFR networks in the same manner as
the stability results (see Fig.2.3 and Fig.2.4).

Essentially, both performance and stability evaluation is simply measuring the similar-
ity between two partitions. We use three partition similarity metrics: Normalized Mutual
Information (NMI), Adjusted Rand (ARI) Index, and the BCubed F1 (or simply F1).

B.1 Normalized Mutual Information – NMI

NMI [37] is an evaluation metric from the field of clustering, which is very similar to the
community detection problem. Here, we compare pairs of communities of the two parti-
tions by calculating the probability of a node belonging to the respective communities and
their intersection. Let Ω = {ω1, ω2, ..., ωk} and Ψ = {ψ1, ψ2, ..., ψj} be the two partition
community sets we would want to compare (where Ψ would be the ground-truth in perfor-
mance evaluation, and a second partition output for stability evaluation). And let N be
the number of nodes in the network. Normalized mutual information (NMI) is defined as:

NMI(Ω,Ψ) =
I(Ω;Ψ)

[H(Ω) +H(Ψ)]/2

where I is mutual information, calculated as:

I(Ω;Ψ) =
∑

k

∑

j

P (ωk ∩ ψj)log
P (ωk ∩ ψj)
P (ωk)P (ψj)

=
∑

k

∑

j

|ωk ∩ ψj |
N

log
|ωk ∩ ψj |
|ωk||ψj |

where P (ωk), P (ψj) and P (ωk∩ψj) are the probabilities of a node being in communities ωk,
ψj and their intersection. The second equivalence is for a maximum likelihood estimate
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of the probabilities (i.e., the estimate of each probability is the corresponding relative
frequency). H is entropy, defined as:

H(ω) = −
∑

k

P (ωk)logP (ωk) = −
∑

k

|ωk|
N

log
|ωk|
N

where, again, the second equation is based on maximum likelihood estimates of the prob-
abilities.

I(Ω;Ψ) measures the amount of information by which our knowledge about the first
partition increases when we know about the second partition or vice versa. The minimum
of I(Ω;Ψ) is 0 if at least one of the partitions is random. In that case, knowing about
a node in one of the partitions does not give any new information about where the node
could be in the second partition. Maximum mutual information is reached for a partition
Ωexact that identically recreates the partition Ψ. Yet, it is also reached when Ωexact is
further subdivided into smaller communities. In particular, a partition with K = N one-
node communities has maximum mutual information. This is because mutual information
does not penalize large cardinalities and thus does not formalize our bias that, other things
being equal, fewer clusters are better.

The normalization by the denominator [H(Ω)] +H(Ψ)]/2 fixes the problem since en-
tropy tends to increase with the number of clusters. For example, H(Ω) reaches its max-
imum logN for K = N , which ensures that NMI is low for K = N . The particular
form of the denominator is chosen because [H(Ω)] + H(Ψ)]/2 is a tight upper bound on
I(Ω;Ψ). Thus, NMI is always a number between 0 and 1. Finally, we refer to NMI as be-
ing a community-wise evaluation metric, since it compares node sets instead of individual
nodes.

B.2 Adjusted Rand Index – ARI

Adjusted Rand Index [68] is a commonly used metric to compare clustering results against
external criteria, making it suitable for community detection evaluation as well. The main
idea is to count the pairs of nodes which appear in the same cluster in both partitions.

Once more, let Ω = {ω1, ω2, ..., ωk} and Ψ = {ψ1, ψ2, ..., ψj} be the two partition
community sets we would want to compare. And let N be the number of nodes in the
network. Now, ARI is defined as follows:

ARI(Ω;Ψ) =

∑
i,j

(|ωi∩ψj |
2

)
− [

∑
i

(|ωi|
2

)∑
j

(|ψj |
2

)
]/
(
N
2

)

1
2 [
∑

i

(|ωi|
2

)
+

∑
j

(|ψj |
2

)
]− [

∑
i

(|ωi|
2

)∑
j

(|ψj |
2

)
]/
(
N
2

)

B.3 BCubed F1

The BCubed measure was originally proposed to evaluate the effectiveness of document
clustering [39]. Its properties were compared to a wide range of other extrinsic clustering
evaluation metrics, with the conclusion that BCubed satisfies all the required qualitative
properties [69]. Since data clustering and community detection in networks produce analo-
gous results, one can also apply the BCubed measure to evaluate the detected communities.

The BCubed measure is applicable to individual nodes, communities, and network
partitions in general. It decomposes the evaluation into calculating the precision and
recall associated with each node in the network. The precision (Pre) and recall (Rec) are
then combined into the F1 score:

F1 = 2
Pre · Rec
Pre + Rec

.
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The F1 score is a special case of Van Rijsbergen’s effectiveness measure [70], where precision
and recall can be combined with different weights. Hereinafter, we focus on definitions of
precision and recall for different cases, and assume a balanced definition of the F1 score
as the harmonic mean. We first define the BCubed measure for a node, and then proceed
with definitions of the network F1.

Let Ω(n) denote the community (set of nodes) in which node n belongs in partition Ω
and Ψ(n) the community in which it belongs in partition Ψ. Pre and Rec for a node are
defined as follows:

Pre(n) =
|Ω(n) ∩Ψ(n)|

|Ψ(n)|
,

Rec(n) =
|Ω(n) ∩Ψ(n)|

|Ω(n)|
.

Now, the Pre and Rec between the two partitions are defined as:

Pre(Ω|Ψ) =
1

N

∑

n

Pre(n),

Rec(Ω|Ψ) =
1

N

∑

n

Rec(n),

Since the F1 is calculated as a sum of the Pre and Rec of individual nodes, we refer to
this metric as node-wise. As the Pre and Rec are normalized by the number of nodes in the
network, the F1 ranges from 0 (no similarity between the partitions) to 1 (complete match
between the partitions). A detailed definition of the F1 metric, including the general form
for non-identical node sets, can be found in our previous work [40].
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Appendix C

Unconstrained LFR Experiments

In this final appendix, we present the experiments which led us to state that the Standard
LFR benchmark fails to explore the space of possible networks created by LFR and can
potentially lead to wrong conclusions when comparing two or more community detection
algorithms.

The first experiment was to investigate how much networks vary in structure and
density when one flips the method of generating the LFR networks: instead of varying only
µ while keeping network size and all other parameters fixed, we fixed µ = 0.3 and network
size n = 1000 while varying all other parameters. Figure C.1 shows four cherry-picked
examples of networks that visibly vary in network structure and density, although they are
generated with the same method and have the same size. Intuitively, our assumption was
that some methods might perform better on one network than others.

In order to statistically evaluate this, the next experiment was to create 500 networks
in this manner, and then evaluate a few properties: number of edges, average degree,
number of communities, size of the largest community, the diameter of the network, average
clustering coefficient, the modularity optimized by Louvain and the NMI score resulted by
Louvain. Figure C.2 presents a boxplot for each of these properties and shows astounding
differences between the networks, showing a wide range of possible combinations for all
parameters. The results which serve the most to our claim are the modularity and NMI
scores produced by Louvain. Here, the greedily optimized modularity remarkably varies
from 0.32 to 0.68 and the NMI from 0.75 to 0.98. This points out that network structure
and community detection results heavily depend on the choice of the additional LFR
parameters and not only on network size and the mixing parameter µ. It indicates that a
methodology similar to or in the direction of our suggested Unconstrained LFR is a must
when one is comparing the performance or stability of community detection algorithms.

Finally, in order to evaluate in what amount the NMI fluctuation is due to the in-

Figure C.1: Examples of Unconstrained LFR networks with changing parameters, but fixed
mixing parameter µ = 0.3 and network size n = 1000.
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Figure C.2: Network structure and community detection box plots on Unconstrained LFR
networks with changing parameters, but fixed µ = 0.3 and n = 1000.

stability of the community detection algorithms or due to the actual differences of the
networks, we take three popular greedy optimization algorithms (Edmot [16], Leiden [71]
and Walktrap [72]) and evaluate the average score and the standard deviation of NMI
on both Standard LFR and Unconstrained LFR with the same µ = 0.3 and network size
n = 1000. For the Standard LFR, we used the most common set of parameters, where
τ1 = 2 and τ2 = 1.1.

Table C.1: NMI scores (means and standard deviations) of several community detection
algorithms on Standard LFR networks and Unconstrained LFR networks.

Standard LFR Benchmark Unconstrained LFR Benchmark
Algorithm Edmot Leiden Walktrap Edmot Leiden Walktrap
Mean NMI 0.78 0.81 0.67 0.61 0.62 0.69
Std of NMI 0.03 0.02 0.05 0.23 0.23 0.18

Table C.1 shows that for the Standard LFR all algorithms perform with a standard
deviation from 0.02 to 0.05 with Edmot and Leiden expectedly outperforming Walktrap.
Yet, for the Unconstrained LFR, the standard deviation of NMI drastically jumps to a
range from 0.18 to 0.23 depending on the algorithm. Additionally, the average performance
of Edmot and Leiden goes considerably lower, suggesting that they failed to recognize the
community structure for some of the Unconstrained LFR networks.
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